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PHYSICAL AND METAPHYSICAL YOKED BY LOVE TOGETHER:  

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF AKKITHAM ACHUTHAN  

NAMBOODIRI AND PABLO NERUDA 

 
G.Jyothi Lekshmi  

Guest Lecturer in English, NSS College, Nilamel 

 
Abstract 
 Two great men of letters, who cut a new path in their respective literatures are subjected to a brief study in this paper. 
Akkitham Achuthan Namboodiri, the ascetic poet of Malayalam literature and Pablo Neruda, the vibrant revolutionary of 
Latin American literature are the heroes. Their poems are the outcomes of the continuous confrontation of their poetic 
sensibilities with the social conditions. Here the personal conditions amalgamate with their political ideologies of the 
nation. Their curiosity always fed upon human existence and existential crisis. No poetic rules or principles could bind 
Akkitham’s and Neruda’s poetic oeuvres which embraced poetry, art, painting, architecture and above all social realism. 
On constant engagements with political and humanitarian issues, they themselves became “moving vehement political 
struggles”. While Akkitham stands for the spiritual secular tornado, Neruda stands for the materialistic, humanist 
volcano. Akkitham interpreted the story of man based on Vedantic spirituality, Neruda also did the same within the frame 
work of materialism. 
Keywords: Malayalam literature, Latin American Literature, poetic sensibilities, social realism, spiritualism, 
materialism, political struggles, existential crisis. 
 
Introduction 

 The two stalwarts of literature, the literary 

world has ever seen: Akkitham Achuthan 

Namboodiri of Malayalam literature and Pablo 

Neruda of Latin American literature, who 

appear too tall for comparison, fall for it in this 

article. Akkitham and Neruda are known to be 

the heralders of modernism in their own 

respective literatures, which can be sorted 

under the umbrella term, Third World 

Literatures. Despite the greatness of the two 

writers, there are only certain areas of poetry 

where they are comparable. In this paper, the 

two poets are compared on the basis of their 

political and humanistic attitudes, their 

approach towards love, their utter defiance 

towards whims of the regimes and such. The 

comparison is not strictly compartmentalized 

due to the limited scope of the subject, but 

randomly made. 

 Both were contemporaries and great 

humanists who were anti-fascist in their basic 

nature. Their poems articulated the aspirations, 

anguish, pain and struggles of their homelands. 

They stood for all that was humane and aimed 

at eradicating every kinds of stratification from 

the society. With their novel techniques and 

revolutionary ideas, they showed a new 

enlightened and rational path to their followers. 

The role played by these two poets in saving 

their literatures from the shackles of fancy and 

imagination, cannot be overlooked. They delved 

deep into the matters of laymen and tried to 

resolve their turmoil, through their sharp pen. 

They stood with their feet on the soil, hand in 

hand with the commoners, rather than placing 

themselves in the ivory towers of pseudo-

intelligentsia. Hypocrisies of the society 

encountered bitter criticism in the works of 

these giants. While Akkitham stands for the 

spiritual secular tornado, Neruda stands for the 

materialistic, humanist volcano. Akkitham 

interpreted the story of man based on Vedantic 

spirituality, Neruda also did the same within 

the frame work of materialism. 

 
Analysis 

 Akkhitham’s philosophical affiliation 

inspired him to move to the metaphysical 

nature of human existence. There is a 

predominance of “the other” over “the self” in 

his poems. In his “Irupathaam Noottandinte 
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Ithihaasam”he invokes in the readers the need 

for devotion of our lives for others. He says that 

each drop of tear which he sheds for others 

evokes the presence of thousand splendid suns 

in his mind and that each smile he spends arises 

a full moon of sanctity. 

 His vision of love transcends physicality, 

thereby gaining a spiritual dimension. Unlike 

many other poets, Akkitham never evaded the 

physicality of love to attain the spiritual level. 

Rather he takes the proud privilege to express 

the feeling of marital bliss. Egalitarianism and 

revolutionary fervor in Akkitham find 

expression through poems like “Irupathaan 

Noottandinte Ithihaasam”, “Asaarikkuttikaal”, 

“Thampuraan kutty”, “Balidarsanam”, 

“Desasevika”and other poems. Though he 

favoured revolution in the social scenario, he 

lashed out against the Communist party and its 

leaders, who organized various struggles in 

Kerala. 

 Akkitham expresses an ambivalent attitude 

towards the relationship between man, God and 

religion. Though he was a theist himself, his 

perspectives were not confined within the 

boundaries of Hindu religion alone, which is 

evident in his poetry from “Thampuraan 

kutty”to “Aalanjattamma”.Like Pablo Neruda, 

he too had an emotional craving for lost 

childhood which becomes obvious even in the 

poems he wrote for elders. As Wordsworth said 

“The Child is father of the man”, Akkhitham 

also believed in the divine presence in children. 

A second childhood which comes with age 

forms an important aspect in his poems. The 

lost childhood was always a haunting obsession 

in Neruda’s poetry. At the loss of childhood, 

Neruda felt himself lost and detached from the 

roots which fixed his identity. He felt alienated 

from the rest of the world to find solace only in 

writing poetry. In a very gentle tone, he 

inspired the downtrodden to speak up and fight 

for their rights. He voiced against the 

suppression and submission of Namboothiri 

women within the four walls of their Illams. 

 Pablo Neruda was indeed successful in 

creating a unison of personal and political. His 

personal and societal anguish instigated him to 

foot his poetry on disintegration, chaos, decay 

and death. He acknowledged the two-fold path 

of his poetry as he wrote “I have a pact of love 

with beauty; I have a pact of blood with my 

people”. 

 The most important distinctive feature of 

both Neruda’s and Akkitham’s poetry is that 

the poems, even though aimed at political ends, 

were not mere rhetoric. They were 

fundamentally anti-fascist and anti-imperialist 

in nature. Both of them were the masters of their 

craft. A remarkable feature of their poetry lied 

in the distribution of pronouns in their poems. 

In the first stage of their poetic life or to be more 

specific, in their romantic poems, they mainly 

focused on first person narratives. Everything 

was omniscient narratives, but as the time 

progressed we could see a shift that occurs in 

both Akkitham’s and Neruda’s poetry, which 

implies that “I” gives way to “He or She”. 

 Despite the differences their political poetry 

reflected the aspirations and desires of the 

masses. They were not mere sloganeers, but 

insisted on authenticity and modern sensibility. 

They created a new tradition of political 

resistance in their respective literatures. Both of 

their poetry showed a tinge of hope even at the 

clutches of depression. Their poetry conveyed a 

hope and commitment for creating a true 

democratic society from which the forces of 

exploitation are completely eliminated. 

 Neruda and Akkitham had the same 

primary objective- to see human beings living in 

peace and tranquility. Neruda wrote 

I wish the wood cutter would wake up: 

What we love is your peace, not your mask 

Your warrior’s face is not handsome. 

(Selected Poems 77) 

 Both used poetry as a means to convey their 

resistance against the class based exploitation of 

the masses. Akkitham even raised his voice 

against the gender based discrimination in 
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Kerala society especially within Namboodiri 

community. In the poem, “Sthreeyum 

Purushanum”, Akkitham lashes out against the 

disparity between a husband and wife in a 

typical household. He questions the male 

domination of the society which led to the 

submission and suppression of Womanhood. 

 Neruda and Akkitham contemplated the 

world, not just to look at its present scenario 

and not to sympathize with it but with the view 

to change it. Neruda’s materialist philosophy 

and commitment to Marxism holds hand in 

hand with the spiritual views based on innate 

goodness of Akkitham. They identified 

democracy with the rise of lower class people. 

They thought it would bring about mass 

awakening and progress. They worked to 

awaken them so that they would be able to 

shoulder the responsibilities of self-governance. 

 They were hard core advocates of socialism. 

But their modus operandi was different. One 

was essentially materialistic while the other 

relied on spirituality and Vedanta. When 

Akkitham lays emphatic stress on the growth of 

individual, Neruda stressed more on society 

and societal life. Here lies the fundamental 

difference between “Irupathaam Noottaandinte 

Ithihaasam”and “Canto General”. The first 

aimed at the progress of society through 

individual self while the second aimed at a 

rejuvenated society. For both Akkitham and 

Neruda, their worlds were their arenas and 

humanity was the object of their service. They 

chose “class struggle” or voice of the voiceless 

as the instrument in their transforming mission. 

They brought all their attention in forging these 

instruments. 

 Most of their romantic poems were read 

and have been praised for their beauty and 

structure but they ceased to provoke any 

responses beyond a few minutes after they are 

read. But the condition differs in case of political 

poems whether it is “Irupathaan Noottaandinte 

Ithihaasam”or Songs of Protest. Akkitham’s 

exhortation “light is misery, my child, isn’t the 

dark more comfortable?” still lingers in the 

minds of every Malayali. Similarly it is Neruda 

who said, “Light came despite the daggers” 

(199). Their poems retain their splendor even 

today long after their composition. 

 They envisioned a sense of liberation and 

independence through the medium of love. 

Their poetry regarded the class discriminations 

as mere obstructions in the path of true love and 

nothing more. This is testified through 

Akkitham’s poem “Parangodan” which tells the 

love story between a Namboodiri woman and a 

Shudra man who were childhood friends. The 

poetic selves of both Neruda and Akkitham 

sympathized with the intense trauma brought 

about by the class distinctions. Neruda writes: 

 Love, Love, until the night collapses 

 from the singing Andes flint 

 down to the dawn’s red knees, 

 come out and contemplate the snow’s blind 

 son.    (Neruda 171)  

 As poets of the masses, they were unwilling 

to believe the oppression meted out to the lower 

class and lower castes (as in case of India) as 

natural or pre-ordained. Akkitham, though a 

theist, never believed that God created these 

segregations in society. At one time we even see 

Akkitham raising against God to break him into 

pieces, if he had created these exploitations. 

When Akkitham wrote of the deteriorated 

condition of the farmers in Kerala, Neruda 

lamented over the plight of coal miners in Latin 

America. When Akkitham stroke against the 

feudal lords who fed on these exploitation, 

Neruda stood against the urban bourgeois 

exploitation in Latin America and its fascist 

tendencies. 

 We can see in both Akkitham’s and 

Neruda’s poetry, a leaning towards rural life 

and rural culture. They were disheartened by 

the aridity, immobility and tedium of the city 

life. In Akkitham’s “Gramalakshmi”we find a 

sarcastic demonstration of this. It is in the form 

of a conversation between a freak daughter and 

a typical village mother, ultimately divulging 
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the hollowness and meaninglessness of the city 

life. Neruda’s “Walking Around”sings of the 

despair born out of this monotony. He wrote: 

 The smell of barber shops makes me sob out 

loud. 

 I want nothing but the repose either of 

stones or of wool, 

 I want to see no more establishments, no 

more gardens, 

 Nor merchandise, nor glasses, nor elevators. 

 It happens that I am tired of my feet and my 

 nails 

 And my hair and my shadow. 

 It happens that I am tired of being a man. 

     (Neruda 91) 

 In Akkitham and Neruda, a true love for 

vernaculars finds expression. They insisted on 

the existence of civilizations within the 

vernacular tongues. 

 Though Akkitham is not a staunch 

practitioner of Marxism as Neruda, one cannot 

deny his hidden affiliations. Both of them 

regarded Marxism to be a proper solution to all 

human problems as it was basically rooted in 

the sympathy towards the sufferers. They did 

not want communism to be a violent means 

(which it later on became) but to be a mode 

meant to enhance egalitarianism in the world. 

Neruda’s twelfth poem shows the poet’s all-

embracing vision of a toiling man. He tries to 

rejuvenate people and their tribes. He wrote: 

Arise to birth with me, my brother 

give me your hand out of the profound 

depth of your disseminated sorrows. 

And give me silence, give me water, hope. 

Give me the struggle, the iron, the volcanoes. 

Let bodies cling like magnets to my body. 

Come quickly to my veins and to my mouth.  

Speak through my words and through my 

blood. (Dey 119) 

 Akkitham bashed against this transition in 

Communism through his poems, mainly in his 

Irupathaam Noottandinte Ithihaasam. He staunchly 

criticizes the leaders of the Communist party for 

augmenting their political value by creating 

martyrs. But Neruda, though he was aware of 

the transition that happened with the 

ideological practices, he remained silent about it 

and resorted to writing personal poems, mainly 

love poems. he could not raise his voice against 

the totalitarian norms of the party as he was 

deeply indebted to the Communist ideology at 

his heart. After 1956, we can see a Neruda in 

whom the political commitment shows a slight 

wavering due to the alarming confessions of 

Nikitha Kruschev about the brutalities of Stalin. 

Though he was moved by this revelation, he 

was unwilling to severe his commitment to the 

ideology. At this moment, we see in Akkitham, 

a contrary of Neruda, rebelling at the fascist 

tendencies of the Communist party. Akkitham 

waged strong political criticisms at the party. 

But Neruda was unprepared for a political 

rebellion and therefore retreated to his old robes 

of a love poet. This transition in Neruda is 

visible in his collection Extravagario and 

Irupathaam Noottaandinte Ithihaasam, the finest 

example of Akkitham. 

 When Akkitham attempted sarcasm to deal 

with political issues, Neruda was primarily 

aiming at emotional but political exhortation of 

the masses. As Akkitham sarcastically ignores 

the concepts of dialectical materialism, 

bourgeois and petty bourgeois, Neruda 

intertwines all these concepts in his political 

writings. Neruda wrote about men who worked 

out with the problems of the present. Men who 

confronted destructive authority gave Neruda 

hope and for these men he wrote songs that 

celebrated their deeds because he saw their 

courage.  

 A liberation through unconditional love 

was their fundamental vision. Both Akkitham’s 

and Neruda’s poetry were eyes which 

witnessed all the significant events that took 

place in their places respectively. Neruda had a 

much wider arena as it encompassed the Soviet 

Revolution, the Spanish Civil War, Nazism, 

Stalinism, the massacres of Second World War 

which took place in the name of Imperialism, 
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racism and colonialism, the cold war, the 

political and economic degradation of Latin 

America, Cuban revolution and so on, while 

Akkitham focused in Kerala and its 

circumstances restrictively. 

 It is indeed surprising to find that both 

Akkitham and Neruda had composed folklore. 

Akkitham’s “Kali” and “Thoyiram venam” are 

included in the collection Naadodippaattukal. But 

Neruda’s folksongs are not compiled but are 

famous in his country. The interesting point 

about these compositions is that both used 

communal dialects to convey their ideas. These 

were also aimed at fighting the injustices of the 

society. 

 Fundamentally the belief in any political 

ideology or in any spiritual truth and the 

constant striving for it are based on true love 

and humanity. This was the primary disposition 

of Akkitham and Neruda. They found that it is 

the avidity, pain, and the frustration about 

human kind that makes a person political or 

spiritual. Akkitham’s poetry is not a turning 

loose of emotions but an escape from emotions. 

Prof. Sukumar Azheekodu opines that while 

trying to write The Wasteland even T. S. Eliot 

wished to escape from emotions but for 

Akkitham this evasion was an inherent one. 

 The solitude of the self and the sufferings of 

the soul became an important theme in their 

poetry. While Neruda personalized his 

experiences, Akkitham evinced much 

distancing from it and used it more politically. 

The love letters which Neruda wrote from India 

to a Chilean girl named Albertina Rosa Azocar 

typifies it. Akkitham’s “Vishaadamoorthi” also 

lingers around the same conceptions in a more 

political way. The despair and hopelessness of 

the youth of the age finds expression in 

Neruda’s poetry. His poems like “Walking 

Around” and “Death Alone” unveil the 

desperation of the society at the changelessness 

of the time. In his “Walking Around”, he gives a 

detailed picture of the increasing urban culture 

and its repetitions, leading only to the 

changelessness of human life. In the poem “Ode 

with a Lament” also, we see the man inviting 

his lover to complete him with hope in the 

desperate world. The same can be observed in 

“Karathalaamalakam” where the speaker needs 

to imbibe the goodness of his wife to induce the 

energy in him.  

 In both these poets we find a feeling of 

solitariness and a growing awareness of the 

omnipotence of nature which becomes an 

axiomatic presence in their poetry. About 

Neruda, Susnighdha Dey says 

The poet is solitary in the dead world, 

“alone among the rickety things and his 

despair grows as “the rains fall on him”. In 

Residencia en la tierra, rain and all forms of 

water except dew symbolize isolation. The 

rain of the Chilean south and the south-east 

Asia is not the harbinger of hope but 

implies man’s helpless predicament in the 

somber world. (Dey 114) 

 The love represented by both these poets far 

transcended the lovers who are only the objects 

of love. It moved from an individual experience 

to a serious commitment. Neruda wrote 

 Ah Woman, I do not know how you could 

contain meIn the earth of your soul, in the iron 

of your arms. (Dey 111) 

 A Tagorian touch is perceptible throughout 

these poems. Even Akkitham’s poems show a 

proclivity towards Tagore’s style and 

perspectives while dealing with love poems like 

“Madhuvidhu”, “Vaadaatha Thaamarayum 

Kedaatha Sooryanum”. He represents the 

legacy of human love in distinct stages. Like 

Tagore, he also believed in the existence of God 

in man. The poems such as “Omana Makan”, 

“Naalathe Daivangal”, “Ayyappanmaarude 

Aarpuvili” demonstrate this. Neruda declares 

that his Poem 16 in Twenty Love Poems and a 

Song of Despair is a “paraphrase of the thirtieth 

poem of Rabindranath Tagore’s Gardner” (Dey 

109). Neruda’s Twenty Love Poems and a Song of 

Despair portrays an adolescent lover trained in 

the art of longing. As in “love”, in Book of 
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Twilight, the poet is “at once an adult and a 

child who sings in order to survive, to overcome 

the misery of obsession” (Dey 110). In his 

“Poem 20”, he sings 

I no longer love her, that’s certain, but 

maybe I love her 

Love is so short, forgetting is so long. 

Because through the nights like this one I 

held her in my arms 

My soul is not satisfied that I lost her. 

Though this be the last pain that she makes 

me suffer 

And these the last verses that I write for her. 

(Neruda 21)  

 The critic Manuel Duran has described this 

poem as the onset of the “native period in 

Neruda’s arc, not in the sense of melancholy 

sunsets and ferocious storms but as an age in 

which he describes what is to be seen or found 

at the other end of the senses”. (Stevens 153) 

 Intense physical love and eroticism 

expounds through both Neruda’s and 

Akkitham’s oeuvres. The impetuous love and 

emotion found in these poets’ poems transcends 

the mere concept of romanticism to something 

beyond. Sensuality reverberates inn Akkitham’s 

poems like “Madhuvidhu”, “Bhadante 

Shaapam” and “Ninte Niram”. This sensuality 

is born out of the faith in the senses, the faith in 

physicality. In Neruda’s poetry we find a frank 

celebration of sex. In the poem “Song I”, 

Neruda openly describes: 

Body of a woman, white hills, white thighs 

You look like a world underlying in 

surrender 

My savage peasant body digs through you 

And makes the son leap from the depth of 

the earth. (Neruda 3)  

 His collections Twenty Love Poems and a Song 

of Despair even caused a scandal because of their 

frank and intense sexuality as in “I Have Gone 

Marking”. 

I have gone marking the atlas of your body 

With crosses of fire 

My mouth went across: a spider, trying to 

hide 

In you, behind you, timid, driven by thirst. 

(Neruda 9) 

 His poem “Body of a Woman” expresses the 

same vibe and emotion as 

“Karathalaamalakam” of Akkitham. In both the 

poems there are love, lust and loneliness. 

Though it takes a more philosophical tone in 

Akkitham and emotional tone in Neruda, their 

underlying theme remains the same. In 

“Karathalaamalakam”, Akkitham says that to 

make a man strong, a woman’s form, 

complexion, voice, the fragrance, the radiance, 

the languor, her tear and her prayers are a 

necessity. The poem elucidates that for a man to 

escape the toughness, he encounters in the 

world he needs to recognize the warmth and 

softness of his wife’s love.  

 There is a living context in both Akkitham’s 

and Neruda’s poetry. Akkitham’s poems 

become the conscience of his age in which he 

lives. They are the portraits of the pains, 

frustrations and despondencies through which 

the times passed. They depict the soul of the 

times which delineates the different and 

variegated experiences of life. Neruda’s poems 

threw light on the common man’s struggles and 

strengths focusing on the augmenting self-

confidence of the society. He was more attached 

to blood than to his ink. He never philosophized 

common life nor used any vague or 

metaphysical conceptions but dealt with human 

experiences in a very realistic manner. His 

concerns and convictions made him to walk 

through the thorny path of Latin American 

politics courageously.  

 Both Akkitham’s and Neruda’s poetry can 

be described as a conversation between a man 

and varied people. They deviated from the pre-

determined assumptions of poetic language and 

employed common man’s discourses in poetry. 

Their oeuvre is noted for simplicity and 

candidness of expression. They never attempted 

to create any flamboyance or gaudiness in their 
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poems. They called a spade, “a spade”. They 

deliberately employed apt imageries and 

metaphors to convey the complexities of the 

times. Their poems were the speaking- portraits 

of the age. According to Shri. Aravindan, 

“Akkitham’s poetry is a mantra”. It 

encompasses the whole of humanity’s living 

conditions under a single title “Irupathaam 

Noottaandinte Ithihaasam”. It ponders over the 

lost fortunes of the past, the intense pain of the 

present and the bloody fears about the future. It 

is not merely a lament at the past, but the truth 

about the present and a prophecy for tomorrow. 

 “Irupathaam Noottaandinte Ithihaasam” is 

divided into four segments- heaven, hell, 

underworld and earth which alludes to the four 

stages of human life- childhood, youth, old age 

and death. This is related to the evolution of not 

only an individual but also of the world as a 

whole. Neruda’s Canto Generale which can be 

translated in English as “The Song for all” is 

also a realist lament for the suffering 

humankind. Neruda is deeply moved by the 

cries of the people around him, which incited 

him to compose his song for all. It begins from 

pre- historic America and travels through ages 

to reach the present of humanity. In Canto 

Generale , Neruda wrote: 

Man was earth, a vessel, the eye lid 

Of the quivering clay, a shape of potter’s 

earth, 

Carib spout, Chibcha stone, 

Imperial cup or Araucanian silica: 

He was gentle and bloody, but on the hilt 

Of his wetted glass weapon 

The earth’s initials were 

Written. 

No one  

could later recall them: the wind 

forgot, the water’s idiom 

was buried, the code was lost  

or inundated by silence or blood. (Selected 

Poems 151) 

 Their poems were about life and had life. It 

encompassed every world experiences. They left 

no walls of life untouched in their poetry, 

whether it is philosophy, revolution, socialism, 

romance or even spirituality. Their oeuvre 

testifies beyond all skepticism that their poetry 

is not merely aesthetic but it has political aims 

as well. To them “the still sad music of 

humanity” is neither harsh nor grating but has 

“ample power to chasten and subdue”. 
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THE IMAGE OF WORKING WOMAN IN THE  

SELECT SHORT FICTION IN TELUGU 

 
Prof.G.Sheela Swarupa Rani 

Department of English, Sri Padmavati Mahila University, Tirupati 

 
 The word ‘woman’ connotes varied 

meanings in the modern context. The present 

day woman takes up several roles and presents 

herself like a panacea for all ills. She is all in 

one. In the process of proving herself up to the 

mark in these several roles she is often torn 

among these several roles and remains a silent 

victim of herself. This becomes much more 

evident in the working women. Ever since she is 

born into this world a sensitive woman always 

undergoes a continual mental conflict as she is 

continually oppressed by several factors. This 

conflict grows much more as she becomes a 

working woman. In the olden days, when the 

women were confined to house she could accept 

any kind of rules, restrictions and domination 

willingly however unjust they looked. Ever 

since woman was exposed to education and out 

side world, woman started struggling for 

freedom just as the Indians fought for freedom 

when they are exposed to out side world and 

realized the fact that they were dominated. The 

fruit of this freedom struggle branched out and 

gave several fruits and one of the fruits is 

woman entering the job. Along with the job 

came additional responsibilities which 

enhanced the stress on women. 

 To mirror these painful experiences of 

women, several stories have come up in Telugu 

literature. If there are passing remarks about the 

problems faced by working women in the 

novels written by men , women writers focused 

on them and portrayed in a realistic way. The 

physical strain, emotional struggle, and mental 

turmoil the working women face make them 

think more deeply about their role plays in the 

context of individual personality, society, family 

and work place. In a transitional age like this, 

the role of a woman becomes a perennial 

question and an enigma. Chandralatha a Telugu 

writer in her story “Avarja”* puts the problem 

of working women beautifully in a poetical 

way. 

 Balance sheet is not getting tallied 

 Between physiology …and family life… 

 Individual freedom … and society’s 

 attitude… 

 Professional respect… and society’s 

 manners… 

 Metaphysical efforts …and eternal agony… 

 Human values … and nature’s wonders… 

 In between- 

 Balance sheet is not getting tallied 

 somewhere, some entry is lost 

 Either in the adding, or substraction, 

 Ankanans, or avarjas. 

 These lines show that a radical change in 

the society that is in the attitude of men and 

women is a must for a healthy atmosphere 

where in working women feel happy. This is the 

source from which spring the physical strain, 

emotional struggle, mental strain of the working 

women.  

 A working woman becomes a scapegoat 

before her marriage to her family and after her 

marriage to her husband. Mother who is 

supposed to act like a protective fence to her 

daughter, becoming so accustomed to the 

comforts the daughter’s salary brings, becomes 

a demanding one, paying deaf ear to her 

daughter’s hesitant plea about the real and 

genuine reasons for her unwillingness to 

continue in the job. “Salabanjika” by Kuppili 

Padma narrates the story about a girl, who 

continues in the high paid job which involves 

sexual exploitation. She is forced to continue in 

it in spite of her fear that she might have 

contacted AIDS. All these she does to facilitate 
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her mother to have some more gadgets that 

make her cooking easy, to send her brother 

abroad and to pay the college fee for her 

younger brother . In the same story another girl, 

who enters into the same profession because of 

her family’s financial condition, gets into the 

trap of her collegue, who uses and exploits and 

takes all her earnings saying he would marry 

her and ultimately ditches her and marries 

another girl. She attempts suicide when she 

knows she has contacted AIDS. Like wise a 

working woman becomes a scapegoat either to 

her family or to her collegue or to her husband.  

 A working woman gets hurt when her 

marriage is purely based on the money she 

earns. She is an alluring fruit in the marriage 

market. For the groom she looks not like a 

human being to love and to be loved, but a 

minting machine that brings every kind of 

comfort into the house. Indraganti Janaki Bala 

in her short story “Jeevana Rajakeeyam”, writes 

how a boy is willing to marry a girl for the sake 

of her job and willing to leave her when she 

loses it and to bring her back when she gets the 

job back. In the same story, she describes, how 

the husband is more eager to collect his wife’s 

salary from the office than to visit the hospital 

where she is admitted.  

 So engrossed in the work at home and 

office, sometimes the working woman may pay 

little attention to the latent rules of the institute. 

This throws her into the grips of cunning and 

envious collegues that wait anxiously for a 

chance to exploit her. In the Jeevana 

Rajakeeyam, Tara’s inability and 

disinterestedness to expose herself to the rules 

and regulations of the institute makes her fall as 

a prey to her collegues. A proper understanding 

and respect in the work place, makes the 

working woman happy. The insensitive men 

collegues’ remarks about the maternity and 

abortion leaves terming them pay without work 

disturbs her much. 

 The physical strain involved in performing 

several roles like– mother, wife, daughter-in-

law, sister-in-law ,a host in the traditional sense 

and adding to this a clerk or a boss at working 

place would certainly drain the strength of a 

working woman. This struggle is portrayed in 

D.Kameswari’s “Sardubatu”. In this story the 

writer realistically portrays, how the strain 

makes the working women to introspect herself 

and think the position women enjoyed in the 

ancient days is better than that of the modern 

woman. The non cooperative traditional 

husband who thinks it is the duty of the wife to 

look after the house hold work and children’s 

education, being insensitive to the fact that she 

too is working like him in an office and it would 

be difficult for her to manage several things 

drives the wife crazy. In her fit of anger, when 

she goes to resign the job and pretends that she 

has resigned the job on the advice of her boss, 

expected change comes in the husband to share 

the household work with her wife. 

 There is a constant conflict in her between 

the roles she plays as a working woman and 

several other roles she has to play as a married 

woman. One among them is playing the role of 

a host. Working woman feels guilty of being a 

bad host. Guests remain a nightmare to her. In 

D.Kameswari’s “Sardubatu”, when her husband 

gets angry with Sujatha, for her irritation which 

he thinks is because of his sister’s family’s 

presence, she says to her husband ‘it is not 

about spending money I am bothered about, it 

is about the work’. A working woman’s another 

problem - a bad servant, who again drains her 

energy for not coming in time is also reflected in 

this story. 

 Rearing the child, which is supposed to be a 

happy job becomes a burden for the working 

woman. She feels guilty over her role of a 

mother. She feels she is doing injustice to her 

children for not sparing them the time they 

need. It constantly haunts her. They have to 

leave their children either with their parents or 

in-laws or with some servant or in a crutch. 

Neither the folk at home nor the authorities in 

the office take any notice of the emotional 
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upheaval a mother undergoes, (especially when 

she is a lactating one) to leave the little children 

at others’ mercy. In Chandralatha’s story 

“Collegues” the protagonist, Preeti feels sad for 

her only child Goldy as she could not spend 

time with her child, leaving her at her parents’ 

house which she knows would hinder the 

overall development of a child. The same 

problem figures in the story of Maduranthakam 

Narendra’s “Mitra”, where the working woman 

Mitra tells sadly about her helplessness to keep 

the child with her parents in the village. She 

tells her friend, how the in-laws are not willing 

to come and stay with her leaving their home 

town and how her mother is not willing to come 

to her leaving her father. Abburi Chayadevi’s 

“Marpu” indirectly points out the failure on the 

part of the management and authorities in not 

giving priority to the establishment of the crutch 

at the work places to relieve the mother and 

child of the mental and emotional agony and 

which in turn helps in the smooth running of 

the institute. In this story, she narrates the story 

of an illiterate woman, Damayanthi, mother of a 

two year old child, who joins the factory on 

compassionate grounds as a fourth class 

employee on daily wages. As there is no one to 

look after her child, requesting the woman who 

is an immediate boss to her, she starts bringing 

the child along with her to the work spot. The 

manager could not approve that act as he is 

under the impression that it would interfere 

with the work of the institute. She in due course 

demands for a crutch, keeping the problems of 

other women in similar state. This story 

recommends the necessary action the institutes 

have to take for the welfare of the working 

woman on whom lies the development of the 

family ,institute and nation.  

 For a working woman, small things which 

give her happiness like – someone giving her a 

cup of coffee after coming home from office, 

watching her favourite serial listening to her 

favourite songs leisurely, taking rest, lying on 

the bed as long as she likes become a mirage. 

For her Sunday which is a holiday to every one 

is the busiest of all the days. How a working 

woman craves for having a cup of coffee 

leisurely after coming from hectic day’s work, 

how she loves to listen to her favourite music 

and her little dreams like relaxing and taking 

rest D.Kameswari voices out through the 

character of Sujatha in “Sardubatu” who works 

in a bank and Chandra Latha through the 

character Preeti.  

 The traditional belief that certain jobs are 

not suitable for women, drags the woman to 

introspect herself and to search for the reason 

that throws her into a chaos which makes her 

incapacitated to take decisions. Chandra Latha’s 

“Avarja” is the finest example that portrays this 

conflict. The protagonist, who in spite of the 

advice given by her experienced father an 

auditor by profession, takes up the profession of 

auditing and employs two ladies and one young 

boy in her office. The difference in the attitude 

and work pattern between the girls and the boy 

and her own emotional, physical struggle and 

the comments of her parents and her Doctor 

friend’s details about the hormonal changes in 

the female body that are responsible for her 

moods puts her in a dilemma whether she has 

taken a right step in taking up such a 

profession. This kind of dilemma at one time or 

the other creeps into the minds of working 

women quite frequently. 

 The same problem taking a different attire 

exists in women in the business. Chandralatha’s 

story “Collegues” is a story about a young lady 

who has an equal qualification with her 

husband, establishes a firm and looks after the 

entire work at the office. Her husband never 

bothers about anything except presenting the 

report prepared by her wife. His entire 

concentration would be on one thing, that is 

how to promote his skill. Adding to this as any 

traditional husband, he never consults his wife 

to take any major decision, where as she waits 

for him to take even a small decision. There is 

enough time for her husband to relax and take 
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rest as he doesn’t poke himself into other things, 

other than presenting the report and taking 

decisions without thinking deeply about them. 

All things, from looking after the child to 

paying current bills and looking after the staff to 

rethinking about the decisions he hastily takes 

she has to take care of. Still, she could not 

command the respect from her subordinates as 

she is a woman, and they ignore when it comes 

to the point of taking decisions, knowing fully 

well, how efficient she is and it is she, who takes 

all the decisions. Her caliber, her efficiency her 

hard work and the pains she takes to manage 

everything weigh less before her husband 

figure. Even her parents won’t support her in 

this area. The age old traditional belief that 

husband is superior to wife hangs around. 

Chandralatha’s Nidhisa in “Avarja” feels 

 how given a chance her mother (who 

proved herself a better auditor in managing the 

house) would become a better auditor than her 

father an auditor who always makes fun of her 

mother saying she doesn’t know anything about 

auditing.  

 If both husband and wife are working in 

different places, it becomes much more 

burdensome to the women. Even speaking to 

any man would create suspicion in the minds of 

the neighbours, husband and relatives. This is 

portrayed in M.Narendra’s “Mitra”. The 

childhood friend of Mitra is so dumb stricken as 

Mitra who talked so friendly and received all 

the help from him when her father – in -law was 

admitted in the hospital the previous night, the 

next day in front of her relatives and parents 

behaves as if he is a stranger. Maduranthakam 

Rajaram’s story “Jeevitaniko Nirvachanam”, 

portrays the turmoil the working woman 

undergoes, when she is torn between giving up 

the job to stay with her husband and continuing 

in the job keeping in view the various needs that 

arise as the children grow. 

 The economic freedom the woman 

presumes that would relieve several of her 

problems now has become a millstone round 

her head. This often makes the woman lapse 

into a thought whether she is doing the right 

thing or not. Torn among several roles she has 

to play, woman who is the solace to the entire 

society no wonder one day might become 

neurotic and insane thereby making the entire 

society collapse. And it continues till every 

individual’s attitude towards woman and 

woman’s attitude to herself changes and society 

starts understanding woman and woman starts 

understanding herself. Till then a happy 

working woman remains a dream and the 

conflict existed in the mind of Chandra Latha’s 

Nidhisa goes on in every working woman and 

the balance sheet remains untallied. 
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Abstract 

 Willa Cather is one of the prominent Western Women Writers. Lucy Gayheart was one of Cather's last four books 
and it was published in 1935. 
 Lucy Gay heart’s tale is an example of hope springing only to be crushed in the jaws of death. LucyGay heart is the 
portrait of talented Mid Westerns mall town girl who travelled to Chicago to study music and met with a tragic end. 
Cather explores there levance of gender to action and shows a woman’s worldly struggle to become an artist. In Lucy 
Gayheart, Cather based her central character upon two girls she had met while living at Nebraska. From her early years 
Cather remembered Sadie Becker, who with her family moved from New York to their to their small town. She had 
accompanie dasinger Findley Hypes. In Red Cloud, Sadie Becker was known for skating and her romance with a local boy. 
The pair met parental opposition and he married another girl. So SadieBecker left to Chicago to study music. Once during 
a dance at Blue Hills he met Miss Gay heart and talked to her about the classics and French literature. She felt that 
MissGay heart was not suited to teach in a school which was in the rough remote village and she was wasting her youth. 
Cather mixes both these characters in Lucy Gay heart. The novel is oddly split between two kinds of stories, that of the 
Europeanized artist in crisis and that of the American businessman, hard headed but capable of passion and weakness. The 
divide here between the native and the European, the commercial and the artistic, romance and realism, is awkwardly 
managed but it is revealing and characteristic. The deepest split in Lucy Gay heart is inevitably, between the past and 
present. 
Keywords: Hope, opposition, crisis, passion 

  
Introduction 

 Lucy’s father Jacob Gay heart was a German 

born watch maker and flute player. He was 

gentle, courteous and had deep affection for 

both his daughters, Lucy and Pauline. Their 

mother was dead when then ovel opened, and 

father was out of place in a society which was 

on the edge of the civilization. Pauline had 

raised Lucy after their mother’s death. She had 

also played the role of Lucy’s forgotten mother. 

Pauline’s dull and un rewarding life was what 

Lucy’s life could have become, had not Pauline’ 

shard work made it possible for her father to 

insist that Lucy grew up with piano. 

 Pauline once tried to chop down the family 

orchard to make room for the onion field. But 

Lucy opposed it vehemently. Pauline was 

completely immersed in community. When 

Lucy was too weak to develop an auto no mous 

self, Pauline was sub merged in the community, 

struggling constantly to be everything that 

Haver ford expected her to be. She was others 

centered in an all consuming way. Left with the 

responsibility of raving young Lucy when their 

mother died, Pauline lived through Lucy but 

continually found herself competing with Lucy 

for community praise. She was to run between 

her motherly love and loyality to what was‘ Gay 

heart’ in Lucy(L.G167) and her own need for a 

fulfilling, individual existence. What she 

resented about Lucy was, she saw as' most 

individual', perhaps because he herself had 

trouble being 'individual'. When Lucy and 

Sebastian were getting closer Harryca me to 

Chicago with the in tension of marrying her. 

Lucy and Harry went to Chicago Arts museum. 

They had an argument about the modes of 

representation as they stood before an exhibit of 

French impressionist. Out raged, Harry began 

to point out the figures that were correctly 

drawn. But Lucy read the painting with more 

flexibility and humility. That nigh the took Lucy 

out to dinner and announced his intention of 

marrying her. He was in dulgently amused 

when she told him about the love for another 

man. When he did not take her feelings 

seriously, she furiously told him that she and 

Sebastian were having an affair. This open 
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admission angered Harry that he left her at the 

restaurant and went back to Haverford. 

 Lucy came to a close understanding with 

Sebastian, when she attended the funeral service 

of one of Sebastian's friends, a French singer 

who died suddenly while on tour in America. 

As the coffin was carried to the altar of the 

church, Sebastian followed it with a look of 

anguish and despair that Lucy wondered 

whether death itself was horrible to Sebastian. 

Lucy did not like anybody who is close to 

Sebastian. Lucy instinctively hated Mock ford 

for she was his anti thesis, an embodiment of 

life with all its energie sand desire. He made her 

feel how completely he had control over 

Sebastian. This stirred Lucy's jealousy. 

Moreover she was repelled by his physical 

deformity. 

 Her relationship with Sebastian was getting 

stronger day by day. Unfortunately Sebastian 

had to leave on a European tour. Hewas 

planning tore turn during autumn. But fate will 

edit otherwise. In September he was drown 

Edina boating accident. Completely shattered, 

Lucy returned to Haverford. In her despair and 

lone lines she sought the company of Harry. At 

this crisis she needed a true friend. But Harry 

Gord on treated her politely, with exaggerated 

reserve and distance. Inspite of that Lucy 

dogged his footsteps around him much the 

same way as she shadowed Sebastian in 

Chicago. 

 She believed hewas cold with her because of 

her affair with Sebastian. Harry's prompt 

marriage with a socially prominent woman 

proved that he had done it to spite Lucy. He felt 

that Lucy should be punished for what she had 

made him under go and he treated her with 

impersonal remoteness. Lucy felt hurt and upset 

as there was no one to understand her. Lucy's 

crisis was emotional emotional due to her 

infatuation for Sebastian. This foolish young 

girl's passion for the middle aged married man 

brought frustration, defeat and grief. Instead of 

concentrating on the artistic pursuit she brought 

on the crisis by falling for the great artist. 

Sebastian's in ability to offer marriage to her 

and his sudden death worsened her crisis. 

Frightened and feeling in secure she returned to 

Haver ford seeking shelter in the midst of the 

old familiar faces. There only disappointment a 

waited her. Her genuine overture for friend ship 

with Gord on was spurned. 

 If Harry Gord on had reconciled with Lucy, 

she probably would have become whatever self 

he suggested, completely forgetting the past. 

Old Mrs.Ramsay who was like a substitute 

mother, though kind and affection a tere 

mained in effectual in consoling Lucy. All that 

she could dow as to advise her to"goright on 

living" and to encourage her to return to 

Chicago to take upon ceaga in her careerin 

music. Lucy dragged herself dispiritedly 

through the autumn that she had even forgot 

ten her music. Lucy stormed out of the house 

angrily with her skate son to the old skating 

place on the river. On the road she met Harry 

Gord on coming along in a sleigh and asked 

him for a ride. Here fused rudely saying that he 

was late for an appointment and that she should 

be out of his way. Blinded with anger and pain 

Lucyst rode furiously to the river and launched 

out on the ice, not knowing that skating there 

was no longer safe. Since the river changed its 

course the preceding spring, the ice broke and 

the water was deep and Lucy was drowned. 

 "Some people's lives are affected by what 

happens to their person or property, but for 

other's fate is what happens to their feelings and 

their thoughts that and nothing more"(L.G165). 

Lucy never thought of money. When she had 

any she spentitgaily. She refused to be poor 

inspirit. She spareda similar outlook with 

Sebastian that wealth was no more thana means 

towards a conveniently generous life. 

Maddened by both Harry and Pauline, Lucy 

reverted to the simple physical sensation. Her 

un thinking, passion ate mood made her feet 

take care of themselves that led her to death. 
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 Like Harry, Sebastian had learnt to bear 

disappointments instead of running from them. 

He found the strength to bear them in 

supportive communities. Sebastianal ways 

managed to find loyal people to serve as a 

counter weight to his disappointments. When 

he was touring across the United States he 

enjoyed the friendly people from choral 

societies with whom he worked. In Lucy he 

found the emotional support. He was specially 

attracted to her because of her loyalty. Sebastian 

found solace in the large community of human 

kind to which he felt connected through time by 

religion and tradition. 

 Sebastian's perspective on success had been 

shaped by his ability to learn from his 

experience and to adjust his attitude 

accordingly. When he read of an old friend's 

death, he gave up his childish desire to 

recapture his youth and finally faced himself 

courageously. Coming to terms with what had 

happened to his life in his struggle for personal 

achievement he began actively to seek Lucy's 

companionship and began to take part in her 

career development. When he left Lucy his talk 

was about their future together and of many 

thing she would show her on his return. 

Though Sebastian learnt to redefine success, his 

abrupt death did not allow us to see his 

development. 

 Harry learnt that the world could not he 

controlled. Most Americans learnt it after the 

world waran danation wide economic 

depression. Harry had thought that he could 

control time and that he could punish Lucy for a 

while and then reconcile with her. When she 

drowned accidentally, he realized how foolish 

such an idea was. He was too patient inputting 

off his reconciliation with her, just a she was too 

impatient in rushing in to marriage with 

another woman when Lucy angered him. 

 After Lucy's death Harry paid for his 

ungenerousness with a life sentence of guilt and 

sad ness. Though he mad eager at deal of 

money and bought a lot of land sand cars, as a 

form of retribution he became closely intimate 

with old Mr.Gay heart the garage to keep in fact 

the cement-paving with the traces of Lucys' foot 

prints. Harry's relationship with Mr.Gay heart 

involved not only the in heritance of property 

but also repayment as well. Harry's friendship 

had been like a kind of solace and an act of 

retribution. It was an act of a tonement for 

Lucy's death whose recipient was her father. 

Harry's life was dull and empty. He had 

attained the worldly success that eluded Lucy's 

grasp. Yethe suffered from an emotional 

impoverishment that she never felt. 

 Twenty five years passed and Gord on had 

attended the funeral of his one remaining friend 

and last member of the Gay heart family, Lucy's 

father. With Mr. Gayheart's death Gord on 

realized that a chapter was closed and a once 

familiar name would be for gotten. Though 

Cather focused the ploton Lucy, she gave the 

emotional power of the book to Clement 

Sebastian and Harry Gordon. 

 Lucy's accidental drowning like the 

sacrificial death altered the behavior of Harry 

Gordon. It led him to buy the Gay heart home 

and protect the side walk where Lucy's light 

foot prints were preserved in the concrete. 

Cather used the Christian image of penance and 

retribution to praise individual behavior and to 

app laud what Lucy Gay heart herself 

displayed-an intense interest in people and in 

life itself. 

 Harry Gordon's guilt was the result of his 

pride and possessiveness. He had not loved 

Lucy in adetached self less way rather he 

viewed her as a beautiful creature who would 

enhance his own life. Love that was possessive 

and self- regarding was destructive. Mockford's 

attachment to Sebastian was jealous and 

possessive and thus both of them drowned. In 

contrast Sebastian grew to love Lucy because 

her feelings for him seemed complete in itself. 

Just as Lucy was forced to redirect her love from 

an individual to 'life', so Gord on had to replace 

passion with compassion. His love for Lucy 
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found expression in his solicitude for her father. 

Though Harry Gord on did not die in the novel, 

we know that driving rest lessly over the 

country side in his automobile he too had 

caught step with the three foot prints in the side 

walk running away. 

 Lucy Gay heart is a conventional heroine of 

vitality and spirit but one who lacks the 

fierceness of soul and clarity of vision for 

independent action. Shefits Cather's description 

of women distinguished by an ability to love 

rather than by drive and ambition, for she is' 

took in d'to live the harsh life of an artist. 

Cather's heroine can easily be seen as a failure. 

Lucy Gay heart was musically gifted but did not 

seem to have ambition. When Lucy left Haver 

ford to pursue a musical career in Chicago she 

ended up as are hearsal pianist for the aging 

opera star Clement Sebastian rather than 

pursuing her own musical interests. 

 Lucy turned to Sebastian for protection 

from an adult reality for which she was 

unprepared. With him, she detached herself 

from a demanding world, suspended in his 

studio as in a stultifying bower of bliss. She 

looked to Sebastian for comfort and security. 

His soft deep breathing seemed to drink her 

upentirely to take away all that was timid, 

uncertain and bewildered" (L.G87). Against his 

shoulder she felt the comfort to f' the womb: 

"lying there she felt her self drifting again in to 

his breathing in to his heartbeats" (L.G89). These 

embrace sexerted a tragic attraction that offered 

an escape but only by death of the self. But 

Lucy's dependency is curtailed a bruptly when 

upon Sebastian's death her womb- like refuge is 

destroyed. She returned to Haverford, to her old 

room, to her family's orchard, reaching to her 

roots in search of a means by which she might 

give birth to a new self. 

 In Lucy Gay heart Cather criticizes the 

'habit of dreaming' in her portrayal of the 

indecisive, sentimental Lucy. She attacks the 

dreamer who does not act. Her fiction reflects 

the artist's need to find a secure place for 

herself. Cather turned sixty while she was 

writing Lucy Gay heart. The concern for 

community in Cather's fiction of the thirties 

suggests that she is encouraging a spirit of 

collectivism or sacrifice to community. Lucy 

Gay heart can be considered as an experimental 

modern ist novel in which Lucy's death did not 

demonstrate a" falling off in inventive power 

"but instead became assign of America's cultural 

failure. The novel remains vivid and 

poignantasa philosophical fiction concerned 

with the imaginative transformation of life in to 

memory and finally, in to art. Lucy Gay heart 

also has able ak look at the failure in herent with 

in fiction sof female development. Cather's 

strength was absent in this sentimental novel 

which also lacked the characteristic Cather 

vitality. 

 Lucy was like a new born seeking a parent, 

a band oned by those who could guide her. Her 

mother died when she was six years. Her sister 

was temperamentally unsympathetic to her and 

the artist who loved her died. Her home town 

suitor rejected her pleas. Lucy neither marries 

normatures. Death constitutes the only possible 

ending of her story. Here is the story of a female 

heroine trying to locate and define the self 

which ends in tragedy. Harry's narration begins 

to turn Lucy's story in to art to endow her death 

with some kind of meaning. Lucy's assertion of 

self and hermemory were preserved only 

instonebyHarryatlast.Thus then ovel that 

reflects the sense of failure ino thers is stillin 

Cather manner, a novel of hope. 
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Abstract 
 Kamala Markandaya occupies a prominent place among Indian-English novelists. She throws light on the drawbacks 
of both the East and the West and also on its qualities. The chosen novel A Silence of Desire is not only the story of 
Dandekar and Sarojini alone but also the clash between spiritualism and modernism that is between faith and reason. 
Kamala Markandaya delves deeply into the novel to depict that Dandekar is not himself because his wife Sarojini is not 
herself in their husband and wife relationship. Both act and react upon each other. The depiction of Kamala Markandaya’s 
A Silence of Desire is all about the marital relation between Dandekar and Sarojini that symbolizes mind and heart. The 
title itselfof this novel conveys the gist of the story that heartreigns the silence and mind desires the reason. Sarojini’s 
silence is all about herself that she does things out of Dandekar’s knowledge.  

 
Introduction 

 Being a couple, both have sailed in the boat 

of life since fifteen years, but now it is 

shipwrecked due to heavy storm of the 

Swamy’s interruption that makes Dandekar a 

castaway. Because he predicts the Swamy is 

wholeness to Sarojini, but does not aware that it 

is from the time when she suffers from the 

womb’s disease. By carrying her sufferings, she 

unconsciously steps out to seek peace in the 

Swamy, a faith healer. She is an ardent devotee 

which seems to be very clear from the first page 

of the novel, because every morning she uses to 

worship the Tulasi plant that makes her 

husband to differentiate her faith from his 

reason. He is a character who stands under the 

eaves of knowledge and voices over medicine 

than having blind religious practices.  

 The days roll on with the simple, straight 

forward argumentation without any disorder, 

but it becomes an upheaval when she exists 

with scamper and flurry. Perhaps, it would be a 

big matter to Dandekar for he is not a natural 

born evil minded character, just the action of 

Sarojini lets him to react anticlockwise from his 

nature that leads to suspect of her going. She 

may or may not be conscious of her schedule, 

but Dandekar becomes an employ to sniff and 

snoop at her heels. His mind is jam-packed with 

intuition, surmise, supposition and feelings. 

Then he thought of the small coffee shop 

not a hundred yards from the tenement. It 

was a cheap, noisy place, frequented by 

street louts and none too respectable-

certainly no one of his class would go there; 

but it would be ideal for his purpose. 

Looking round to make sure he was 

unobserved by anyone who mattered, he 

went in, feeling unpleasantly conspicuous, 

and sat down at one of the iron tables. The 

view from here was excellent, much better 

than the alley. He couldn’t miss her if she 

went out-always assuming she hadn’t 

already gone. (51) 

 It is a common theory that, if a wife is 

derailed from her own responsibilities, it will 

lead the husband to corner of her every angle, 

separately. Sarojini is an indispensable part of 

Dandekar’s life and his relation with her is on 

the basis of love that holds faith, equality and 

fondness. He bases his life upon: “Three 

children, no debts, a steady job, a fair pile of 

savings that his wife regularly and methodically 

converted into gold-bangles, a necklace, 

earrings and brooches-less for ornamentation 
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than the security it represented.”(2) Before she 

recognizes her deterioration,  

She was a good wife, Sarojini: good with the 

children, an excellent cook, an efficient 

manager of his household, a woman who 

still gave him pleasure after fifteen years of 

marriage, less from the warmth of her 

response than from her unfailing 

acquiescence to his demands. He was lucky 

there, he knew from guarded, half-

revelatory conversations with his 

colleagues. (2-3)  

 She still holds her obligation, but somewhat 

her new changes disturb Dandekar to be 

jealous. In her case, he discovers things against 

her to strengthen his suspicion. It seems to be 

strange in these years by means of their lives 

like a stacking spoon in exchanging opinions, 

sharing feelings, ideas and all. But at this instant 

day, she appears to be a electromagnet which is 

attracted towards the pole of spiritualism 

recklessly, that makes not sure Dandekar that 

she goes for only soul searching not for any 

other malicious act, but still it is a thorough 

repression to him that leads to be more jealous 

and doubtful. As Freud comments “jealousy is 

derived in both men and women either from 

their own actual unfaithfulness in real life or 

from impulses towards it which have 

succumbed to repression.”(198) 

 Sarojini’s aim is genuine according to her 

heartfelt faith, whereas the Swamy’s is not. 

Equally, Dandekar’s intuition is true, whereas 

his action based on is not. He is not supposed to 

be snooped on her. He comes to the conclusion 

on his own, just by seeing Sarojini’s daily 

absence ina particular time. He does not know 

the reason behind her meeting. Actually, 

Sarojini’s mother and grandmother have 

suffered from the same disease and not 

survived by the medicine based on science, so 

she unconsciously lies on the Swamy who is a 

bit a reminiscent of God in her eyes. Sarojini 

and Dandekar are two different poles, as if 

Sarojini’s east that are spiritualism and 

Dandekar’s west that is modern science. This is 

what develops the complications between these 

two poles. At one extent, he finds out the 

purpose of the meeting, which makes his life 

more distorted. His views on Sarojini turns 

away a mental torture because she is not simply 

going and worshipping him, besides offers 

offertory. Dandekar cries to his colleague that,  

‘No, sir. It’s my wife. It’s not even her, it’s 

the Swamy.’ He had started now, the stark 

sentences came easily. ‘She has a growth, 

she believes he can cure her, she goes to him 

more and more, she seems to have no 

strength except what she can get from him, 

she gives him what she can get from him, 

she gives him whatever she can get from 

him, she gives him whatever she can-

clothes, food, money- as much as she can 

lay her hands on, I never know from day to 

day what she will take next. Whenever she 

can she leaves everything to go him- the 

children, me, our home, everything. (156) 

 He is not against her veneration but the 

foolishness of her and swindle of the Swamy 

makes him fierce severely. Because, the genuine 

character never prefers money for blessing. 

Since it all happens unconsciously, both the 

protagonists are subjected to traumatic 

experiences. But all these together emerge them 

as wiser than before. As UshaPathania 

comments:  

The peace and happiness of the Dandekar’s 

family is restored. The unhappy interlude is 

over and the good old days return with the 

encouraging change that Sarojini and 

Dandekar have now achieved interpersonal 

fusion on both the places physical as well as 

mental. A sort of compromise has been 

struck between scientific views of Dandekar 

and religious belief of Sarojini; the ties 

between them are stronger than before. (7) 

 Whatever the theme pivots in this novel, the 

pivot of this author’s paper is clear that once 

believing and thinking go wrong it distorts the 

life out of shape. 
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Abstract 
 Women in English Literature have always got a prominent role in the novels, poems, and prose. Early English 
Literature has also fine examples of explaining how women were in the past. Literature itself is the mirror to show and 
elevate the culture and tradition of that time. English Literature is not any narrowed field but a vast field which many 
divisions of literature according to the plot and the places of the authors. Women in modern English literature are bossy, 
independent, classy and stylishly fashionable. They are given an image of an independent woman who can do anything 
with her willpower. Love or business, home or office, women always get to reach the goal they set or the gold they are 
shown to reach. Women characters always had a prominent role in and since ‘Macbeth’ time. Women in modern English 
novels talk more about Feminism and its principles. The fourth wave of feminism is taking its lead in all possible media. As 
usual English novels and movies have always been the first media to promote the vision and principles of feminism. No 
doubt that these novels bear such a strong character a to woman showing how potential they are. Many female-
centric novels are made into film and the adaptation is also gaining much appreciation. Even when the novel work is 
focusing on a business man or a successful man in his youth, the woman behind his success and the woman who he leads 
through the crowd are not depicted coward. It shows what this society has become in seeing woman successful and 
covering success magazine covers. Not only the fictional characters but many authors are also coming into limelight with 
their fabulous work and contribution towards the English literature. Many female authors are also praised and known for 
their evident work in the field of English literature. This is just a start of a new beginning which will lead the people 
through a huge change in mindset towards women and will hopefully reduce the abuse on them in both professional and 
personal lives. 
Keywords: Women, English Literature, Modern Literature, Women Authors, Gillian Flynn, Gone Girl, Lauren Groff, 
Fates and Furies, Colleen Hoover, It Ends With us, Feminism. 
 
Introduction 

 English Literature is a collection of books 

written in English from the various parts of the 

world. The dominant works were from 

England, Ireland, and America. As days passed 

the term ‘English Literature’ was divided into 

divisions according to the place of the origin. 

Thus, American Literature, Australian 

Literature, British Literature, Canadian 

Literature, New Zealand Literature arose from 

one common term English Literature. English 

Literature has faced many eras, periods, cultural 

stigmas, origin and reflect many traditions and 

cultures. Mainly the growth and development 

of the English language can be evidently seen in 

the English Literature. Centuries after centuries 

there are hundreds of genres flooding the 

bookshelves. English literature has a vast 

perspective and has records of different 

cultures, people, and races. It can also be 

considered as the place of rich knowledge. The 

history of English Literature is dated back to the 

fourteenth century. Poetry and prose, English 

literature always had the limelight on it. 

Modem literature is very different from the old 

literature and still, it has its essence of attracting 

people. Many new genres have developed. 

Thousands of new authors are on form 

delivering books, adding beauty to the 

bookshelves. Modern literature focuses on the 

young adult fiction and chick-lit fiction. Young 

adult is developed to focus on the youth 

readers. The plot mostly focuses on childhood 

love or the college love to focus and attract 

college readers. By that way, they can be 

attracted towards reading. Chick lit fiction can 

be called as the old wine in the new bottle as it 

is mainly about women empowerment. 

Macbeth being the famous female-centered play 

during the early times, nowadays the chick lit 

novels are flooded in the bookshelves. They not 

only create an awareness but it also shows how 
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a woman has changed and grown through the 

years. It has been also reported that the rate of 

women authors is dominating during these 

days. Women authors are shining in all the 

genres with brilliant writing. Indeed, there has 

been a sudden women dominance in all the 

fields including the English Literature. Women 

authors have the period in the sweep with their 

works and inspiring lives. 

 
Women authors of Modern English Literature 

 Modern literature or in general the twenty-

first century English Literature has more 

percentage of women authors in contributing 

works towards the English literature. Romance, 

New Adult, thriller, mystery, phycological 

thriller, dystopia, young adult, and many more 

genres are ruled by women authors nowadays. 

Female phycological thrillers are taking this 

world by a sweep after the release of ‘Gone Girl’ 

by Gillian Flynn. She really got the readers with 

her amazing writing and chilling plot of Amy 

and Nick. Following that many inspired authors 

have started publishing their works. That hard 

is how women of English literature caught the 

readers. Gone Girl was also taken into movie 

adaptation. Many remarkable works with the 

genre of women psychological thriller followed 

this remarkable novel. Along with these genres, 

romance and classical romantic novels are also 

having multiple female authors. 

 Women authors of modern literature use a 

different perspective n woman as an 

independent and fierce woman who can do 

multiple tasks and still run a family without any 

complaints from her side and from the other 

side. Many novels portray women in a higher 

position in social and political status. Through 

this way, the author emphasizes the position 

and potential of a woman in the society and the 

family. Moreover, the fourth wave of feminism 

soaring at height these novels and works add 

beauty for the moment. Literature is one of the 

biggest tool used by the feministic movement to 

reflect the fierce of the movement. Even from 

the initial stages of feminism, literature is used 

as the medium to spread the idea of feminism. 

Not only feminism, many deep truths and abuse 

happening to women are spread to the world 

through the literature. Toni Morrison’s many 

works also depict the culture, lives of a woman 

at a particular period of time. Examples can be 

piled up to explain how novels depict women. 

 Taking three divergent and evident works 

of three different authors, it would be much 

easier to analyze the idea of ‘Women in English 

Literature’ and ‘Modern Women Through 

English Literature’. Women-centric novels 

nowadays are named as ‘Chick Lit’ in genre 

shelves. The meaning of Chick Lit is simple yet 

powerful. The usage of the word ‘Chick’ on a 

woman is considered as an abusive or 

degrading word by few people but the 

etymology suggests a different meaning. The 

actual meaning behind calling a woman a ‘Bird’ 

‘chick’ ‘doll’ is because all the words are related 

to something softer, tender and things that 

people love the most. According to many British 

women in a survey, they find the meaning of 

the word as abusive and not used on a good 

note. But this usage is completely non-offensive. 

It has no negative connotation and no sexual 

undertone is hidden behind this word. It was 

actually derived from the word ‘Chic’ which 

means elegant and stylishly fashionable. It is no 

doubt that Chick-lit is ruling half of the 

bookshelves with its flare of describing a strong, 

bossy, independent, sometimes aggressive and 

intimidating woman. Modern Literature has 

given a woman a brand-new image through 

novels. 

 Women in novels nowadays are determined 

and they are women who have a vision in their 

mind. Their mind is beautiful and strong 

enough to show this world what they think. 

Outspoken and fearless, today’s women in 

novels are indeed creating a new sensation 

among the women and male readers are also 

enjoying reading about one such successful and 

inspiring woman. Balancing love life, marriage 
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and professional life, the women of today’s 

novels have been an inspiration unknowingly in 

many ways. The times are lost when women are 

claimed to be the weaker sex in the society. 

Neither they are in real lives nor they are in any 

novels. Women in today's novel pages are 

terrific and breathtaking. 

 
Gillian Flynn’s Gone Girl 

 Gillian Flynn took this world in a sweep by 

creating Amy the fierce lady in her marital life. 

Gone Girl was topping all the bookshelves all 

over the world. Amy became the hot topic as a 

horrific wife in no while. Gillian Flynn is a 

brilliant writer who wrote Gone Girl, a 

masterpiece of her writing. Gone Girl while 

upon reading can bring out different images 

and ideas about Amy. But Flynn’s brilliant 

writing has made many readers fall in love with 

the weirdo yet intelligent lead Amy. 

Surprisingly many find Amy intimidating and 

interesting upon reading. Indeed, Flynn has 

created a new definition for women in novels. 

Gone Girl also holds the credit of becoming the 

best movie adaptation. Nick and Amy’s story 

was not much abnormal but Amy as a woman is 

fierce and tremendous. The extramarital affair is 

not any pleasant moment for every woman who 

decorated the family in and out. Amy was 

horrified to know about Nick’s extramarital 

affair with his student. Amy tried to bring him 

back to track by her words. When her words of 

love did not work she adopts a terrific move to 

bring him back on the line. Even though the 

path she chooses became hard to walk for Nick, 

at last, he knows the reason why he was 

attacked so badly. Amy in Gone Girl is 

independent and a woman with a clear vision of 

what she was going to do. The whole plan 

which she did was so amazing and clear that 

never once the detective and police suspected 

her to be the master planner behind the case. 

She managed to plan everything clear cut that 

the law will hook Nick in the case of Amy 

missing on their anniversary. This was not only 

a procedure to make Nick realize his mistake 

but she also made him realize what his wife was 

made off. Not that Nick was unaware of who 

Amy was but according to his reaction after 

Amy went missing it seems like he did not 

expect his wife living under the same roof with 

him to be this potential. 

 Amy as a woman can be taken as both an 

inspiration or an example to be the hard-

dominant wife over her husband. Nick’s each 

and every move was noted by Amy. The plan, 

the execution, and the living after her fake 

missing report, Amy was one woman against 

Nick, law, police and many other people. It 

takes courage and emotional strength to be a 

ladylike Amy. Many critics suggest Amy was a 

destructive feminist character but in the depths 

under the layers of herself, she was somewhat a 

feminist who believed herself before anyone 

else. Amy as a woman has set the bar high for 

many women who are suffering extramarital 

affair and found no way out of it. 

 
Lauren Groff’s Fates and Furies 

 Lauren Groff’s Fates and Furies is an 

inspiration from Gillian Flynn’s Gone Girl. Gone 

Girl has created a huge revolution in modern 

English Literature. It will be always 

remembered along with all the inspirational 

works such as Fates and Furies by Lauren 

Groff, Girl on The Train by Paula Hawkins and 

still counting. Lauren Groff and her writings are 

different and have a new level of expressing 

emotions. Her writing is lyrical and it takes a 

deep and calm mind to read her novels. Her 

writing will make one fall in love with her 

characters. That is how she pen them into. Fates 

and Furies a mystic story where Mathilde’s 

character was set behind the curtains all the 

while in fates. It was a confused marriage or a 

loveless marriage. Both the should connect to 

the marriage were not connected emotionally 

still they managed to get hitched for two 

decades which is a mystery to all their 

classmates and relatives. Mathilde was 
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showcased as an understanding, loving wife 

who knows all the affairs Lotto kept outside 

marriage. She ignored his sexuality outside the 

hose. Not that she did not know anything but 

she ignored. Lotto was shattered and broken 

knowing that Mathilde was a mistress before 

marriage. According to Mathilde, it was just a 

business deal. Mathilde, her true self is revealed 

in the second part of the book Furies when she 

was left with nothing but a lonely home after 

Lotto’s death. Thinking of her hard past which 

always stood before her dream to be a better 

Mathilde. She was tall, ambitious, less-spoken, 

mystic and attractive. Her eyes sparkled with a 

vision and coldness. Never did her past let her 

be the Mathilde she dreamt of or her married 

life to an unsuccessful actor, author, and a 

person himself. As a wife, she helped Lotto to 

build a career. Her non peaceful part was a cold 

and terrifying part to read where she seeks 

revenge with each and every person who was 

responsible in destroying her life, starting from 

their parents and Lotto’s fiend. She stopped 

right there without destroying Lotto’s friend, 

instead, she put him through a lifetime 

commitment that he had to take care of. 

 Mathilde was not a selfish woman but the 

circumstance and the life she lived in made her 

the way she never imagined she could be. Even 

in the end, she is seen looking at the window 

and reminiscing her life from the beginning and 

the hardships she faced. She still remembered 

the Mathilde she wanted to be and the Mathilde 

she became because of the circumstance. 

Mathilde was a deadly combination of both 

destructive and constructive feminism. Her 

ideas and vision were high as her attitude. 

Hardworking and one of a kind were her 

strength. Her mystic nature was always a 

magnet for everyone. She knew how to protect 

what was hers. Lotto’s mother lost to Mathilde 

in winning her son back while she offered 

Mathilde millions and millions as a bribe to 

leave her son with her. Mathilde managed to 

keep Lotto to herself and never let him know 

that he was drifting away from his mother till 

his last breath. Yet again Mathilde’s way of 

getting her things done might be cruel and 

furious but she had her reasons behind all of the 

things she did. Never anyone tried to 

understand her. She was so unique and 

precious or might be too into herself. 

 
Coleen Hoover’s It Ends with Us 

 It ends with us a controversial novel which 

gained more attention during the release and 

still topping many bookshelves. Collen Hoover 

is one brilliant writer who is versatile in writing 

young adults and new adult romance books. 

One of her work of genius is It Ends with Us, a 

book so close to Coleen herself. Lilly being the 

lead lady here has a good, independent and 

clear role in this novel but with a ting of an 

adverse shade. Lilly was not evil, neither did 

she plot anything wicked against others but the 

uncertainty in her feelings towards relationship 

leaves her to take a slight shade of grey in this 

story. Lilly a girl living in the hangover 

thoughts and a faint memory of her long-lost 

teenage boyfriend is trying to grieve over her 

abusive father’s demise. Meeting Ryle was 

something unexpected in her life at the time 

where she ran off from the prayer meeting for 

her father. She starts finding her husband in 

Ryle. Her mind and heart still have a soft corner 

for her ex-boyfriend she encounters Ryle’s 

beasty behavior ending up in divorcing him. 

From the point of Lilly, it might seem to be a 

simple abusive relationship story which it is 

quite easy to point finger at Ryle for the way he 

treated Lilly in his life. But looking into Ryle’s 

character it is not possible to see Lilly with 

sympathetic eyes. Ryle suffers a hard past as 

well which led him to become a doctor. His 

story was really inspiring and touching. Also, 

he loved Lilly with all his heart and his broken 

pieces. Lilly’s small deeds and gestures 

triggered his angry side. He tried to cure 

himself which was not understandable by Lilly. 

Here Lilly is more of a negatively independent 
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person stuck between two people and she is 

confused on herself to choose between them. 

Later after the birth of her daughter, she 

decided to move on with Atlas, her ex-

boyfriend. 

 This story can be completely different from 

each person’s point of view. The message of 

domestic abuse and voice against women abuse 

or marital rape is not delivered wrong but the 

characters who carry the message feels 

inappropriate for the role especially Lilly who 

memorized her ex-boyfriend's number by heart 

and sharing the same roof with her husband. 

Her memories were strong with the magnetic 

badge, but she refused to tell the truth to Ryle 

when he enquired her about the badge. Lilly 

was always the one who was triggering Ryle to 

act in extreme. Not at complete fault but Lilly 

had to work on her emotional flow between two 

men. She was simply confused with her 

emotions and at the same time playing with 

Ryle’s emotion a bit too much. Her ideas toward 

maintaining a relationship especially with Ryle 

was unclear from the beginning. Not that she 

couldn’t get off the hangover of her boyfriend 

but she somehow started to feel indifferently 

with Ryle after their marriage. Feminism at its 

wrong usage can be described through Lilly. 

 
Conclusion 

 There is a vast difference between early 

women in English literature and modern 

woman in English literature. Not with the 

cultural change and modernization but with the 

thinking and the level of their empowerment. 

On the topic of empowerment, women are 

being given more opportunities these days but 

the determination and the fire inside the hearts 

is still the same. Early women achieved with 

what she had yesterday and modern women are 

thinking how to make a better future tomorrow. 

Women have changed in thoughts and culture 

over time. To accept this fact, many places 

women are still considered as the second sex or 

the weaker sex. To reveal the saddest truth, 

India is one among the country where Women 

safety is still not assured even at the bright 

noon. Modern women are aggressive yet loving, 

determined yet cares about their loved ones. 

Hardworking yet they make sure their family 

do not suffer. Chasing her dreams was always 

hard for her. Culture and tradition were always 

stones chained to her legs. Portraying this in a 

beautiful manner the woman in the novels also 

shone bright above all so does the woman 

holding the pen behind.  
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Abstract 
 The technique of narrating a story is determined by the kind of experience and the quality of vision, which the author 
seeks to convey through the mutual interaction with nature. Literary works bear testimony to the fact that the artistic 
value of a good story lies ultimately in something beyond method and technique. Kempton has rightly observed, “a noble 
theme may sound merely pretentious under poor telling” (qtd. in Bhatt 151). Form and technique make the vital elements 
of a work of art, for, they are inseparable from the subject matter. The tactic of communicating ideas is the mark of good 
fiction. 
 Ruskin Bond, better perceived as the ‘Indian Wordsworth’, is a naturalist who breathes nature into all his works, 
writing passionately about all its elements. Being a reputed writer, he continues to live in isolation from the bustle and 
hustle of large cities, ploughing his lonely furrow. He is a lover of nature, whose simple yet highly evocative style reflects a 
deep kinship with the majestic Himalayas. Sense of beauty, liberty and harmony are the cardinal values of his world. 
  Bond is a great nature writer in the tradition of Wordsworth and Thoreau. But when they are romantic or mystic in 
their comprehension of nature, Bond is romantic and realistic par excellence. It owes much to his long association with the 
trees as well as to the geological records of the Himalayan flora. His creative imagination renders them in an absorbing 
narrative form. His readers are fascinated not by botanical details but by the warm touch of life stimulating sense of 
relationship- a bond which binds not only the writer but also the reader. 
Keywords: Nature, symbols, mountains, trees, dream, bond, oneness.  
Abbreviations: AR- Angry River ARLG- All Roads Lead to Ganga  

 

 “Style is not merely coat of the writer, but his 

skin”. 

     -John Ruskin 

 Bond’s style showcases his acute power of 

understanding and deep insight. His style 

becomes quite powerful according to the 

occasions and situations. Bond uses symbolism 

to convey his thoughts vividly. Symbols are so 

naturally woven with human consciousness that 

they automatically spring up in the train of 

thought. Bond does not use symbols for the sake 

of symbols as such, but they are a natural part 

of his narrative art. He has ingeniously used 

symbols to achieve intensity and compactness 

of theme. 

 Hill stations, especially Dehradun and 

Mussoorie serve as favourite backdrops for 

most of Bond’s works. Dehradun symbolizes 

peaceful life with idyllic surroundings. It is a 

place for longing, for return to home and old 

friends. The Dehra of the fifties and sixties as 

celebrated by the writer is altogether different 

from the present hectic one. Mussoorie, the 

queen of Garhwal Himalayas, is a place of 

serenity and divine splendor. Both these places 

stand for the sharp contrast to the hectic life of 

thickly populated cities and towns. 

 In Angry River, the island symbolizes 

solitariness, where Sita’s family lives a difficult 

life. The novel brings out the truth that each 

individual is like an island, till he is swept away 

in the current of life and starts interacting with 

other individuals. The island may provide an 

opportunity for calm contemplation but for his 

proper development, man needs society. Sita, 

though happily living with her grandparents, 

has no vision of life beyond the island. It is 

when the flood sweeps away the embankments 

and the island is submerged into water, Sita is 

introduced to the real world of life and 

relationships. 

 Forests, besides being a natural habitat of 

animals and birds, emerge as a secure place for 

human beings too. Trees that hold major 

concern of the writer are symbols of the 

perennial source of life. It springs out of the 
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constant threat that lurks in his mind that, “If 

people keep cutting trees… there’ll soon be no 

forests left at all, and, the world will be just one 

vast desert” (qtd. in Bhatt 173). Trees are closely 

associated with companionship and shelter. For 

Bond, trees are an eternal source of 

companionship, among which he finds peace of 

mind. In All Roads Lead to Ganga, he writes,  

The great deodar forests are found along 

the upper reaches of the Bhagirathi valley 

and the Tons in Garhwal; and in Himachal 

and Kashmir, along the Chenab and the 

Jhelum, and also the Kishenganga…. I grew 

up amongst these trees, and some of them 

planted by Grandfather grew with me. 

(ARLG 93) 

 In Angry River, the big peepal tree becomes 

a symbol of generosity and magnanimity. The 

heavy flood uproots the tree, which is as old as 

the island. Sita clings to its branches like an 

infant to her mother’s bosom: “With the tree 

almost on its side, she had to cling tightly to her 

branch to avoid falling off” (AR 51). In Indian 

mythology, peepal tree is the most sacred, its 

heart shaped leaves symbolize the physique of 

Lord Krishna, broad at the shoulder and 

tapering down to a very thin waist. 

 The spinning of season’s wheel symbolizes 

great changes in the psychology and life of 

people in Bond’s works. It brings relief from 

heat and dust. It is a festive season for lizards, 

spiders and snakes. Agitated minds are cooled 

down by the sight of dark heavy clouds 

gathered in the sky. Rain symbolizes freshness; 

storm denotes impending terrible doom, 

madness, violence and devastation. Nothing 

passes unobserved in nature from the eye of a 

careful interpreter. Bond puts it in the lines, 

“The sky was dark with monsoon clouds. It had 

rained all night, and in a few hours it would 

rain again” (AR 7). In Angry River, Sita’s 

grandfather tells “Sita about other floods and 

storms which he had experienced as a boy” (AR 

77). 

 Being a great devotee of nature, Bond learns 

the art of living through natural objects. He is 

fascinated by the sound of a brook pattering 

somewhere in the forest. Water stands for 

purity, blossom, creation and harmony. Bond 

says, “Be like water, taught Lao-tzu, 

philosopher and founder of Taoism. Soft and 

limpid, it finds its way through, over or under 

obstacle. It does not quarrel; it simply moves 

on” (Rain in the Mountains 105). Man’s 

belongingness with the essential elements is the 

specific feature, which distinguishes Bond from 

other writers. River symbolizes life and 

continuity. In Angry River, the river shows that 

life has to go on, even after terrible disasters. 

Sita learns the true fact from the river that life is 

not stagnant, but continuous.  

 Mountains symbolize endurance. Whatever 

humans do to mountains, they endure 

everything patiently. Bond says that it is this 

feature that attracts him towards the mountains. 

Mountains also stand for wealth and 

benevolence. Expecting nothing, mountains 

give in abundance. Every human being must 

learn the art of living, following the enduring 

nature of mountains. On the other hand, 

mountains are also stubborn. They are 

permanent things and refuse to move. Bond 

writes, “Time passes, and yet it doesn’t pass (it 

is only you and I who are passing). People come 

and go, the mountains remain. Mountains are 

permanent things. They are stubborn, they 

refuse to move” (ARLG 1). 

 There are a few inanimate objects that act as 

symbols in Angry River. For instance, the rag 

doll of Sita whom she calls Mumta is her only 

friend on the lonely island. Mumta symbolizes 

companionship. Sita communicates with the 

doll in a heart to heart talk sometimes like a 

friend, at other times like a mother. “Since there 

were no other children on the island, Sita shared 

her secrets with the rag doll, whose name was 

Mumta” (AR 16). Sita shares everything with 

Mumta and feels comfortable in her presence.  
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 Another such object is hookah, which once 

belonged to Sita’s great grandfather, now 

belongs to her grandfather. When the flood 

water starts surging in her hut, she hurriedly 

keeps it safe in the trunk. The hookah emerges 

as a symbol of heritage, a tradition handed 

down from one generation to another. The 

walking stick symbolizes supportiveness and it 

is one of Sita’s most valuable possessions. It is 

the walking stick of Sita’s grandmother which is 

made of Shisham-wood. As she is sick, the stick 

is of no use and it just rests in one corner of the 

hut. 

 The big tin trunk stands as a symbol of 

safety as it holds many valuable objects. It 

belongs to Sita’s mother and there is nothing in 

it except a cotton-filled quilt. Sita stuffs the 

trunk with everything useful and weighs it 

down so that it will not be carried away by the 

current of water. Sita packs the hookah in the 

trunk. Grandmother’s walking stick finds a 

place in the trunk, so do a number of small tins 

containing the spices used in cooking- nutmeg, 

caraway seed, cinnamon, coriander and pepper 

and a bigger tin of flour and a tin of raw sugar. 

Even if Sita has to spend several hours in the 

tree, there will be something to eat when she 

comes down again. So the trunk here acts as a 

treasure holder, containing things, precious to 

Sita. 

 Bond brings in religious references in his 

works. He believes in essential worth and 

goodness of man. He has a firm faith in God 

and knows that people are not true to the 

expectations of the Supreme power. He is the 

Ultimate power who protects people from every 

evil, pain and difficulties. The river in Angry 

River, is a part of nature and in this way every 

individual is a part of nature, a part of the 

Supreme power. The problems of modern times 

are emphasized and highlighted in a religious 

context. 

 On one side where nature is angry with 

people, Bond conveys the message that behind 

every object of nature there lies the ray of God. 

On the other side as sacred forms of God, he 

emphasizes that nature is the ultimate soothing 

power and is equally responsible for the well 

being of people. “God has, in fact, written two 

books, not just one. Of course, we are all 

familiar with the first book he wrote, namely 

Scripture. But he has written a second book 

called creation” (Bacon). God wants His people 

to listen to the call of nature and preserve the 

moral values which are essential for life. As a 

writer, Bond is highly inspired by God Krishna 

and it is evident through his description: 

Grandmother had looked after her, had 

gently touched her fevered brow, and had 

told her stories- stories about the gods- 

about the young Krishna, friend of birds 

and animals, so full of mischief, always 

causing confusion among the other gods; 

and Indra, who made the thunder and 

lightning; and Vishnu, the preserver of all 

good things, whose steed was a great white 

bird; and Ganesh, with the elephant’s head; 

and Hanuman, the monkey-god, who 

helped the young Prince Ram in his war 

with the King of Ceylon. (AR 28) 

 Personal names are used as symbols 

representing individuals. In Angry River, Bond 

makes use of religious symbols which act as 

effective tools throughout the novel. When Sita 

is caught in the flooded river, a boy named 

Krishan protects her showing that the Supreme 

Ultimate is responsible for people’s safety. Sita 

is compelled to think that the preserver of her 

life is actually God Krishna. She thinks, “He 

looked blue in the moonlight, the colour of the 

young god Krishna, and for a few moments Sita 

was confused and wondered if the boy was 

indeed Krishna…” (AR 62). Sita feels safe with 

the boy when the boy plays the flute for her. 

When he says, “I will play the flute for you” 

(AR 65), she feels an eternal joy in the music. 

 Sita can be compared to the Sita of The 

Ramayana. Like the Sita of The Ramayana, Bond’s 

Sita endures every obstacle with patience. She is 

smart enough to tackle the hindrances in her 
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life. She has the presence of mind to act 

according to the situation. Without losing hope, 

she bears the hardships of life thus saving her 

life. Sita can be compared to a deodar tree, 

which is the most godlike of Himalayan trees. 

Like the deodar tree, Sita stands erect and 

dignified, though in a strong wind the deodar 

may hum and sigh but does not bend to it. 

 Bond has painted Krishan as an 

adventurous adolescent in Angry River. The 

novel becomes a universal predicament when 

Sita assumes her protector Krishan as Lord 

Krishna. The particular situation in which he 

finds himself and aftermath of his actions 

imparts him extra dimension. A close analysis 

of Krishan reveals that he symbolizes a definite 

journey of self from innocence to experience. 

There is constant movement towards ripeness. 

Bond describes his physical appearance in the 

lines, “He was a slim, wiry boy, with a hard flat 

belly; he had high cheekbones, strong white 

teeth. He was a little darker than Sita” (AR 54). 

Krishan symbolises as a savior figure who saves 

Sita from the deluge, thus enhancing the idea 

that he is Lord Krishna.  

 Dream is one of the techniques used by 

Bond to accentuate human psychology. He has 

used this technique in Angry River to bring out 

the inner turmoil of characters. Sita dreams that 

the boy and Lord Krishna are one and that she 

is sitting beside him on a great white bird, 

which flies over mountains, over the snow 

peaks of the Himalayas, into the cloud- land of 

the gods. As Krishan plays the flute for Sita, she 

is carried away again into the land of dreams 

and “they were riding on the bird once more, 

Sita and the blue god, and they were passing 

through clouds and mist, until suddenly the sun 

shot out through the clouds” (AR 65). This 

dream of Sita symbolizes her yearning to live a 

happy and satisfied life. 

 Folk songs are closely associated with 

Indian villages. People who work in farms and 

fields sing folk songs not to experience the pain 

and weariness of their work. The pure and 

blessed music symbolizes the touch of nature 

and subjects related to nature. In All Roads Lead 

to Ganga, Bond gives instances of folk songs 

being sung in Garhwal families. After dinner, 

people sing songs remembering those who are 

separated from their loved ones and their 

homes in the hills. An old Garhwali folk song 

goes like this:  

 Oh mountain swift, you are from my father’s 

home- Speak, oh speak, in the courtyard of my 

parents, 

 My mother will hear you. She will send my 

brother to fetch me… 

 Will I ever reach my father’s house? (ARLG 24) 

 Bond’s use of symbolism has raised his 

novels to a higher level. His use of different 

techniques shows his considerable insight and 

craftsmanship. His techniques not only add 

charm but also give meaning to his works. The 

novels Angry River and All Roads Lead to Ganga 

show how they are finely patterned by Bond 

using his techniques in a unique way. The 

novels also depict how he has excelled as a 

writer by using various literary devices 

skillfully. Apart from the mentioned mechanism 

(symbolism), the ability of Bond lies in his 

strength of universalizing the present 

circumstance of nature and its assets. 
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Abstract 
 Shirdi Sai Baba is revered as one of the greatest saints ever seen in India, endowed with unprecedented powers and 
worshiped as a God Incarnate. This mysterious being, who arrived unannounced in Shirdi as a youth and remained there 
throughout his long life, transformed the lives of those who met him and continues to do so for those whose hearts are 
touched by his love. An outstanding aspect of Sai Baba is that he is beyond distinctions of religion, caste or creed. As for 
Baba’s style of teaching, he did not deliver lectures and rarely gave formal teachings. Rather, he taught by parable, direct 
experience, and the example of his own life. Baba’s love and protection was such that it is often described as “motherly”. 
The written experiences of the devotees and even the arati songs abound with joyful references to this. As Sri Babuji wrote 
in his Book, “Arati Sai Baba’, “If we are to sum up Sai Baba’s life, it is the spontaneous overflow of bounteous grace, in the 
form of spiritual and temporal well being, inundating those who take refuge in him”.  
Keywords: Mysterious, Revered Saint, Motherly, Arati, Parable.  
 
Introduction  

Pilgrim’s Paradise   

 “Shirdi – Far from a simple village now 

 Is a place of holy pilgrimage 

 Made holier than the holy cow 

 By Baba’s abode in the village. 

 The very air you breathe here 

 Carries rare spiritual balm 

 And you feel drawn so very near. 

 To holy, soothing – peace and calm. 

 To temple atone is not confined 

 The sanctity of holy place 

 For all around you’ll always find 

 An aura of His Divine Grace. 

 The food served here is more than food 

 It is Prasad – The purifier 

 A bite of which can do great good 

 To raise mind, soul and spirit higher. 

 Even a man given to crime and sim 

 Comes to Sai and keeps for same  

 And tries with Faith, His Grace to win 

 He’ll be pardoned and be free from shame. 

 Shirdi is unique in many a way 

 Here casts and creeds are all the same. 

 For men of every faith here pray 

 A Common Prayer in His name. 

 

 

Sai Baba - Ananda Swarupa 

 The glittering figure which sparkles like 

gold, dressed in a simple style a Kafni and tied a 

piece of cloth to His head and a knot to the left 

side, He had a earthen pot to store water and 

another for keeping His food and His pipes to 

smoke. 

 
Baba had Beautiful Eyes like Blooming Lotus; 

 Who is Omniscient, Omnipotent and 

Omnipresent, Sainath Baba the Universal God 

blessed the land of Shirdi in the Human form 

may be around the year 1838. 

 Om Shirdi Sainath! Om Shirdi Sainath! 

 Sainath Baba’s power is unlimited and 

immeasurable, 

 “Sai! Sai!” is the sound that reverberates 

from the sky and earth.  

 Sainath Baba is embodiment of love,  

 Let Sathya be His Prachar, 

 Let Dharma be His Achar, 

  Let Shanii be His Swabhava, and let Prema be 

 His Swarupa, Sai is Divine, Let us follow 

 anyone, we are His. Om Shirdi Sainath! Om 

 Shirdi Sainath! 

 The lamp of name Sainath Baba when it is 

 lit, Will illumine the household and make it 

 a home instead of a hole. 
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 Sainath Baba the Lord is the Sun, when His 

 rays fall on our heart, the lotus bud blooms; 

 Petals unfold and fragrance permeates the 

 Universe and keeps our sorrows, worries, 

 ill- health, anger away and gives us 

 Ananda. Sainath Baba is none other than 

 God Himself at the home of Supreme holy 

place calledShirdi Dwarakamai. Om Shirdi 

Sainath! Om Shirdi Sainath! 

 
Eleven Assurances of Sai Baba in Poetic Form 

 He who put his feet on Shirdi - soil, 

 Will end his suffering and toil. 

 He who climbs the steps of 

   “Dwarakamai,” 

 Will have plenty, and never cry. 

 I will be active and vigorous even, 

 After my body to this Earth is given. 

 I shall preach and bless from my Tomb, 

 And for my devotees, Make a happy-home. 

 I will be Active and vigorous in My Tomb, 

 My Mortal- remains will speak from Tomb. 

 I will help and guide one who comes to Me, 

 He who surrenders: Take refuge in Me. 

 If you always look at Me, 

 I will certainly look after Thee. 

 Cast you burden and All your care, 

 On My shoulders: I will surely bear. 

 My advise and help, if you will seek, 

 To my Promise, I will Always stick. 

 My Devotee’s House will be free from want, 

 A Happy Healthy peaceful Jaunt. 

 
Prostration to Sainath 

 I am a strange student, you have ever seen. 

 I do not have a good text to read, 

 Even if I have, I cannot read, 

 Even if I read I cannot understand what I 

 read, 

 Even if I understand what I read I 

 cannot live according to it. 

 I have other difficulties too. 

 I often forget what I read, 

 While I read my mind jumps from one 

 thing to another, 

 Going far away from the focus, 

 reaching a world of irrelevance. 

 I am a stupidest student. 

 Any Guru will feel me a burden, 

 I will have neither reverence nor faith in my 

 Guru 

 My pride rules over my mind, though 

 I have nothing to boast of. 

 I am the laziest person that one could ever 

 be. 

 I lack constant work and endless, 

 efforts to advance in my studies. 

 I am tired and cannot approach 

 Innumerable teachers. 

 I am poor and cannot afford to pay a 

 handsome amount as Guru dakshina 

 I am impatient but desire for mastery 

 Knowledge enormous in no time. 

 with all these weaknesses I wandered 

 and wandered to have a Guru, 

 Who is full of knowledge divine, 

 Who can teach his life oriented 

 lessons endlessly, 

 Who possesses patience unique, 

 Who is full of patience and sympathy 

 and who pours his lessons; free of cost 

 My wandering throughout this world 

 made me sad, tired and helpless. 

 At last I was introduced to Lord Sai 

 Nath, the King of Kings, the ruler of our 

 minds, 

 By my mother who is pious and wise, 

 And who is my first tutor coaching for 

 the ‘entrance examination’ to the 

 School of Shirdi Baba. 

 My joy knew no bounds when I came 

 face to face – with my lord. 

 Here is a Guru simple and sacred with 

 his knowledge over flowing, 

 Sitting on the banks of Godavari, 

 waiting for his disciples. 

 It is quite amazing to perceive a 

 Preceptor who is impartial,’ 

 Quite contrary to the worldly happenings, 
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 Who is full of patience and is easily 

 approachable, 

 Who charges no fees, no donations for 

 admission to his school, 

 Whose knowledge and wisdom have no 

 boundaries, 

 Who can at a time give his personal 

 coaching’s 

 To millions and millions of people, 

 Who descends to our level to make us 

 Understand his teachings. 

 In spite of all my penuries and absolute  

foolishness 

 Accept me my Lord as your disciple, 

 I completely surrender myself to you 

 And now it is your duty to redeem Me. 

 
Say Sai is Everywhere 

 Say-Sai is ‘Everywhere,’ 

 And, not a single care; 

 Nor a burden bare, 

 Can ever dare to stare. 

 So mighty is his glare, 

 That mountain-problems tear. 

 An apple, a day, they say, 

 Keeps the Doctor away. 

 An utterance of “Sai” everyday, 

 Keeps ail troubles at bay, 

 And Sai with us, will ever stay. 

 Call “Sai”, “Sai,” Everytime, 

 Morning or at sleeping time; 

 Happy or in difficult time, 

 Because, He helps you anytime; 

 So, off all your habbits, make it prime, 

 To chant Sai, Sai, everytime. 

 Sai is in ‘Everything’ 

 In things living or dead, 

 In pleasure or in pain, 

 In happiness or in Sorrow, 

 In things Big or in small, 

 But, always in His bliss remaining; 

 Sai, is in Everything 

 Sai, is in “Everyone,” caste or creed, 

 He sees none; All are humans, all are one, 

 And for all, the master is one; 

 And for him too, all are one, 

 As He is…. in Everyone. 

 “Sai” is in Every “Where” 

 “Sai” is in Every “thing” 

 “Sai” is in Every “Day” 

 “Sai” is in Every “One” 

 “Sai” is in Every “time” 

 So Sai, My dear, is in Every-Every “Word”. 

 
The Holy Grace 

 O! Sai! The monarch of this Universe, 

 How dare, I praise Thee in Verse! 

 For Thy drop of mercy this restless soul 

 Craves eagerly with heart’s open bowl; 

 The nectar-drop of motherly love, 

 Falling down from Thy bosom above, 

 Will make this child raise his hands 

 In praise of Thee, the Lord of celestial 
 Lands! 
 In the sweet smile of the dreaming body I 

 see Thy Grace; 

 In the fragrant blooming flower I see thy 

 lovely face. 

 I feel Thy caress in the fondling touch of 

 The breeze That checks my hopes from 

 becoming frail and freeze. 

 In the whistling wind I hear Thy endearing 

 whisper 

 That tells me closely to trust Thee without 

 any murmur. 

 I See Thy various visions in the varying 

 Seasons of the year. 

 That amaze and amuse us amply as our 

 near and dear. 

 The pearly dews of the morn are tears of 

 thine 

 For those who tirelessly toil in shower and 

 shine. 

 The Star-studded sky in Thy perspired 

brow 

 The work and worry to free us from woe. 

 thundering black sky is the angry mood 

 To see the idle and crooked snatching 

other’s food 

 How wisely Thou hast coupled the thorn 

with rose! 
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 Only to make us know how pain and 

pleasure are close! 

 
Blessings Of Shri Sai Are Highly Powerful  

 Blessings of Shri Sai are highly powerful  

 To devotees sincere and always faithful 

 Attained Mahsamadhi on 15th October 1918 

 wilfully And still fulfills the devotees’ 

 needs just and rightful 

 Supernatural events play around the 

 devotees unmindful 

 To those who surrender to Him Heart and 

 soul wishful. 

 Devotees throng at His shrine at Shirdi in 

 houseful 

  To offer prayers and flowers in person 

 in utmost cheerful 

 They forget all their grief at His holy feet 

 Unmindful 

 And they go back to their homes with His 

 Permission blissful  

 A dynamic grace pervades the shrine still to 

 one and all  

 And Baba’s magnificent idol looks alive 

 sitting in the hall.  

 Bizarre methods Baba adopted at times to  

 Protect even the sinful 

 By his supernatural commands and to turn 

 them devout and truthful  

 The Saint of Shirdi will be ever living to the  

 devotees faithful. 

 Blessings of Shri Sai are highly powerful 

 To devotees sincere and always faithful! 
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Abstract 
 This paper entitled “Psychological Trauma of Dimple Das Gupta in Bharati Mukherjee’s Wife analyses the 
psychological struggle of the protagonist in life. Bharati Mukherjee is one of the most distinguished women writers. She is 
a keen observer of human nature. Her women characters explore the trials and tensions experienced by women in general. 
They are isolated in their own private world. Her famous novel Wife depicts the psychological suffering of the protagonist. 
Keywords: Psychology, transformation, unconscious impulses. 

 
 In Indian English Literature women 

novelists have eagerly responded to the 

transformed realities of Indian life after 

Independence. They give abstract statements 

about the lives of women in each and every 

aspect of their lives. Bharati Mukherjee is one 

among the novelists who gives more importance 

to women characters in all of her novels. 

 Bharati Mukherjee is a prolific writer who 

has written stories and novels. She is not only a 

well read and acclaimed writer but also highly 

talented and creative. Her famous works are The 

Tiger’s Daughter, Wife .Jasmine and Desirable 

Daughters . 

 Wife is a distinguished novel which was first 

published by Houghton Mifflin Company; 

Boston in 1975.It portrays the psychological 

journey of the protagonist Dimple Das Gupta 

from the beginning to till the end of her life 

 Sigmund Freud States; “The psychical, 

whatever its nature may be, is itself 

unconscious.”(Brainy Quote). This concept is 

very apt in Mukherjee’s Wife. She highlights the 

transformation of Dimple in each and every 

aspects of her life.  

 In the beginning of the novel Dimple is very 

conscious to choose her life partner. Her 

ambition in life is to marry a neurosurgeon and 

dreams; “Marriage would bring her freedom, 

cocktail parties carpeted lawns, fund raising 

dinners for noble charities”(4). But her thoughts 

are collapsed when she is happened to marry 

AmitBasu, a consultant Engineer for her father’s 

concern. She is unconsciously hates her husband 

and starts creating the male of her dreams. In 

the absence of Amit, “she borrowed a forehead 

from an aspirin ad, the stomach and legs from a 

trousers ad and put the ideal man” (24). 

Dimple is psychologically depressed when her 

husband says; “There’s one small thing, my 

mother wants to call you Nandini. She doesn’t 

like Dimple as a name” (18).It depicts her loss of 

identity. When Amit Basu informs her to go to 

United States for job purpose, she insists him to 

take her with him. Her thoughts and dreams are 

once again renewed. She wants to enjoy her life 

in United States. 

Walter Benjamine opines; “The Camera 

introduces us to unconscious optics as does 

psychoanalysis to unconscious impulses” 

(Brainy Qutote). Her unconscious impulses 

gradually develop to abort her first baby cruelly; 

“She had skipped rope until her leg s grew 

numb and her stomach burned; then she poured 

water from the heavy bucket over her head, 

shoulders, over the light little curve of her 

stomach. She had poured until the last of the 

blood washed off her legs; then she collapsed.” 

(43). In India, married woman will not abort her 

first baby. Dimple’s voluntary rejection of her 

first baby symbolizes her rejection of her 

husband.  

Dimple’s bitter experiences with her 

husband in India, makes her to say to her friend 

Pixie; “I want everything to be nice and new” 

(42). She wishes to begin a new life in United 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wife_%28novel%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jasmine_%28novel%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desirable_Daughters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desirable_Daughters
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States. It opines how she is longing to have a 

new life and tries to forget her life in India. 

Life with Amit both in India and United 

states is naturally a big disappointment for 

Dimple. So her conscious impulses are scattered 

and acts as an abnormal person. She is in contact 

with many man in United States especially Ina 

Mullick, Milt Glasser. She has an illicit 

relationship with Ina Mullick and Milt Glasser. 

She often finds herself doing things without her 

conscious will. One such incident is happened 

after Leni has offended her; 

 Leni held her cup over her dentures, still 

not looking at Dimple, still smiling 

gummingly at Ina. And Dimple poured. 

After Leni removed her cup Dimple kept on 

pouring, over thr rim of Leni’s cup, over the 

tray and the floating dentures till the 

pregnant-bellied tea pot was emptied and 

Leni and Ina were standing and shaking her, 

“ Dimple, Dimple, stop it!(153) 

 Psychologists accept that when people 

undergo severe stress, an emotional outburst 

can suddenly solve the problem. But the effect of 

the decision is something terrible. In the same 

way Dimple desires to enjoy her life as others. 

She is constantly thinking of her stressed life 

with her husband. So she decides to murder her 

husband. Wilhelm said that unconscious 

impulses lead to take wrong decision. This is 

very apt in the case of Dimple. 

 Wilhelm Reich states; “Only the liberation of 

natural capacity for love in human beings can 

master their sadistic destructiveness” 

(Goodreads). This authentic statement is very 

much suitable in the life of Dimple who wants to 

liberate herself from the clutches of her 

husband. She stabs her husband seven times 

which indicates her unconscious act of breaking 

the seven vows that were authenticated during 

the marriage ceremony. She feels very guilty 

and eventually she too committed suicide. 

 Dimple’s teenage wish is to be like Sita “the 

ideal wife of Hindu legends who walks through 

fire for her husband” (12). But her 

transformation from a docile wife to a murderer 

gives clear glimpses of the psychological 

journey of the protagonist in each and every 

sphere of her life. 

 
Anita Myles states 

 Bharati Mukherjee believes that good fiction 

concentrates on the emotional, intellectual and 

physical responses of group of characters when 

they are placed in a situation not routine to 

them. She felt that psychic violence leave a 

stronger impact on the mind than physical 

violence on the body therefore; her women 

characters make interesting fragmented life and 

express their affirmation to life. True enough 

while they attempt to do so, they appear 

abnormal in their behaviour but sometimes this 

is only a bid to live life on their own terms. 

(108,109) 

 Sigmund Freud’s conception of the 

unconscious concept plays a vital role in the 

contemporary era. It gradually helps to analyse 

the novel Wife in a brief manner. Bharati 

Mukherjee portrays the psychological trauma of 

the protagonist through her vivid narration. 
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Abstract 
 The paper entitled “Conforming to the Society: an Analytical Study of Buchi Emecheta’s The Joys of Motherhood” 
tries to scrutinize the result of conforming to the norms of the society in an individual. Through the study, it is understood 
that if a person dedicates one’s life to satisfying the regulations allotted by the society, then it may result in deception of 
the ‘self’. The Joys of Motherhood portrays the suffering of a Nigerian mother in the clutches of a male dominated society. 
The story provides a unique dimension that challenges the myth of motherhood as a synonym for female self-fulfilment. 
With reference to Ralph Waldo Emerson’s essay Self- Reliance, the idea of non-conformity is analysed in the context of the 
novel. Through the comparative examination of two characters of the fiction, it is brought into light that happiness and 
self-esteem is inversely proportional to the level of conformity.  
Keywords: conforming, motherhood, society, self-esteem. 

 

 Buchi Emecheta is a Nigeria born British 

novelist who has authored more than twenty 

books. She considers her stories to be the 

“Stories of the world”. Her fiction, The Joys of 

Motherhood portrays the suffering of a Nigerian 

mother in the clutches of a male dominated 

society. The story provides a unique dimension 

that challenges the myth of motherhood as a 

synonym for female self-fulfilment. The novel is 

about a woman, Nnu Ego from Igbo community 

in Nigeria who gets shifted from her traditional 

setup of Ibuza to the colonial Lagos.  

 In the African society, as portrayed by 

Emecheta, an Igbo woman is looked upon with 

contempt if her marriage is not fruitful. 

Barrenness is the severest cross a woman has to 

bear. Motherhood is significant in a woman's 

life, because it is a mark of fulfilment. Society 

ostracizes an infertile woman who does not 

carry the seeds of her man and propagate his 

line. A woman strains her utmost, to discharge 

her traditional obligations to her man and his 

world and if, by mischance or adverse fate, she 

fails to be a mother she suffers untold misery. 

As Nnu Ego’s first marriage does not make her 

a “complete woman” (she does not conceive), 

she is given in marriage to Nnaife. That jelly of a 

man is despised by her in the very first day of 

their encounter. Yet she convinces herself 

believing that if that man could make her 

pregnant, then she could start respecting him. 

This shows the extent of the stereotypical image 

of “women only as mothers” set by the Igbo 

community. 

 No mercy is shown to a barren wife even by 

her loving husband. An African woman is 

despised and put down, ill treated and even 

turned out of her home if she is unproductive. 

She is valued only for her potentiality to 

propagate the species and not for herself. To 

become a wife and mother is the highest ideal 

and aspiration of every African woman. The 

tribal Ibo community proclaims that a woman's 

foremost duty is to bear children, a large 

number of them, especially male children, to 

continue her man's line. The stigma of 

barrenness is insufferable and a barren wife is a 

disgrace to her parents and in-laws alike.  

 Women could not free themselves from the 

compulsions of tradition. They conform and 

subordinate themselves to the dictates of society 

and the men. The tradition instilled into every 

daughter of the Ibo tribe is “What greater 

honour is there for a woman than to be a 

mother, and now you are a mother – not of 

daughters who will marry and go, but of good-

looking healthy sons, and they are the first sons 

of your husband and you are his first and senior 

wife” (132). 
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 When she loses her four week old first born 

Ngozi, Nnu Ego thinks of ending her life. She 

could not imagine her position in her 

community as a barren woman. More than 

living in disgrace, death seems to be a 

convenient solution. But soon she is blessed 

with a number of children. Her sons invoke in 

her a sense of belongingness in the community. 

She foresees her future old age under the care of 

her sons and is proud about it. “But he was her 

son. Her grown-up son. Her certainty of 

expecting a man-child injected new life into her 

flagging spirit. She was sure . . . as a good son 

should live near his parents and look after 

them” (85).  

 The society sets certain limitations for a 

woman once she has fulfilled the duty as a 

mother. She is asked to manage the household 

with meagre income provided by the husband. 

She has to fulfil the duty of a daughter, wife and 

so on. If possible she could support her husband 

by starting up a trade. Nnu Ego succumbs to the 

ways of the society until she realizes that it is 

pointless to prove herself as a good mother and 

wife every time. 

 When a duty of a woman is accomplished, 

then the community thrusts the woman with 

further responsibilities. In this course, the 

woman fails to distinguish what she really 

wishes for and what the society demands of her. 

During the absence of the husband, during 

times of poverty, and during all fateful times, it 

is expected only from the woman to 

miraculously take care of the family.  

 Emerson’s words in his essay Self-Reliance 

states, “Whoso would be a man must be a 

nonconformist. He who would gather immortal 

palms must not be hindered by the name of 

goodness, but must explore if it be goodness. 

Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity of 

your own mind. Absolve you to yourself, and 

you shall have the suffrage of the world” 

(Emerson). As Nnu Ego failed to see the 

goodness and potential in her as an individual, 

she was forced to adapt the ways of her society. 

 In the course of the novel it is understood 

that in her constant attention to conforming to 

the expectations of her from the society, she 

starts to lose the love and care of her family 

towards her. Nnu Ego inculcates a wrong belief 

that if she keeps on performing her duties, her 

family will recognize her sacrifice and would 

surely help her in her times of need. The need to 

conform to the society keeps her away from her 

family and thus her family away from her. Her 

husband inherits a new wife, her sons 

concentrate on their studies and her daughters 

get indulged in their training of becoming 

future wives.  

 As she becomes a senior wife, again the 

community forces her to adapt her position in 

spite of her indifference. By advising her to live 

up to the status as a senior wife, they make it 

sound as it is an enviable position. It brings out 

the idea that Nnu Ego's standing as senior wife 

requires her to engage in “sacrifice” and self-

restraint, and yet, once again, the gains that 

would presumably compensate for such 

sacrifice are notably absent. Nnu Ego mentions 

these benefits elsewhere, observing that “At 

home in Ibuza she would have had her own hut 

and would at least have been treated as befitting 

her position” (153). 

 Later her sons as they grow up, blame her 

for having kept herself busy with trade rather 

than spending time for their studies. Her 

husband starts to blame her for her upbringing 

of such manner less children and even her 

daughters prove a disgrace. As she looks back at 

her life, she feels very sorry for the life she had 

led. Her son moves abroad and does not wish to 

take the responsibility of being the bread 

winner of the family. He becomes ambitious 

and wishes to pursue higher studies. Whereas 

her other sons think that their parents have been 

partial towards their first born. One of her twin 

daughters elopes with a boy from the Yoruba 

community and invokes the fury of her 

husband. Nnaife almost kills a man in this 

venture and ends up in jail. It is witnessed that 
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the same society that once urged her of her 

responsibilities, now start to detest her, blaming 

her to be the reason of all the mishaps. 

 In contrast to this central character, one may 

find how her co-wife Adaku made up with her 

life. She has been an ambitious woman right 

from the beginning. She is not stopped by 

anything when she demands for things. Like 

Nnu Ego she wishes to be renowned as a 

complete woman in her community. But she 

fails doing so as she is unable to beget a son. 

Unlike Nnu Ego who had gone to the extent of 

ending her life, Adaku focuses her ‘production’ 

in trade. Even then she was blamed by the 

community for trying to overtake her senior 

wife.  

 Emerson says that if an individual chooses 

to be a non conformist then the society is sure to 

whip them for their actions. It becomes true of 

Adaku. Unable to endure the frustration any 

longer, she takes a great leap of becoming a 

prostitute. She tries to rewrite the norms set for 

women by taking steps of educating her 

daughters with money earned through the 

despised profession. She may have lost respect 

in the society, but gets hold of her self esteem 

breaking herself away rather than conforming 

to the society. She attains happiness through 

this. 

 Nnu Ego ends up hopeless, and reminiscing 

her life as a “failed woman”, she returns to 

Ibuza. There she remains in a frenzy state. 

Despite having seven living children, she starts 

losing her senses and ultimately dies 

companionless in the market. The highest 

reward received by her in her lifetime for all her 

deeds and sacrifices is getting a lavish funeral 

conducted by her sons. They perform this not in 

due respect for their mother, but as an exhibit to 

the society of what they are capable of. Years 

later when people send her prayers to bless 

them with children like her, her spirit remains 

adamant in refusing their prayers. She had 

missed living her life in her lifetime, as she 

wishes to satisfy the people around her and to 

be recognized as a “complete woman”. 
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Abstract 
 The paper entitled “Expatriate experience in Monica Ali’s Brick Lane” focuses on the changing fashions of migration 
and the dwindling international borders have given a possibility to the inhabitants of different countries to discover world 
as the platform of the action. In the recent times, cultures are incessantly changing to give path to a multiethnic and a 
multicultural society. But sometimes this cultural difference gives way to a hard time of identity crisis. Monica Ali’s 
widely acclaimed novel Brick Lane conveys the story of Nazneen, a young Bangladeshi woman, married at 18 to Chanu 
Ahmed and thus drifts to London where they are squashed in between the native Bangladeshi identity and now a state of 
the art identity. It is not astonishing for the two to feel isolated and withdrawn both socially and culturally.  
Keywords: multicultural, immigration, identity crisis. 

 

 Culture is the characteristics and knowledge 

of a particular group of people, defined by 

everything from language, religion, cuisine, 

social habits, music and arts. Cultural conflict is 

nothing but the contrast in behavior patterns 

and values those results when different cultures 

are incompletely assimilated. Monica Ali is a 

Bangladeshi born British writer and novelist; 

she was selected as one of the Best of Young 

British Novelist by Granta magazine based on 

her unpublished manuscript. Her novel Brick 

Lane is named after a street at the heart of 

London.  

 The novel explores the life of Nazneen a 

Bangladeshi woman and her adaptation of new 

community later in London.Cultural conflict is 

seen in the novel Brick Lane. This novel shows 

the British and Bangladeshi community through 

the eyes of Nazneen. As Nazneen is married to 

Chanu a Bangladeshi immigrant in London she 

moves with her husband to a new environment 

and experience things that are different from 

her home land. The first difference experienced 

by Nazneen in London is language. Language 

plays an important role in Nazneen’s life as she 

is used with the typical Bengali language. She is 

familiar only to the two English words sorry 

and thanks this made Nazneen’s London life a 

complicated one. As English is the major 

language spoken in London this gave her the 

feeling of alienation and restricted her in 

communicating with English people. Whenever 

her husband speaks or say anything in English 

he had to translate it for the sake Nazneen and 

this sometimes seem to be a thing of shame for 

her.  

 When Razia, friend of Nazneen says about 

the spoken English classes she is interested in 

learning English. But her wish to learn English 

was buried by her typical Bangladeshi husband. 

As authority is reserved for a woman with her 

father, brother and husband in her home land.In 

Bengal marriage is almost an arranged affair 

and takes place when the father decide that his 

child should be married and the choice of 

groom is too left in the hands of the father this is 

clearly seen in the case of Nazneen. In Brick Lane 

she is married to Chanu a man twenty years 

senior to her. According to her father’s wish she 

serves as a dutiful wife. Later in London 

Nazneen falls in love with a young boy Karim. 

She has illegal relationship with him which is 

against her Bengali culture. Ali also picturize 

the sufferings of eloped girls in Bengal through 

the character of Hasina. 

 Another factor differentiating Bengal and 

London is the living place. In Bangladesh the 

people prefer to live in joint families they live in 

Bhari and have the habit of sharing their foods 

with their neighbors but it was all made 

different to Nazneen in London as she was 

made to live in the apartment containing many 

houses separated by thick walls. The London 

people’s attitude was entirely different from 
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those of the Bengali people.They never care for 

their neighbors rather were busy with their own 

possession. Nazneen always recollects the 

memories of her past life in Bangladesh. She 

remember about her village and wonder about 

the richness of her country. She remembers 

about her childhood life with her friends and 

neighbors. In London though she wish to speak 

with her neighbor tattoo lady she never gets a 

chance to do so. This implies the idea about the 

relationship of western people. 

 Among novels about Bangladeshi 

immigrants in London, Sukhdev Sandhu 

argues, in his review of the novel: 

 Brick Lane is the first [one] to focus almost 

exclusively on the lives of Bangladeshi women 

in Tower Hamlets. It tries to take us beyond the 

yellowing curtains of their cramped tower-block 

flats, and into their living-rooms and bedrooms. 

It aims, for the most part successfully, to 

articulate their fears and desires, and offers a 

rich and finely textured corrective to those 

accounts which portray them as elective mutes, 

unthinking purveyors of Third World tradition.( 

Salter 56) 

 Chanu has an accusation in his later life 

when his daughter rejects Bengali culture. And 

complain over his daughters’ westernization. 

He wants his daughters to follow the traditional 

Bengali culture in which he finds solace but his 

children’s lack of concern made him frustrated. 

He tries to impose Bangladesh culture in them 

as he wants them to know about their home 

land. He take interest in their heritage because 

he is confident that he will leave this alienated 

lands some day or the other with his family. “In 

all my life, I feel this is the best decision I have 

made – to take my daughters back home” 

(249).The Character of chanu can be compared 

with the character of Samad in the novel White 

teeth as both these characters suffers from going 

home syndrome as termed by Dr. Azad 

 Chanu hated the thought or action of 

westernization because he had an idea that the 

western people treats the immigrants inferior. 

Many immigrant male characters find 

difficulties in getting a well paid job in England. 

Even no respect is given for the educated 

Bangladeshi people. They were given heavy 

work but given low wages as they imagine the 

immigrant people to be their slaves. “This is the 

tragedy, Chanu has said. Man works like a 

donkey. Working like a donkey here, but never 

made a go. In his heart, he never left his village. 

Here, Chanu began to project his voice. What 

can you do? An uneducated man like that. This 

is the immigrant tragedy”(140).Though Chanu 

has been living in London for years together he 

is unable to adapt or adjust with western way of 

living as it seems entirely different from his own 

culture. 

 Though Chanu and Nazneen live in London 

unlike otherimmigrant character in the novel 

they shadow their own Bengali culture in their 

life. They possess the life of their home land by 

following the traditional food codes in their 

house and by following their traditional dress 

code.They also help their children to know 

about their home land and Chanu take charge of 

teaching them the heritage of their mother land. 

 Nazneen follows the tradition of wearing 

saree even in London. She also speaks her 

traditional Bengali language and take 

opportunity in celebrating the traditional 

Bengali festival along with the other Bengali 

immigrants who lives in her flat. She also 

follows the religious norms by doing her 

prayers as per the instruction at regular 

intervals of time as the Muslim women in 

Bengal communities were requested to do their 

prayers from home. Most often we witness 

Nazneen cooking foods related to their home 

land. In spite of hearing advice from Mrs. Azad 

an immigrant who has adapted the western 

culture to enter into English community she 

was never moved but stayed firm in following 

her culture even in alien land. 

 Nazneen’s friend Razia adopted the western 

culture after the death of her husband. She 

started entering the western world by learning 
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English. She also switches from traditional dress 

code to modern dress code as she started 

working in the western office. She did not adapt 

the new culture out of interest but out of force 

and responsibility. 

 Identity is also a major conflict in the life of 

the immigrant people. As they suffer in 

dilemma to choose or find their own identity. 

Shahanais was born and brought up in London 

in an immigrant Bangladeshi family. She has 

grown up in an exposure of western land so she 

finds it easy and attractive to adopt the western 

culture. She is greatly influenced by the western 

culture and that is revealed in her love for 

wearing western dress and eating western foods 

but she was forced by Chanu to adopt the 

Bangladeshi culture in which she never had any 

interest. So she is found in the state of dilemma 

in finding her identity the same thing was 

prevail in the life of Tariq who has been 

attracted towards the western way of living. 

The main fear of Nazneen adapting her parents 

Bangladeshi culture is that she will become the 

Victim of arrange marriage. Most of the Female 

characters find their identity in the western 

world where as most of the male characters long 

for the life in their home land. 

 Through the novel Brick Lane Ali has 

drenched out the struggles and sufferings of the 

immigrant people. The novel witness the 

changes taken place in the characters through 

the exposure of a culture. Some characters has 

transformed into a westernized people out of 

attraction and interest in alien culture. Some 

characters like Razia adapts new culture out of 

circumstance and some wants to return back to 

their Home land. Through the conversation of 

chanu, Nazneen and Mrs. Islam the earnings 

and love of the immigrant people are known. 

All the characters in the novel cope up with the 

neurotic life. 
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Abstract 
 African literature plays a great role in up-surging the lives of the native African people. African writers have 
contributed much to decolonize the minds of their people. One among such writers is Gabriel Okara. His writing has a 
power to make a revolt against the conquering of their nation by the white imperial authority. Two of his poems which 
have been taken for study recite the prevailing diplomatic negligence of the nation. He voices forth the voiceless in his 
work. The present paper discusses that the literature is a work of imitation which make a change within the reader. The 
writer has tried to imitate situation from his own life as well as from the life of the people whom he look into in the course 
of his life. By doing this he has taken much effort to decolonize the mind of the African people from the barriers of 
colonization. 
Keywords: decolonization, imperial power, art, diplomatic negligence. 

 

 Africa has been under the restraints of the 

white imperial power for centuries. To save the 

people from being a slave physically and 

mentally from the white dominance the African 

writers have started writing about the splendid 

nature of the African heritage. Their writings 

reflect their mind as well as the life of the native 

African people. Their works focus on the 

richness of their past history and the difficulties 

they have experienced during colonization. 

They modelled their writing as an eye opener 

for the present generation. Many of the African 

writers have narrowed down their writings in 

this view point. One among such writers is 

Gabriel Okara, a Nigerian writer. He is best 

known for his early experimental novel, The 

Voice (1964), and his award-winning poetry, 

published in The Fisherman's Invocation (1978) 

and The Dreamer, His Vision (2005). “Prescription 

of the correct cure is dependent on a rigorous 

analysis of the reality.Writers are surgeons of 

the heart and souls of a community” 

(Thiang’O). As per the quote of Thiang’o Okara 

has acted as a surgeon to cleanse the impurities 

of the heart of the African who is under the 

clutches of the colonizers. He highlights the 

crucial realities of the African continent in his 

works. His poems and prose pen in African 

thought, religion, folklore and imagery. The 

present paper focuses on how literature has 

helped in understanding the culture of its users. 

Literature works as a medium through which 

the writer tries to convey his ideas to the reader. 

Some of the African writers have taken this 

weapon as a tool to decolonize the minds of 

their people. Gabriel Okara is one such writer 

who has tried to decolonize the minds of the 

African people through his writing. His work is 

a reflection of his inner thoughts .This study 

mainly focuses on two of his poems “you 

laughed and laughed and laughed” and “once 

upon a time.” Both the poems highlight the 

complications that prevail in the African land.  

 “You laughed and laughed and laughed” 

consists of ten stanzas. It describes the interplay 

of different interpretations of the same sounds, 

sights, and dances. The interaction that takes 

place within the poem is commonly thought to 

be between a white colonialist and an African 

native. The poem follows a trope in African 

literature of "The White Man Laughed", which 

embodies the notion of dismay and cynical 

derision of the beliefs, practices, and norms of 

an African. However, Okara's poem can be seen 

to transcend the acceptance of the derision of 

the White Man and present a wiser African 

intellectual. The last lines of the poem “Because 

my fathers and I are owned by the living 
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warmth of the earth through our naked feet” 

(lines 42-45) beautifully intertwines the 

connectivity of the African man and nature. It 

also concludes with the African teaching the 

White Man of his ignorance and helping him 

realize that the native beliefs of the African are 

neither primitive nor removed from intellectual 

thought. 

 This poem highlights the pathetic plight of 

the African people and the humiliation they 

have undergone over generations. Okara 

doesn’t want his cohorts to experience such 

embarrassment. Through his poems Okara has 

tried to unshackle the native Africans from the 

unpleasant experiences which they are 

supposed to encounter. The Africans have a big 

cultural heritage but this has been looked down 

by the white imperials. The poet doesn’t want 

this to happen anymore. So he has taken 

literature as a medium to proclaim the 

multiplicity of the African Culture.  

 To sum up, the first poem "You Laughed 

and Laughed and Laughed,' confronts the 

colonizer's mockery and contemptuous 

disparagement of indigenous African culture. 

The lines “My laughter is the fire of the eye of 

the sky, the fire of the earth, the fire of the air, 

the fire of the seas and the rivers fishes animals 

trees and it thawed your inside, thawed your 

voice, thawed your ears, thawed your eyes and 

thawed your tongue” ( lines 29-37) suggest that 

the writer has tried to decolonize not only the 

native African but also the white who has 

colonized the African. The writer has tried to 

silence the colonizer’s imperial attitude by the 

warmth of the native's 'fire' laughter. 

 The second poem “once upon a time” talks 

about the innocence and richness of the African 

culture. In this poem he exemplifies the 

character change of the native African due to 

the impact of colonization. He has given voice 

for the people who don’t want to retain in this 

change. In the first stanza, at the start of the 

poem Okara writes “they used to laugh with 

their hearts and… eyes; but now they only 

laugh with their teeth while their ice-block cold 

eyes search behind my shadow” (lines 2- 6). 

These lines illustrate the change in the way 

people act showing that their laughs used to be 

genuine and heartfelt, however, now their 

attitudes have changed. The description of 

“laugh with their teeth” illustrates someone 

showing false interest. The dark imagery “ice-

block cold eyes” which follows shows that there 

is no emotion or feeling in the action.  

 In the next stanza Okara describes how 

“they used to shake hands with their hearts” 

(line 8) implying that the actions were genuine 

and are also symbolic of good intentions, 

however, “Now they shake hands without 

hearts while their left hands search my empty 

pockets” (lines 10-12). These lines exemplify 

that all good intentions have gone down and 

now everybody is focusing only on their own 

personal gain. The use of a metaphor 

emphasises how there is a lack of trust as 

everybody tries to exploit each other. The 

phrase “empty pockets” could connote that he 

has been stripped of all genuine happiness and 

has been left alone with a feeling of emptiness. 

 In the next stanza,Okara shows the change 

in him as a man. “And I have learned, too,… to 

say ‘Goodbye’, when I mean ‘Good-riddance” ( 

lines 30,31). Here there is an evident shift in the 

stanza due to the fact that he is now talking 

about himself and how he too has learned to be 

false. This could imply that the society has 

pressured him into changing in a negative way. 

 At the end of the poem Okara confesses “I 

want to be what I used to be” (line 36) showing 

instant regret and sadness at the choices he 

previously made. This piece of dialogue could 

suggest that he wishes to come out of the 

clutches of the colonized mind. He seeks the 

help of his son to take him out of the colonized 

mind. He doesn’t want him to enter into this 

doom. He finds himself around his son as he 

recognises his younger self in his son, the self 

that has been genuine and true, which has not 

yet been beaten down by society.  
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 To conclude it is clear that art works as an 

imitation of what a person thinks and does. It 

plays a role as the carter of culture. Any art can 

be used in harmony to define different cultures. 

Okara has taken literature as a device to convey 

the culture’s standards and values, something 

that can’t be picked up by someone who doesn’t 

understand it by any other mode. Their cultural 

heritage can be taught to the younger 

generation through stories, poems or folklore, 

so that they won’t fall a prey to the white 

colonizers. By listening to these stories they will 

try themselves to be decolonized. Their psyche 

has been under the colonizers by looking into 

the superiority of the western culture. Through 

literature the writers try to make the minds of 

the colonized to be decolonized. They have 

created amazing literature to manipulate and 

control the psyche of the colonized. 
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Abstract 
 Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie is a well-known Nigerian novelist and is acknowledged for her portrayal of feministic 
issues in her novel. Her debut novel Purple Hibiscus can be considered as a feminist novel as it challenges the subjugation 
faced by African women in the name of gender. This paper entitled “Breaking the Manacles: A Feministic Perspective of 
Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus” is an attempt to analyze the feministic aspects present in the novel. It also scrutinizes how the 
women characters in the novel free themselves from the shackles that have constrained them within the society. The study 
has also closely examined the exploitation and suppression of women, revealing the subjugating conditions that sometimes 
push women to mental wrecks. Further, the research tries to create awareness on the need for the social reforms in order to 
improve the position of women in patriarchal societies. Thus, this paper strives to address the issues of feminism and the 
radical methods used by the women characters, especially the mother of Kambili, to safeguard their identity. 
Keywords: subjugation, feminism, religion, identity, patriarchal 

 

 Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie is a Nigerian 

writer of novels, short stories, and nonfiction. In 

the year 2008, she was awarded a MacArthur 

Genius Grant. She was described in the Times 

Literary Supplement as one of the most 

prominent young authors who has succeeded in 

attracting the new generation of readers to 

African literature. Adichie has published a 

collection of poems in 1997 entitled as Decisions 

and a play, For Love of Biafra in 1998. She was 

shortlisted in 2002 for the Caine Prize for her 

short story "You in America”. Her first 

novel, Purple Hibiscus (2003), has received wide 

critical acclaim and was shortlisted for 

the Orange Prize for Fiction (2004) and was 

awarded the Commonwealth Writers' Prize for 

Best First Book (2005). Her second novel, Half of 

a Yellow Sun (2006), named after the flag of the 

short-lived nation of Biafra, is set before and 

during the Nigerian Civil War. It received the 

2007 Orange Prize for Fiction and the Anisfield-

Wolf Book Award.  

 Adichie's third book, The Thing Around Your 

Neck (2009), is a collection of 12 stories that 

explore the relationships between men and 

women, parents and children, Africa and the 

United States. Her third 

novel, Americanah (2013), an exploration of a 

young Nigerian encountering race in America, 

was selected by The New York Times as one of 

"The 10 Best Books of 2013." Her most recent 

book was published in March 2017 entitled Dear 

Ijeawele, or a Feminist Manifesto in Fifteen 

Suggestions. 

 Feminism refers to any ideology that seeks 

equality in rights for women, usually through 

improving their status. Feminism is rooted in 

ending men's historical power over women. 

Feminist theory particularly focuses on issues 

that excessively hurt females, such as ending 

gender pay gaps, enacting female voting and 

political rights, and reassessing what is 

considered “female” and “male.” 

 While modern feminist thought is largely 

rooted in the Western intellectual tradition, the 

ideology is gaining currency throughout the 

whole world. In many cases, the feminist goal of 

equality for women has helped push 

movements around the world to change the 

entire way private society is viewed, and in 

some cases even helped topple authoritarian 

governments. Though the concepts of feminism 

are widely popular throughout the world, in 

Nigeria, it totally lacks popularity. The radical 

ideas put forth by feminism have only 

developed condemn in Africa.  

 Even today, feminism is not well-received 

in Africa and women who consider themselves 
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as feminists are regarded as radicals and as one 

who goes against African norms and traditions. 

Adichie herself has experienced this, when she 

tries to speak about feminism. Yet, she always 

strongly voices out her opinions on feminism 

without hesitation. She does not portray her 

women characters as being oppressed by men, 

but rather give them an opportunity to make 

their own stand. Concerning feminism and 

writing Adichie projects herself as a storyteller, 

but would not mind if someone thinks her as a 

feminist writer. In her TED talk, Adichie 

undoubtedly asserts her identity as a feminist. 

When enquired about the use of the word 

‘feminism’, Adichie says: 

 Feminism is, of course, part of human rights 

in general – but to choose to use the  vague 

expression human rights is to deny the specific 

and particular problem of  gender. It 

would be a way of pretending that it was not 

women who have, for  centuries, been 

excluded. It would be a way of denying that the 

problem of gender  targets women. That 

the problem was not about being human, but 

specifically  about being a female human. 

For centuries, the world divided human beings 

into  two groups and then proceeded to 

exclude and oppress one group. It is only fair 

that the solution to the problem should 

acknowledge that. 

 She argues that ‘feminist’ is not an offense, 

but rather a label that should be embraced by 

all. Adichie’s debut novel Purple Hibiscus is a 

feminist work that challenges the traditional 

ideas that are widespread in the African society. 

This novel though appears to be simple has a 

very strong message embedded within it. The 

story itself is narrated through the eyes of 

Kambili, the teenage daughter of subtle Beatrice 

and dominant Eugene. Even though the 

protagonist of the novel is Kambili, Adichie 

mainly depicts the concepts of feminism and 

radical feminism through Aunt Ifeoma and 

Mama. The character of Mama (Beatrice 

Achike), disclosures the African concept of an 

ideal woman; one who remains hushed in the 

phase of subjugation, victimization, and 

repression, in order to be perceived as a 

typically good woman. 

 Elaine Showalter in her essay “Feminist 

Criticism in the Wilderness” explains that 

women are greatly affected by their 

surroundings. According to her, “a theory of 

culture incorporates ideas about women’s body, 

language, and psyche but interprets them in 

relation to the social contexts in which they 

occur” (318). Similarly, Mama too in the 

beginning is influenced by the concepts of a 

good woman that are presented in the African 

society.  

 Hence Mama projects herself as a woman 

devoid of her own desires, which is evidently 

depicted through the broken figurines. These 

figurines symbolically represent the psyche of a 

traditional African woman, which is broken 

beyond repair by the patriarchal society. 

Though Mama has often undergoes abortion 

due to her husband Eugene’s abuse she chooses 

to remain silent as a dutiful wife. Yet, at the end, 

Beatrice takes a courageous action to free herself 

and her children from the overwhelming 

dominance of her husband, making her also an 

example of silent feminine strength. Utilizing 

her position within the domestic sphere and her 

control of food, Beatrice slowly poisons her 

husband in his meals and tea every night. 

 Beatrice’s final action can be considered as a 

part of liberal feminism, as she has been forced 

by situations beyond her control to respond and 

go radical in order to crush anything that stands 

in her way to happiness. In exploring the 

different beliefs of feminism, radical feminism 

can be considered as an off-shoot of violence; a 

radical reaction to dehumanization, humiliation, 

and violence. 

 While, Beatrice is oppressed using the 

traditional ideas, the protagonist Kambili is 

suppressed using religion. She is forced to 

accept the perceptions of Christianity by her 

father, until her encounter with her Aunt 
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Ifeoma and Father Amadi. When Kambili tries 

to understand about the traditional religion of 

Africa with the help of her grandfather, she 

experiences domestic violence from her father. 

But with the help of Aunt Ifeoma and Jaja, 

Kambili has managed to retrieve her identity as 

a woman.  

 Every women character in the novel has 

been ignored by men, as they are not considered 

to be significant. This becomes evident when 

Papa-Nnukwu regrets about letting Eugene to 

follow the missionaries. When Aunt Ifeoma 

rejects the notion he replies, “But you are a 

woman. You do not count”(83). Here Laura 

Mulvey’s theory of ‘male gaze’ becomes 

important. According to this theory the male 

gaze denies the human identity of women and 

thus associates them to the status of objects. 

Though Aunt Ifeoma is a woman with broad 

ideas, she too does not escape the gazes of male.  

 Yet, Adichie has succeeded in describing 

these characters as being free of the fetters as the 

novel proceeds. Beatrice and Aunty Ifeoma, 

work together in the novel to create an active 

and complex representation of the postcolonial 

Nigerian woman. Both the characters represent 

the two extremes of postcolonial feminism. 

Beatrice is passive and traditional, yet finds the 

strength to quietly rebel against the power of 

her husband. Ifeoma is enthusiastic, strong and 

vocal about her disapproval of the current 

gender relations in Nigeria. At one-point Ifeoma 

even says to Beatrice, “Nwunye m, sometimes 

life begins when marriage ends” (75), which 

later becomes true with the death of Eugene. 

Adichie’s concept of feminism differs from 

others, as she firmly believes that a better future 

can be created only with a mutual 

understanding between men and women, 

which she presents through the characters of 

Jaja and Father Amadi.  

 Ngozi Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus can be 

regarded as radical, considering the method 

used by the protagonist to liberate her from the 

clutches of patriarchy. But, as a whole, feminism 

is the main concept in all the works of Adichie 

and is also one of the common themes of Purple 

Hibiscus. She picturizes her female characters as 

intense and daring when faced with 

subjugation. She does not depict her female 

characters as fragile and submissive one, but 

rather as vibrant and courageous one. Be it be 

Kambili, Beatrice, or Ifeoma, no one has ever 

given up on any circumstances, instead brought 

out their best to resolve the matter. Though 

Beatrice and Kambili are passive intially, they 

have evolved through different situations and 

have also brought a difference in their life. 

Adichie positively considers herself as a happy 

feminist and believes in gender equality, where 

both the sexes should be given equal 

opportunities and should be appreciated 

irrespective of their gender and hence should 

not be judged by the demeaning concepts of 

women. 
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Abstract 
 This paper is concerned about the best and political writers in the twentieth century Africa named, Chinua Achebe, 
who could truly portray the genuine circumstance of his nation, Nigeria, regarding political insecurity and corruption. 
Particularly, in his fourth novel entitled, A Man of the People in which he depicts his native place as a standout amongst 
the most undermined nations around the globe amid post freedom time. Achebe is a Nigerian writer who expounds on 
various parts of his nation amid his lifetime and the impression of his general public could be seen unmistakably in his 
scholarly works; particularly, this novel. I have chosen the novel "A Man of the People" for my paper. Achebe clearly 
depicts the survival systems of the each character. The novel recounts the tale of the youthful and educated Odili, the 
storyteller, and his contention with Chief Nanga, his teacher who enters a profession in legislative issues in an anonymous 
present day African nation. Odili speaks to the changing more youthful age; Nanga speaks to the conventional traditions 
of Nigeria. A Man of the People is a first – individual record of Odili, a teacher in an anecdotal nation nearly taking after 
post-pilgrim Nigeria. Odili gets a welcome from his instructor Chief Nanga, who is currently the capable yet degenerate 
Minister of Culture. As Minister, Nanga's activity is to secure the conventions of his nation, and however he is known 'A 
Man of the People', he utilizes his situation to build his own riches. The Minister's wealth and influence demonstrate 
especially amazing to Odili's young lady companion, who goes behind his back with the pastor. Looking for vindicate, 
Odili starts to seek after the clergyman's life partner. Odili consents to lead a restriction party even with the two fixes and 
savage dangers. Odili triumphs over the Minister, nonetheless, when a military overthrow powers his old educator from 
office. This paper uncovered Achebe’s most conspicuous characters in his novel like M.A. Nanga and Odili on some 
political figures of his chance that have a noteworthy part in the debasement in Nigeria. In this sense, his picked abstract 
content can be seen and perused as political hotspot for his nation.  
Keywords: communal, political, powerful, military and triumphs. 

 
Introduction 

 Contemporary African work constitutes an 

extremely critical piece of post pioneer scholarly 

talk. Numerous African journalists, for example, 

Ngugi Wa Thiong' O, Chinua Achebe, Wole 

Soyinka, Ayi Kwi Armah, Cyprian Ekwensi and 

others have come to recognize themselves with 

the socio-political developments and also with 

the desires of their kin and in this way exhibited 

the diverse features of African legacy in their 

writings. The spread of colonialism in Africa 

had broad outcomes not just on the political 

existence of the country yet on the writing too. 

Nigeria, the most fundamental illustrative of 

West Africa comes to speak to the entire 

procedure of colonization which disturbed the 

socio-social texture of the entire country. The 

Nigerian novel strikingly depicts the grievous 

situation of the Nigerians torn by a contention 

between the loss of their social legacy and 

character under the pioneer administration and 

later the post free thwarted expectation.  

 An important figure in the African writing, 

Chinua Achebe has painted with striking 

understanding the multifaceted picture of 

Nigeria which turns into a microcosm of the 

entire Africa. He has effectively possessed the 

capacity to see the African reality in the pre and 

post colonial country. Utilizing the western 

classification of fiction he has brought into it the 

fine shades of African sensibility and culture. 

Despite the fact that the books are set in 

customary Igbo society of east Nigeria, the 

portrayal is so near reality that it moves from 

the specific to grasp the general and the nearby 

scene can be reached out to the colonial 

world.Achebe, in his books over and over 

swings back to toss light on the effect of 

imperialism and to center pivotal issues because 

of this impact. In his imaginary world, Achebe 

goes ahead to feature the horrible effects of 
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imperialism and the colossal harm caused to the 

rich African social legacy and convention. The 

invasion of imperialistic powers into the African 

culture brought forth social heredity and living 

on the edges of both, the locals have 

encountered the social division which finds a 

fine articulation in Achebe's books. Achebe 

perfectly problematizes such polarity through 

the character of Odili Samalu, the storyteller of 

A Man of the People. 

 In this novel A Man of The People, the 

turmoil of the period in a nation’s history 

wherein anarchy prevails, its cultural heritage 

suffers a decline. When the hedonistic past of 

the pre-historic human animal resumes it’s 

‘might is right’ regime, anarchy has certainly 

made its point for some time. The novel, A Man 

of the People witnesses the contemporary 

political situation in Nigeria. Achebe’s mission 

which played ‘God’s Advocate’ by extolling the 

virtues of the Ibo past and performs the ‘duty 

for the devil’ as well, by bringing into focus the 

evils of the contemporary society. Achebe has 

dealt the fundamental themes of African 

culture, philosophy, poetry and dignity in 

depth, in the earlier novels. In this novel, A Man 

of the People, Achebe turns to the ‘legitimate 

theme’, as he terms it of the contemporary 

political climate and city life. Many critics have 

been confounded with wonder whether A Man 

of the People ends on a “prophetic” note or 

contains “shrewd for knowledge.” A Man of the 

People portrays the continuing process of 

disintegration, which started with the colonial 

regime, and mirrors forth the confusion, and 

chaos of a society, which witnesses a total 

breakdown of values. In his lucid analysis of the 

evils around and attack on political corruption 

and thuggery, Achebe resorts to the use of an 

unconventional device, i.e., an anti-hero, the 

narrator, Odili Samalu.  

 Despite the strongest of anarchic odds, the 

Ibo culture refuses to be swept away altogether 

and makes itself felt to a considerable extent, in 

Odili, a key figure of sufficient but suffocated 

enlightenment. A keen observer of national 

politics, Odili defies the opportunity to be 

stationed in civil service and settles down as a 

teacher in a backwater, to allow himself a little 

freedom of action. What is noteworthy about 

Odili is his ability to involve himself in the 

milieu and at the sametime stay detached to 

analyse and comment on it. When Chief Nanga 

recognizes him and insists on his going to the 

capital, Odili, out of decency, visits the minister. 

Chief Nanga’s lack of modesty does not surprise 

him because he is aware that modesty is but 

‘inverted pride.’  

 The fault of the culture in the Ibos of 

Okonkwo’s times is not to be found in Odili. 

The extravagant life style of the erstwhile 

schoolmaster turned politician does not colour 

the judgment of Odili. He frankly admits that he 

is not ascetic to renounce this juicy morsel that 

fortune has placed in his mouth. He feels like a 

man who has just come in from the rain and 

dried his body and put on dry clothes is more 

reluctant to go out again than another who has 

been indoors all the time. He is aware of his and 

his people’s situation, where none of them had 

been indoors long enough to be able to say ‘To 

hell with it’.(1) 

 Odili also is well aware of the confusion 

and squandering of the moral values brought in 

the wake of independence, take over the 

administration, not giving the others a chance to 

enter the tightly barricaded bureaucratic 

enclave. Regarding the episode of Chief Koko, a 

ministerial Colleague of Chief Nanga, who gets 

fussy over the issue of his tea, Odili’s incisive 

criticism brings to our attention the rotten 

pattern of life which assigns different codes of 

conduct to the public at large and to those in 

high places. The tea that chief Koko finds near 

fatal is no other than the product processed by  

 – OHMS – Our Home Made Studd – was 

the popular name of the gigantic campaign 

which the Government had mounted all over 

the country to promote the consumption of 

locally made products.(2)  
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 We find restraint and refinement in Odili’s 

attitude as against the crudeness and hastiness 

in the crowd around him. This sense of social 

commitment comes to the fore when Chief 

Nanga seduces Elise, his girl friend. The 

incident creates in Odili a deep aversion 

towards Nanga, whose meanness, greed for 

power, money, and lust he comes to realize.In a 

situation where fair play and justice are in 

question, Odili’s progress in his moral 

upliftment is remarkable and convincing and 

bears out a round character. He is forever 

growing and is engaged in a process of 

evolution and refinement. Though he vows 

never to buy himself a car and refuses to be 

corrupted by bourgeois privileges. He motors 

around his constituency because he feels that to 

fight an unjust regime, it is necessary to use a 

similar set of tools. The change for the better in 

the character of Odili is gradual and total. 

Presently he emerges from this starry-eyed 

idealism not only into active politics on the 

national level but also into the realm of true 

love. Forgetting his carefully worked out 

scheme to steal Edua, Nanga’s intended 

“parlour wife” in order to avenge his robbing 

him of Elsie, Odili says:  

 At that very moment I was suddenly 

confronted by a fact I had been dodging for 

sometime. I knew then that I wanted Edua now 

(if not all along) for her own sake first and 

foremost and only very remotely as part of a 

general scheme of revenge.(3) 

 Odili’s growth in character is seen in his 

ability to separate his personal relationship with 

Edua from his political ambition. The progress 

from idealism to disillusionment convincingly 

paves the way to the recognition of the harsh 

reality and possible salvation for the country. 

While his country is in chaotic state, Odili 

maintains his equilibrium and comments on the 

events with a detached observation that leaves 

us in no doubt of his culture and refinement.  

 Despite his virtues, Odili is no exception to 

this truth. Several times he gives into the 

anarchy of his mind. In spite of his righteous 

indignation at the fallen standards of politicians 

like chief Nanga, his own vanity is tickled when 

he is invited to the capital to enjoy Nanga’s 

lavish hospitality, with the offer of an overseas 

scholarship added to it. Odili knows that the 

latter’s only qualification to be an 

administrative head is his personal ambition 

and desire to acquire things like 

 … three blocks of seven – storey luxury flats 

at three hundred thousand pounds each in the 

name of his wife and that these flats were 

immediately leased by British  

 Amalgamated at fourteen hundred a month 

each.(4)  

 Against a background of corruption and 

erosion of traditional values the likes of Nanga 

live solely for themselves amassing wealth by 

plundering the nation. Men like him do not 

hesitate to sell their “mothers for a mess of 

potage”, and yet pose as men of the people. On 

the other hand, there are people like Odili who 

try to keep themselves above the morass of 

marshy and retain their integrity.  

 The flaw in the character of Odili, however, 

is that knowing fully well the uncultured nature 

of the minister of culture, he too becomes a part 

of that hollow life and makes grave mistakes 

such as terming Elsic a mere “good time girl.” 

In spite of his high opinion about many features 

of his society, Odili is never actively interested 

in its welfare. His lack of warmth, his 

contemptuous nature and attitude towards 

others prove him “cold-blooded, egocentric, and 

alienated.”(5).His inherent anarchy makes him 

adopt a superior stance forgetting that he is only 

a part of the organic whole of his community. 

The frailty of his mind is evident when his first 

impression of Nanga starts crumbling, once he 

is recognized by the grandiose minister. His 

lack of culture surface, when he speaks of Elsie 

in a derogatory manner. The tragedy of Obis 

and Odilis of modern Africa is largely due to 

their incomplete understanding and 

assimilation of European culture. The tendency 
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of alienation in Odili, which is compared to that 

of Dickensian characters by David Carroll, 

arises not naturally but as though it is assumed. 

It is his lack of understanding and sympathy 

towards his society that alienates him.  

 Reflecting a decayed pattern of life, the vain 

glorious Odili brings Elsie, a trusted girl friend 

of his college cays, to enjoy the hospitality of 

Chief Nanga, he proves verily a modern Hamlet 

by procrastinating and pays for it by losing Elsie 

to Nanga. The incident brings out not only 

Odili’s chicanery but also his sinister 

ambivalence. His predecessor Obi Okonkwo 

shows much the same attitude towards clara. 

While this lack of sympathy and true feeling 

belongs to the present, there was a time, when 

the elder Okonkuo generously gave his 

protection and love to Ekwefi the damsel in 

distress. The devious scheme of revenge he 

hatches against Chief Nanga is another sign of 

anarchy in Odili. He tries to steal Edua the 

innocent, the intended parlour wife of Nanga. 

He forms a false friendship with her with the 

help of the unsuspecting first wife of the 

minister. In order to succeed in his plans he 

conceals his identity from Edua’s father and 

pretends to be a friend of Nanga. He flings 

slanderous slang at Edua when she discovers 

his plan. Thus his friendship negates the aim of 

his education.  

 He hurts the feelings of Edua and breaks 

her heart. Just as he keeps his father at a 

distance so he keeps his nation and his people 

away from true understanding. Odili is moved 

by the miserable predicament of compatriots 

who are surrounded by a “cesspool of 

corruption” in the wake of independence and 

are subjected to a regime where the police force 

is a puppet in the hands of ministers. The 

evolution in Odili’s characters comes full circle, 

as we witness his attitude progressing from 

cynicism to optimism. In the end he integrates 

his knowledge, love and action together and 

intends to found a school of a new type in 

memory of Max, the martyrs, symbolic of a new 

dawn on the Nigerian cultural horizon: Culture 

may compel individual to adhere to forms of 

behavior which are repugnant to him, but when 

such behavior is repayment to the bulk of a 

society’s members, it is culture which has to 

give way.(6)  

 This, in brief, seems to be the state of 

Nigerian society depicted in A Man of the 

People. Chief Nanga is far from being a man of 

the people. He is no longer the savior to 

sacrifice himself and save his society but a 

veritable Ingo, forever smiling and given to 

sabotage, deceit, demagogy, and greed of the 

crudest kind. Chief the Honourable M.A. 

Nanga, M.P. is an absorbing portrait of a 

fraudulent and immoral traitor of the people. 

Though he calls himself a public servant, he is 

the very antithesis of a minister of culture. 

Beginning his career as a village school teacher 

had an eye on the main chance. Well-versed in 

the game of national politics, he rapidly rises to 

the cabinet level. The ambiguity in Nanga’s 

character muscles the people. He is a political 

opportunist, feels the pulse of the people. He 

manipulates everything in his favour. He has 

neither scale of values nor any intentions of 

doing the nation good.  

 A born Knave, he tries to steer Odili to his 

side only to strengthen his party, to add one 

more feather to his already shining plume. Two 

other feathers already with him are his private 

secretary who has a B.A. degree from Oxford, 

and his westernized educated ‘parlour wife’. 

Nanga is projected as a man who intends to 

make full use of his opportunities. Though 

popular, he is yet a scoundrel and honestly 

corrupt. Indeed, Nanga’s hypocritical approach 

to his role of a benevolent politician clarifies the 

connection between ‘honest’ national aims and 

personal hypocrisy. The society in A Man of the 

People is no society at all. If there is one, it is in 

the Anarchy to be soon dissolved if the chaos 

continues because without order there can be no 

society, and without society there can be no 

human perfection. Achebe says that “A Man of 
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the People is a rather serious indictment – if you 

like of post –independence Africa.” (7) 

 Life is presented as an endless stretch of 

waste land, the terrible plight of a nation, as its 

precious cultural resources are trodden upon by 

the present power-hungry generation. The 

moving stream of the impressions of Odili 

records the abominable political system that 

reverses the very definition of democracy where 

instead of the will of the people, a handful of 

worthless individuals decide the fate of nation. 

Life is an amorphous mass, lacking a 

wholesome quality, devoid of a sense of identity 

and culture. Hence the title of the novel, A Man 

of the People, is an epitaph on the decline and 

fall of a great culture. While recounting and 

commenting on the upheavals faced by a 

society’s culture, also hints at the possible 

regeneration. Achebe exposes exquisitely such 

political hegemony through the characters of 

Odili Samalu and chief Nanga. 

 
Conclusion 

 A Man of the People depicts the fact that 

political malaise and social bankruptcy is not 

only the evil effects of colonialism but also the 

natives are equally responsible for manipulation 

of their traditional values. The ethical 

degradation regarding political and individual 

issues is clear in the kind of relationship that 

exists amongst Odili and Nanga. Nanga's 

reasoning is one of survival, while Odili to some 

degree typifies the Nigerian soul and searched 

for a superior future in view of the knowledge 

of the past and in addition of the present. The 

novel, the phonetic, scholarly and mental 

colonization of the locals is finished. It centers 

around the emergency of culture with which the 

African culture was jumbled. The issues 

depicted in the book, for example, enumeration, 

inadequacy and legislative lack of care, were 

experienced by numerous West African 

countries in the Neo pioneer time. The political 

turmoil and good debauchery in the 

postcolonial Nigeria is portrayed dazzlingly 

and the writer places the requirement for the 

decimation of the extra of pioneer organization 

as a pre imperative for building a sound 

country. 
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Abstract 

 Indian writing in English literature refers to the body of work by writers in India who write in the English language 
and whose native or co-native language could be one of the numerous languages of India. Ram Mohan Roy is a pioneer of 
Indian writing in English. Kishwar Desai is an Indian author and columnist. She is also the Chair of The Arts and 
Cultural Heritage Trust, which has just set up the world’s first Partition Museum at Town Hall in Punjab, India.Desai’s 
Witness the Night (2010) expresses the character Simran as women who face problems bravely, some activities against 
women. Manjula Padmanaban is a playwrights, journalist, comic strip artist and children book author. Padmanaban’s 
Unprincess! (2005) expresses the character of three girls such as Urmila, Sayoni and Kavita, acts as intelligent and save 
others from a treacherous problems in various situations. In the contemporary world, women empowered in high status. 
Both the works, women play a vital role and they can achieve anything in the world. Women can only change the world 
easily. 
Keywords: women empowerment, role model 

 

 India has a tradition of fine women writers, 

nuanced in their writings. Women express their 

feelings through a different novels, dramas, 

poems and non-fictions. Indian women writers 

are Sarojini Naidu, Kamala Das, Kiran Desai, 

Arundhati Roy, Kishwar Desai, Rajashree, 

Manjula Padmanaban, Nabaneeta Dev Sen, 

Anita Nair, Jhumpa Lahiri, Kiran Desai, Manju 

Kapur, Meena Kandasamy, Nayantara Sehgal, 

Shobha De, Shashi Deshpande, Preeti Shenoy, 

Urvashi Butalia and Kamala Markandaya. 

Women writers themes based upon male 

chauvinism, rape, suffering, and slavery. 

Women writers have been excel in various 

genre of English Literature.  

 Women have made remarkable contribution 

to fiction in Indian English Literature. In fiction, 

there is adequate scope for the expression of 

feminine sensibility. Women have inspired 

literature and the feminine theme has been a 

pivotal importance too. She is herself a creator 

of literature and is all-pervading. In the 

contemporary world women acts as a main role. 

They lead as a great in all the fields, took part in 

every activity, and achieve success. They are 

doing creatively day-by-day, which makes 

others to praise. In literature, women shine like 

a star in various genres of English Literature. 

 In most of the Indian women fiction, 

feminism has been stressed. Specifically, women 

calls as a wide important in fiction part. 

However, in the modern world, women are 

succeeding in various professions and they can 

be an equal with men. Now a day’s woman is 

superior to men. Gandhi says, “both men and 

women are equal”. Women proved his words in 

the twenty first century. The study of images of 

women shows her power or authority by her 

education and knowledge. The images of 

women in the modern world are empowerment. 

Women's empowerment has become a 

significant topic of discussion in development 

and economics.It can also point to the 

approaches regarding other trivialized genders 

in a particular political or social context. 

Women’s economic empowerment refers to the 

ability for women to enjoy their right to control 

and benefit from resources, assets, income and 

their own time, as well as the ability to manage 

risk and improve their economic status and 

well-being. Women often end up in insecure, 

low-wage jobs, and have limited access to the 

educational resources and financial tools they 
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need to succeed. Women’s leadership and 

participation in politics, civil society, and the 

private sector is limited on local, national, and 

global levels. Today, women are equal or 

superior to men. 

 Even though, Women suffers by the male 

domination. Women live in a higher status, 

which cannot be catch by others. They face 

many problems related to the issues against 

them. Women’s issues are Child marriage, 

Domestic violence, Dowry, Female infanticide, 

sex-selective abortion, Rape, Sexual harassment 

and Traffic king. Women are facing these types 

of issues in their life, but also they achieving 

and make themselves as a role model for 

everyone. 

 Kishwar Desai and Manjula Padmanaban 

are the best women writers who empower 

women in their work. In their works, woman is 

like a heroine and women act an important role. 

Kishwar Desai has works in print and broadcast 

media as journalist, scriptwriter, TV anchor, 

producer and the head of a TV channel in India. 

She is the author of The Sea of Innocence and 

WitnesstheNight, which won the 2010 Costa first 

novel award.Her debut novel, WitnesstheNight 

has been translated into 25 languages. It was 

also shortlisted for the Author’s Club First 

Novel Award and long listed for the Man Asian 

Literary Prize. Her other novels are 

OriginsofLove (2012), and Darlingji: The True Love 

Story of Nargis and SunilDutt (2007). 

  Manjula Padmanaban is a playwright, 

journalist, comic strip artist, and children’s book 

author. Her works areLightsOut (1984), Harvest 

(2003),Escape (2008), Three Virginsand Other 

Stories (2013), I am different! Can you find 

me?(2011),Kleptomania: Ten Stories,Unprincess! 

(2005)and A Visit to the City (1986).In 1997, her 

play Harvest won the Onassis Prize.She is 

believed to be India’s first woman 

cartoonist.She created Suki, an Indian comic 

character, which was serialized as a strip in the 

Sunday Observer.Her most recent book is a 

science-fiction novel entitled The Island of Lost 

Girls. 

 In the novel, Witness the Night describes 

about women feticide. Simran Singh is a women 

character, which acts as a heroine and finds out 

the problems against women. She is a social 

worker. Unprincess!, short story describes the 

tree girls who have a power of braveness to face 

the struggles in their life. Manjula Padmanaban 

has given short story of the great character of 

women’s such as Urmila, Sayoni and Kavita.In 

both the story, women lead a treacherous role. 

The character of woman in two stories, they 

shows their boldness visible and they did not 

shake by the troubles, find and apply the 

solution and just saves their life and also other 

lives too.  

 Witness the Night is a story happen in New 

Delhi. Simran Singh is woman character whom 

has a habit of taking whisky and smoke daily. 

She is also a social worker. She tries to help 

Durga, fourteen-year-old girl and a small girl 

who always alone in her room at Punjab. Durga 

is silent, terrified and the sole suspect in the 

mass murder of thirteen members of her 

family.Simran has a hope on her and she tries to 

finds out the true mysteryof Durga and her 

family too. She boldly follows Durga, her sister, 

the police Ramnath and the tutor Harpreet. She 

searches the things violently and finds out the 

murderer a save the life of Durga.She has a 

suspicion towards Ramnath and Harpreet, at 

ends she knows all the truth behinds them and 

she given the hands of culprits to the police 

department. 

 Unprincess!is a book for children. This book 

is a short story, which exhibits the life of three 

girls in three stories.In the first story‘The Giant 

and The Unprincess”, Kavita is a small girl who 

studies school. She is very intelligent girl.She 

had not been born with her instructions for life 

already arranged neatly inside her brain even 

before she had learnt to understand speech. She 

had to stop and think before she acted. 

Therefore, she frequently did so. She liberates 
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from social conditioning and the burden of 

obedience. She believed in having a mind of her 

own and that made her ‘un-Disneyfied’, the 

‘Unprincess.’she just have a communication 

with the giant and make other to go for their 

respective home. But she went to giant’s house, 

to be friendly relationship with giant and she 

solve the trouble in a witty manner. 

 In the second, story“Sweet Fantasy”, 

Sayoniis a girl who faces nightmare in her life. 

In the modern generation, many people have a 

dream in the night time. She is called as a 

fantasy dreamer. She dreams as well. Her 

dreams give her happiness. Some dream has to 

be a nightmare, which only gives tension and 

unhappiness. Likewise, Sayoni had a nightmare 

but she takes it as a casual, she thinks life is not 

the bed of roses. Therefore, even nightmare is 

dangerous; we can tame it as well by changing 

our mind and soul. 

 In the third story, “Urmila the Ultimate”, 

Urmila is an intelligent young girl who is also 

very ugly. She sends to the Minister of Defence. 

She can take the benefit of her ugliness to 

destroy the foes of our nation. Her parents also 

accepted. Finally, they reached to the office of 

Ministry of Defence. The senior officer selected 

her. During battlefield, She should wear a mask. 

Now, Urmila is their Ultimate Weapon. She will 

defeated the foes and became the real heroine of 

her nation. Urmila used her ugliness to serve 

the nation. Her curse was now turned into the 

blessings.  We should not consider the appearance of ourselves, must achieve something better than other people.  

 Thus, this paper concludes women 

empowers in every fields and at every 

situations. Women will overcome all the 

situations by her intelligence and great 

knowledge of education. Women can lead her 

life only by education and confident on herself. 

The energetic quotes represents “women born 

only for achievement not to be suicide attempt 

of death even” Here, both the story women 

characters, Simran, Urmila, Kavita and Sayoni 

have a confidence power, which leads to find 

and achieve in success category.  
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Abstract 
 Racism is one of the important and main themes of African-American Literature. It is a certainty that the genetic 
factors that constitute race, are a primary determinant of human traits and capacities. This research paper examines the 
racial discrimination in the literary works of Lorraine Hansberry, an African American Playwright. Though the family at 
the center of the play is Black, and though it is a play that focuses on ‘race’ relations, and ‘racism’, it is not inspired by 
these themes entirely, but also touches on issues of class and gender and uses telling dialogue to articulate and challenge 
views.  
Keywords: Racism, discrimination, Black people, society  

 
 For many people, the American dream is a 

modern ideal, a dream of material goods such 

as houses, cars and computers. Raisin in the Sun 

written by Lorraine Hansberry. This play 

portrays the conflicts, failures and triumphs of a 

black family trying to achieve the American 

dream of financial security, personal happiness 

and a bright future.   

 Lorraine Hansberry, the first black woman 

playwright to achieve success on Broadway. A 

Raisin in the sun is deeply embedded in the 

personal experience of Hansberry. Lorraine 

Hansberry was born in Chicago (1930-1965), the 

youngest of four children of Carl Hansberry. 

When Hansberry was eight years old, her father 

bought a home in a white neighbourhood. After 

the family moved into their new house, a mob 

threw a brick through the window, barely 

missing her. Carl Hansberry decided to stay in 

the house, although he had not been given clear 

title to it , and began a civil rights suit to test the 

restrictive law.  

 After he lost his case in the Illinois courts, 

he was supported by the National Association 

for the Advancement of Colored People to 

appeal the decision in the United States 

Supreme Court. The ruling was reversed, and 

the family continued to live in the house. 

 A Raisin in the Sun garnered much acclaim 

and commotion when it opened at the 

Barrymore Theater in New York in 1959. Not 

only was it the first black play ever to be 

produced on Broadway, but it won the New 

York Drama Critics Circle award for Best Play 

of the Year, beating out such heavyweights as 

Eugene O'Neill and Tennessee Williams. 

Compared to Arthur Miller's Death of A 

Salesman, Raisin elicits the similar emotions of 

fury and true Americanism, and is hailed as a 

visionary work of art. 

 According to New York Times drama critic 

Frank Rich, A Raisin in the Sun" changed 

American theater forever [by forcing] both 

blacks and white to re-examine the deferred 

dreams of black America [and by posing] all her 

concerns in a work that portrayed a black family 

with greater realism and complexity than had 

ever been previously seen on an American 

stage" (Carter 19). 

  As Bigsby (2004) points out, it is clear that 

for Hansberry, the play rests if not on the fact of 

race, then on the meaning ascribed to it. In 

doing so, she created a play which accurately 

reflected the mood and strategy of the Civil 

Rights Movement for which the desegregation 

of housing, along with the desegregation of 

education, transportation, and all public 

services was a major objective. (pp.278-279) 

 Hansberry also wrote The Sign in Sidney 

Brustein's Window, a play about a Jewish 

intellectual. She never produced a large body of 

work because cancer cut short her career at the 

age of 35. After her death, her letters and 

writings were collected, published, and 
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produced as To Be Young, Gifted, and Black, and 

later Les Blancs. 

 A Raisin in the Sun is a gift of a play from 

Lorraine Hansberry. It is a complex work with 

prudence and insight that was in many ways 

unique at the time, or at least certainly in her 

context. Though the family at the center of the 

play is Black, and though it is a play that 

focuses on ‘race’ relations, and ‘racism’, it is not 

inspired by these themes entirely, but also 

touches on issues of class and gender and uses 

telling dialogue to articulate and challenge 

views. It is a shame that Hansberry passed 

away at such a young age (a victim of 

pancreatic cancer), because if this work was any 

indication, Hansberry had much more to say. 

 A Raisin in the Sun revolves around a family 

who has recently lost their patriarch. The 

matriarch of the family, (who houses a family of 

five in a tenement apartment) is to receive a 

cheque for $10 000 for her husband’s life 

insurance. The narrative focuses on what is to 

be done with the money. Lena is the matriarch, 

and along with her daughter Beneatha, Lena’s 

son Walter, his wife Ruth and their son Travis, 

makes up the family at the center of this 

narrative. Walter believes the money should be 

invested in a liquor store, Lena feels the money 

should be used in part to pay for Beneatha’s 

education (she is studying to be an MD) and 

also toward the purchase of a house. 

 A Raisin in the Sun notes that the housing 

industry has a racist nature because of the 

discrepancies in housing cost between black and 

white communities and their separate housing 

locations. Walter and Ruth are stunned that 

Mama purchases a house in an entirely white 

neighbourhood because moving to a white 

neighbourhood could put their lives at risk. 

Mama explains why she was willing to stay in 

the black community when she states, “Then 

houses they put up for coloured in the areas 

way out all seem to cost twice as much as other 

houses. I did the best I could,” also noting that 

the new houses built for blacks is located in 

their own segregated communities.  

 The characterization of Karl Linder is a 

scathing commentary on white northern racism 

at the personal level. He elucidates to the 

Youngers that "most of the trouble exists 

because people just don't sit down and talk to 

each other”. He is calm, patient, and "almost 

sadly" warns the Youngers that they will be in 

physical danger if they move into Clybourne 

Park. However, by desiring to keep the 

Youngers from Clybourne Park, he is implying 

to them, as Mama says, "they aren't fit to walk 

the earth”. Like Bob Danning, Karl Lindner 

says, "I want you to believe me when I tell you 

that race prejudice simply doesn't enter into it”.  

 At the end of the play, when Walter 

triumphantly kicks him out of the house, Karl's 

true character is as weak and shallow as that of 

the whites who openly support housing 

segregation. The Younger family ignores his 

veiled threats and concentrates on Walter, the 

unexpected hero. Karl's last line is a lame, "I 

sure hope you people know what you're getting 

into”. She was worried about her personal 

survival from lynching and hate crime. It seems 

as though her children have lost sight of the 

benefits of the new society. They simply see the 

problems they face as monumental, illustrating 

the relativity of the plight of society. 

 The character of Mr. Lindner makes the 

theme of racial discrimination prominent in the 

plot as an issue that the Youngers cannot 

avoid. Mr. Lindner and the people he represents 

can only see the color of the Younger family’s 

skin, and his offer to bribe the -Youngers to 

keep them from moving threatens to tear apart 

the Younger family and the values for which it 

stands. Ultimately, the Youngers respond to this 

discrimination with defiance and strength. The 

play powerfully demonstrates that the way to 

deal with discrimination is to stand up to it and 

reassert one’s dignity in the face of it rather than 

allow it to pass unchecked. 
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 The title of the play references a conjecture 

that Langston Hughes famously posed in a 

poem he wrote about dreams that were 

forgotten or put off. He wonders whether those 

dreams shrivel up “like a raisin in the sun.” 

Every member of the Younger family has a 

separate, individual dream- Beneatha wants to 

become a doctor, for example, and Waler wants 

to have money so that he can afford things for 

his family. The Youngers struggle to attain these 

dreams throughout the play, and much of their 

happiness and depression is directly related to 

their attainment of, or failure to attain, these 

dreams. By the end of the play, they learn that 

the dream of a house is the most important 

dream because it unites the family. 
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Abstract 
 In the novel The Mistress of Spices, Tilo is the owner of a ‘Spice Store’ in Oakland, California. She not only sells 
Indian Spices but helps her customers in solving their problems through her magical power of reading their mind and 
heart. The ‘spices’ are treated as characters in the novel by Divakaruni. They are ‘flat characters’ because they remain 
unchanged and stable in the novel. Indian Spices on account of their myth and history become the tool to extend the 
narrative plot in a dramatic or in a significant way. Each spice is characterized with a certain mythical impression in 
curing disease or in their use during festivities. 
 
Introduction 

 The present study focuses on the 

presentation of the Mistress of spices, Tilo, as a 

healer who knows the spices magical properties 

uses them to heal both the body and the spirit, 

to change the path of events, and to remove the 

issues encountered by the characters of different 

race, religion and gender. Tilo, the spice 

Mistress also explains that, “Different spices 

may help us with different troubles,’ the Old 

One told us after she had taught us the common 

cures . . . ‘for each person there is one special 

spice’. No, not for you- the Mistresses must 

never use the spice for their own ends” (MS 71-

72). But the problem arises when the “lonely 

American” (MS 67) ventures into store, and the 

troubled Tilo becomes unable to find the correct 

spice for Raven for he arouses in her the 

forbidden desire which if she follows would 

result into her loss of magical powers as Tilo 

states in these following lines, “Lonely 

American, how shall I begin, I who have always 

prided myself on the quick remedy?” (MS 72). 

In an interview with Morton Marcus, 

Divakaruni says that: In Indian folk belief, 

spices are used for more than flavourings. They 

have magical powers all their own, and they 

provide remedies for physical maladies as well 

as cures for spiritual ills. You have to be careful 

how you use the spices, since their misuse can 

be dangerous. If you don’t follow their rules, the 

spices can destroy you.  

 The protagonist Tilo, born somewhere in 

India, possesses the foretelling power which 

makes her to be famous widespread and 

therefore is plundered by the pirates from her 

village. After getting rid of the plunderers, Tilo 

plunges into the sea and sails until belched up 

on the shore where she comes across the Old 

One guided by the spirit of humanitarianism, 

seems to spread the word of “Medicine 

Buddha”, i.e. to serve humanity, by her skilled 

mistresses throughout the world, as Divakaruni 

has represented the Old One who “surrounded 

by her novices, and the sun a halo behind her 

head and shimmering many -coloured in her 

lashes” (MS 32), resembles a spiritual soul.  

 In the beginning of the novel, Tilo 

introduces herself as, “I am a Mistress of Spices. 

I can work the others too. Mineral, metal, earth 

and sand and stone. . . . The liquids that burn 

their hues till you see nothing else. I learned 

them all on the island. But the spices are my 

love. . . . They are the ones I work with” (MS 1). 

Tilo, being one of these mistresses, chooses her 

name after the sesame seed, “Til which ground 

into paste with sandalwood cures diseases of 

heart and liver. . . . I will be Tilottama, the 

essence of til, life giver, restorer of health and 

hope” (MS 42) and heads for Oakland, 

California. Playing the role of a healer, Tilo 

helps Daksha, a nurse, who entangled in the 

situation of arranged marriage and the values of 

Indian patriarchal system, works the whole day 
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and after reaching home accomplishes the needs 

of her family members as a good daughter in 

law and a meek wife should do, and is thus 

shackled, and subjected to countless miseries 

and humiliations, Tilo gives Daksha, “seed of 

black pepper to be boiled whole and drunk to 

loosen your throat so you can learn to say No, 

that word so hard for Indian women. No and 

Hear me now” (MS 80). Black pepper is a 

medicine for those especially suffering from 

coughs (Johari 39), and to give black pepper to 

Daksha, denotes to her obstruction which stops 

her to scream ‘No’ (MS 80), to the . Amla which 

I too would like to take some days to help bear 

the pain that cannot be changed, pain growing 

slow and huge like a monsoon cloud which if 

you let it will blot out the sun” (MS 80-81). 

 While helping her customers, Tilo happens 

to meet the lonely American who comes into the 

store on a Friday evening, as Tilo starts to say, 

“I’m closing, but then I look at him and I can’t. 

It’s not as if I haven’t seen Americans” (MS 68), 

but remembers what the Old One has said, 

“why you are going . . . To help your own kind, 

and them only. The others, they must go 

elsewhere for their need” (MS 69). There was 

something quaint about the lonely American 

which ignites a forbidden desire in Tilo, as she 

asserts that, “I thought all my looking was done 

when I found the spices but then I saw you and 

now I no longer know. I want to tell him this” 

(MS 69). Instead of bidding him “good-bye 

good night” (MS 70), pick up a packet. ‘This is 

dhania,’ I say. ‘Coriander seed, sphere-shaped 

like the earth, for clearing your sight. When you 

soak it and drink, the water purges you of old 

guilts’. . . his hand is on the rim of the bin, 

touching mine. I snatch my hand away obedient 

to the Mistress laws, but the sensation stays” 

(MS 68-70). “Lonely American, how shall I 

begin, I who have always prided myself on the 

quick remedy? (MS 72). Again Tilo reminds the 

Old One who had said if you becomes unable to 

find the correct spice to help someone, you must 

search out root cause “mahamul” (MS 72), and 

Tilo realizes that “the fault is in me, in my 

distracted soul. I Tilo who cannot stop thinking 

about those eyes dark as a tropical night, as 

deep, as filled with peril” (MS 72), and thus Tilo 

who begins to weave her own desires into her 

vision of life, “the true seeing is taken” from her 

and “the spices no longer obey you” (MS 72). 

After the lonely American leaves, I wander the 

store, aimless-sad. Dissatisfaction, that old 

poison I thought I’d been cured of, bubbles up 

thick and viscous in me. I cannot bear to lock 

up. Barring the door would be to admit that he 

is really gone. . . . I am looking for a spice for 

him. (MS 71). “Maybe you need loving to cure 

your heart, I say smiling also” (MS 114).  

 Tilo realises mistakes of crossing her limits, 

through the harmful effects happened upon her 

clients due to the wrong application of spices. 

She feels guilty often when she fails in her 

proper medical therapy on her clients. There is 

an instance when once Tilo tries to help a shy 

Indian boy Jagjit who is insulted and beaten by 

American boys in his school. They bullied him 

saying that- “Talk English son of a bitch. Speak 

up nigger wetback asshole.” (TMS 39) So to cool 

Jagjit’s depression, Tilo gives him Cinnamon to 

get good friends and confidence in America. 

Tilo’s magic averts unknowingly due to her 

mistakes. Jagjit the boy in contrast unexpectedly 

falls into the company of dangerous friends 

equipped with weapons. That could even turn 

him into a criminal. Knowing the opposite effect 

of spices on Jagjit, Tilo speaks in deep sorrow- 

"Spice, is this, the way, you have chosen to 

punish me?" (TMS 122) 

 
Conclusion 

 Divakaruni defines that, “the main 

character of the book is Tilo, the mistress of 

spices, who has learnt of the magic of herbs and 

spices and has chosen to come to Oakland to 

help her people. She dispenses spices from her 

store to the people of her community; she tries 

to help, solve their problems to give them what 

their hearts’ desire and to find happiness for 
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them” (“Divakaruni”). In the early days of her 

life she experienced mental and physical pain to 

purify herself. The same realization she has 

undergone once again when she goes across her 

limitations as an Indian woman and as a 

Mistress of Spices. 
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Abstract 
 Cloveris the second novel written by Dori Sanders an African American writer. Unlike the other African writers, 
Sanders portrays a white lady as a helping angel for a black girl. The narrator of this novel, Clover is a ten year old girl 
who is not satisfied with her white step mother Sara Kate whom his fatherGaten Hill marries a few hours beforehis death. 
Though there existsdiscrimination between the cultures of Africa and America, Sara Kate adapts herself in that black 
family even after the death of her husband. At first Clover and her family members find difficult to cope up with a new 
white lady in their family. But the love and care of Sara Kate make them to develop cordial relationship with her. Sara Kate 
has rights to disowned Clover after the death of her husband, but there is a love which makes her bear with all the 
sufferings. Sara Kate refuses to leave the family even when her mother advices her. Clover is being taken cared by her step 
mother in the time. Finally, Sara Kate refuses the opportunity of marrying a rich white man for the welfare of Clover. This 
makes Clover to realize the love of the white lady on her. There is a love and humanity beyond the man-made destructive 
boundaries. Unlike the other African novels, it deals with the kind relationship between the two races ‘White’ and ‘Black’. 
Dori Sanders’ Clover reaches love and humanity beyond the boundaries of racism. 
Keywords: Boundaries, Racism, Love, Humanity, Discrimination, Family relationship 

 
 Dori Sanders is one of the prominent 

writers of the twentieth century of African 

American literature. Her first novel Cloveris 

published in 1990. The novel revolves around a 

ten years old black girl, Clover who is the 

narrator of the novel. Three days after the death 

of her father Clover starts the narration. She 

starts from the death of her father and 

progresses the story by describing the gradual 

process of adapting her white step mother, 

whom her father had married before a few 

hours of his ‘automobile-accident’. As a young 

narrator, Clover appears highly realistic and 

acceptable; frankly admitting all her emotions 

and attitudes. Clover no doubt, a worth reading 

novel of Dori Sanders who unlike other black 

writers, has given a positive note that 

elaborately describes the growing relationship 

between the blacks and whites.  

 Though racial conflicts exist in Clover, 

Sanders has illuminated her novel with bright 

lights of virtues that makes the characters of the 

novel go beyond the darkness of racism. And an 

admired thing is that an African author has 

carved the white lady character as a helping 

angel to a black girl. Cultural and racial conflicts 

are quite obvious right from the first page of the 

novel Clover, the narrator says, 

They dressed me in white for my daddy’s 

funeral. White from my head toes. I had 

black shirt I bought at the six-dollar store all 

laid out to wear. I’d even pulled the black 

rosegrain bows off my black patent leather 

shoes to wear in my hair. But they won’t let 

me wear black. I know deep in my heart 

you’re supposed to wear black to a funeral. 

I guess the reason my stepmother is not 

totally dressed in black is because she just 

plain doesn’t know any better (1). 

 Everleen, wife of Gaten’s brother Jim Ed 

feels hard to accept a newcomer Sara Kate 

coming into her family because she has a bad 

picture in her about a white woman and 

Everleenon the one hand does not want Clover 

suffer in the hands of a white stepmother and 

on the other hand she never likes to get herself 

embarrassed in front of Sara Kate. She tells her 

husband with anger, “You are not going to get 

in your head that just because some fancy 

woman is marrying into this family you can 

start talking down to me” (5). Sara Kate has a 

hard time in the strange place called Round 

Hill, South Carolina. People in Round Hill are 

not considered Sara Kate as a woman or a 

human but as a strange white woman. In the 

funeral of her dead husband Gaten Hill, Sara 

1 
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Kate is the only white woman and it is 

described by Clover, the narrator, as ‘Vanilla 

cream between dark cookies” (2). 

 Of course there are differences between 

whites and blacks apart from complexion—

differences in tastes, physical appearance, and 

life style, food and so on. In this novel Sara Kate 

accepts such differences. But even apart from 

the diversities there prevails humanity. When 

she comes to Gaten’s house for the time the 

house overflows with Gaten’s kith and kin. As a 

way of accepting their love and treatment Sara 

Kate does not turn down anything that they 

offer to eat. Clover says in her words: “Poor old 

Sara Kate didn’t even turn down the harm 

cooked, even after everybody tried to warm her 

it came from a boar”(37). Miss. Kenyon former 

girlfriend of Gaten comes to the family 

gathering says Ruby Helen, only sister of Gaten, 

with her ‘sharp and cutting’ voice, “I don’t 

know why you would brother get all tied up 

with a woman like her in the first place. Gaten 

should have sense enough to know that kind of 

a marriage never works out..”(47). Though Sara 

Kate has experienced tough times with Clover’s 

family just because she belongs to ‘whites’, she 

does not use words that kindle race 

discrimination. This shows the pure love of Sara 

Kate. Here Sara Kate goes beyond the 

boundaries of racism. 

 Everleen sometimes mentioned Sara Kate 

with names- ‘Miss. Uppity-Class’, ‘Miss High-

and-Mighty. Sara Kate cares Clover as her own 

daughter. All the miss understanding, 

bitterness, bias and hatred come to an end when 

Sara Kate obviously expresses her love for 

Clover’s family with her action; especially when 

rushes to save Jim Ed when he is caught among 

yellow jackets and gives him mouth-to-mouth 

resuscitation that helps in saving his life. 

Thereafter things reach the horizon of 

humanity. Clover says “I believe Everleen and 

Sara Kate are going to become friends” (182) 

.Words have been changed; Miss.‘Uppity-Class 

is replaced with ‘My Sister-in-Law’. 

 The societies of both the Africa and America 

are clearly portrayed. Black dress is being worn 

by the Africans for the funeral. But Sara Kate, 

the white lady is not totally dressed in black as 

per her culture. Clover in her narration says, 

I had the black skirt. I bought at the six-

dollar all laid out to wear. I’d even pulled 

the black grosgrain bows off my black. But 

they won’t wear black. I know deep down 

in my heart you’re supposed to wear black 

to a funeral. I guess the reason my 

stepmother is not totally dressed in black is 

because she just plain doesn’t know any 

better. (1) 

 Even the hair style of Africans and 

Americans are different. Sara Kate gazes 

excitedly at the hair like corn rows on their 

heads. “Sara Kate eyes shifted from Annie 

Ruth’s hair to yet another cousin. Her eyes 

glued on the little girl’s head. Her mama had 

her hair all corn-rowed up in the tiniest rows I’d 

ever seen. Like a cornfield planted by a drunk 

driving tractor. I imagined Kate counts the 

rows.”(38). Clover’s aunt Everleen says “all 

white woman give money to the animals if they 

have it to spare. She says it’s because they feel 

so guilty over their people treated us. They 

think by being extra kind to animals, it will get 

them into heaven”(68). This shows that the 

Americans have the habit of rearing pets. But 

the Africans hate animals. Everleen says, “the 

animals are born to be destroyed”(69). Sara Kate 

plays piano and spends her time in fashion 

designing, whereas Everleen and her relatives 

work in peach garden. The food they eat also 

differs. The relatives of Clover pile upmacroni, 

cheese, potato salad in the plates of Kate. 

Though the novel Clover clearly portrays 

different cultures, it insists love and humanity 

as the basic human qualities. 

 Love works in the wondrous way which 

can change everything. Of course Sara Kate’s 

unconditional love for her husband extents the 

limits of their wedding vows even after his 

death. Mother of Sara Kate advices her to leave 

2 
3 
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that black family, but still Sara Kate has an 

unconditional love for that black family. 

Humanity is the only thing which holds up the 

relationship of the family. 

Gaten’s daughter is named Clover. She is 

precocious ten-year old. A darling little girl. 

But I must admit , it’s quite challenge for me 

to learn how to care for a ten year-old 

.…From the very beginning, I warned you 

to take a long hard look at the price you 

may have to pay for what you called love. 

Then ask yourself if it was worth it. If love 

happens to carry problems, then find 

someone without them. Problems take away 

love. (103) 

 Chase Porter a rich person in the Round Hill 

and also he is a white man. He is quite admired 

by all for his richness and his successful peach 

farming. Miss. Katie once said that Chase Porter 

is good catch for a woman. Miss. Katie says, 

“Every widow, old maid, and young girl in 

Round Hill has tried to get married ones”(106). 

One day Chase Porter proposed his wish to 

marry Sara Kate. But Sara Kate resists marrying 

him. Clover in her narration says: 

I sat on the front steps waiting for Chase 

and Sara Kate to finish whatever it was that 

they were so seriously talk about. When 

they finally got out of the pickup they stood 

talking at the edge of the yard. I didn’t hear 

Chase ask Sara Kate to marry him, nor the 

answer she gave him. All I know is in my 

presence she kissed him good-bye and said 

her decision not to marry him did not mean 

her caring for him changed. “I think for 

now” she added, “loving each other is all 

Clover and I handle.” (175) 

 According to their culture it is not a crime to 

break the wedding covenant. No one in the 

black race has accepted Sara Kate. But also in 

such an absurdity she exists.Here, Sara Kate is 

portrayed as an authentic person. Forgiveness 

and acceptance are the main qualities which 

help in the existence of human life. These 

qualities take the human life beyond the 

boundaries of obstacles. Preeti Nair in her novel 

100 Shades of White says that, 

Forgiveness which belongs to a courageous 

heart, the heart that accepts and says no 

matter what anyone does, or whatever 

circumstances are thrust upon it, it will 

always, always be all right. It does not 

become embroiled and constrained in anger 

and bitterness, but moves forward and 

grows. (Nair 102) 

 The hypothesis of the research is new things 

can be found out beyond the boundaries of life. 

If the circle of love and acceptance is extended, 

man -made unnecessary destructive boundaries 

will be abolished. The novel is based on 

humanity and love which bears all the 

sufferings. Cloveris not the stereotyped novel 

which deals with the racial discrimination but 

itdeals with the understanding of the two races. 

The novel serves as the tool for the growth of 

humanity and love in the midst of 

discriminations. 
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Abstract 
 The group of people, who are oppressed and suppressed on the basis of discrimination of colour, caste, race and 
gender, are known as subalterns. The term subaltern, adopted by Antonio Gramsci refers to “those groups in society who 
are subjected to the hegemony of the ruling classes”. The discrimination based on colour or race is the worst of all, because 
God has created each and every man according to his will and in his own appearance. He has a certain purpose for each 
and every person in this world. Without knowing the Divine will, some ignorant colourless (white) people who suffer 
mental colour blindness, brings torments in the life of the coloured (black or brown) people. Such a prejudice based on skin 
colour is known as racism. The racists look down upon the coloured people as if they are aliens and begin to enslave, 
exploit, suppress and alienate them and coloured women become a victim of rape and prostitution. Though the subaltern 
men suffer due to this hegemony, the most severe is the part of the women. This paper brings out the images of women and 
their position as subalterns in Canada with reference to Beatrice Culleton Mosionier’s In Search of April Raintree. The 
paper also talks about the sisterhood and girlhood of the protagonists. The finding of the paper is based on the subaltern 
theory. 
Keywords: discrimination, subaltern, racism, enslave, hegemony, salad and bowl, and melting-pot.  

 
 The group of people, who are oppressed 

and suppressed on the basis of discrimination of 

colour, caste, race and gender, are known as 

subalterns. The term subaltern, adopted by 

Antonio Gramsci refers to “those groups in 

society who are subjected to the hegemony of 

the ruling classes” (12). The discrimination 

based on colour or race is the worst of all, 

because God has created each and every man 

according to his will and in his own appearance. 

He has a certain purpose for each and every 

person in this world. Without knowing the 

Divine will, some ignorant colourless (white) 

people who suffer mental colour blindness, 

brings torments in the life of the coloured (black 

or brown) people. Such a prejudice based on 

skin colour is known as racism. The racists look 

down upon the coloured people as if they are 

aliens and begin to enslave, exploit, suppress 

and alienate them and coloured women become 

a victim of rape and prostitution. Though the 

subaltern men suffer due to this hegemony, the 

most severe is the part of the women.  

 Twin women in the novel belong to a race 

called Metis. Etymologically the word “Metis” 

has originated from the French adjective 

“Metisis” meaning “mixed race”. The Metis are 

members of ethnic groups indigenous to 

Canada and parts of the United States that trace 

their descent to indigenous North Americans 

and European settlers. The Metis in Canada are 

recognized as an aboriginal people under the 

Constitution Act of 1982. Metis communities 

descended from unions between Native 

Americans and white settlers have developed 

over the centuries since European contact. In 

Canada the word is used in general sense for 

people of dual Indian- White ancestry. The 

Metis history begins in the 17th century with the 

union of various French Colonists, typically 

trappers and fur traders, and Algonquin, 

Obijibwe and Cree women. These unions begin 

from the Atlantic coast to the Hudson Bay. After 

the fall of French in1763, Metis populations 

continued to establish themselves, often 

specializing on trades. In 1812, Pemmican War 

broke out and the Metis flung their victory flag. 

Then under the leadership of Louis Riel, the 

Metis people moved to Manitoba and have been 

promised to regain their rights. But Riel was 
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blamed as a traitor and hanged to death and the 

whole race undergoes suffering. After a 

prolonged suffering in 2013, the Metis are 

legally called as Indians according to section 95 

in Canadian Constitution. Recently, in 14th April 

2016 the Supreme Court of Canada has reached 

a landmark by giving indigenous rights to 

nearly 7,00,000 Metis.  

 Beatrice Culleton Mosionier is a Canadian 

Metis author, born in 1949 at Manitoba, to Mary 

Clara and Pelleter Mosionier. Her first novel In 

Search of April Raintree is published in 1983. Her 

other works are Spirit of the White Bison (1985), 

Christopher’s Folly (1996), In Shadow of Evil 

(2000), A Little Black Cat and a Little White Rat 

(2002) and Come, Walk with Me: A Memoir (2009). 

In 2013, on the steps of Manitoba Legislature 

she addressed a crowd in a movement named 

“Idle No More”. In all her works she depicts the 

hidden truths of Canadian society’s dark side. 

 In Search of April Raintree is a postmodern 

novel with all its features such as truth telling, 

flashback technique, search for identity, 

epistolary method and a climax with a future 

hope. Elizabeth Cook-Lynn says that Beatrice 

Culleton's In Search of April Raintree is 

autobiographical but it is thinly disguised as 

fiction. Though it lacks the warmth, zest, and 

cultural insights of Halfbreed, it speaks about a 

Native writer raised in impersonal foster homes 

from early childhood who has no memories and 

teachings on which to draw a material. The 

book is dedicated to Culleton's two sisters 

Vivian and Kathy, both of whom committed 

suicide. The plot continues logically since the 

aftermath of the rape plays a prominent role in 

April's subsequent actions, in which she longs 

for deliverance from the bitterness of racism.  

 In the novel In Search of April Raintree, 

Cheryl looks like her father Henry, who is a 

whole lot of Indian and April looks like her 

mother Alice, who is part Irish and part 

Ojibway. The alcoholic parents leave the 

children in foster homes convincing them that 

they suffer from tuberculosis. But later April 

comes to know that their parents are alcoholics 

who prefer alcohol to their own children. Thus 

April starts hating her parents and her whole 

race as they all are of the same character. April 

hides the truth about her parents to her sister. 

Cheryl on the other hand develops a great love 

and interest towards the native people and aims 

to become a social worker protecting her own 

race. April tries to hide her identity as she feels 

shame to call herself a native girl. After 

completing the 12th grade she gets higher 

education in a Convent, where she says that her 

parents are dead in a plane crash. When Cheryl 

says, 

I used to think that when Mom and Dad got 

better and took us back, we could move to 

the B.C. Rockies and live like olden- day 

Indians. We’d live near a lake and we’d 

build our own log cabin with a big fireplace. 

. . We’d be so happy. Do you think that 

would ever be possible, April? (83)  

 April replies in her mind, “I realized that 

moment that I had stopped thinking of our 

parents as Mom and Dad and it was hard for 

me to refer to them as Mom and Dad now” (83). 

She however gets the address from one of her 

social worker and tries to find her parents but 

she feels disgusted on seeing the place where 

they are dwelling and gives up her idea of 

meeting them. Then she has a feeling of settling 

down in good family and she loves Bob Radcliff 

and marries him without considering Cheryl’s 

warning about the consequences of marrying a 

White. As Cheryl has predicted, April’s 

marriage ends in a divorce. Though April has 

an intention of hiding her identity, Bob’s 

superior mother Barbara Radcliff kindles her 

love for natives, while conversing with Heather 

an actress, who loves Bob, “And I wouldn’t 

simply dread being grandmother to a bunch of 

little half breeds”(116). On over hearing this 

April replies, “I wouldn’t want the seed of your 

blood passed on to my children” (116). 

 Meanwhile Cheryl goes in search of her 

parents where she finds her father and shocked 
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to hear that her mother has committed suicide. 

Then she comes to know that her parents are 

drunkards but unlike April, she reasons out that 

their worst conditions are due to the devil, 

racism and she started hating the whites even 

more than before she does. She has lied to April 

in her letters that she has given up searching 

their parents and is working there. April after 

her divorce moves to an apartment with the 

money given by Bob as a settlement. Once April 

receives a phone call and is informed Cheryl is 

in hospital. The doctor says that because of over 

alcoholism she suffers hypothermia; April is 

shocked to hear that her lovable sister is a 

drunkard yet she didn’t ask anything to her. In 

this situation the readers are reminded of the 

phrase, what is called as “Native (Metis) Girls 

Syndrome” (62) which is a preconception about 

the Metis, as Mrs.Semple, a social worker of 

April says, 

It starts out with the fighting, the running 

away, the lies… And when you go on your 

own, you, you get pregnant right away, or 

you can’t find or keep jobs. So you’ll start 

with alcohol and drugs. From there, you get 

into shoplifting and prostitution, and in and 

out of jails… becoming a skid row. (62)  

 Then April goes to the previous dwelling 

place of Cheryl so that she could move her 

belongings to her apartment and stay together. 

There she is raped by three men. On hearing 

this Cheryl becomes guilty, but April convinces 

her it is not her fault and it is just an accident. 

April struggles a lot to get out of the traumatic 

experience which eats her mind and she is 

mentally wounded. At that time she meets 

Roger a white friend, who has been an enemy 

while she has worked under him. Roger loves 

April but she doesn’t dare to love him as she 

has a thing eating her mind and she hides it to 

him. But Roger comes to know about the rape 

when he accidentally meets April at the Court 

where the hearing of the case is going on and 

Roger doesn’t mistake her for hiding. During 

the first two hearings April has been humiliated 

and she has undergone a painful experience, 

when her lawyer asks her to narrate every 

incident. Here her thoughts predict the situation 

of all the rape victims and their fear for seeking 

justice. April thinks, 

And I had to come across those words as 

well as the slang words in the past. But to 

me to say them out loud, in front of all those 

people, . . . I would better understand why 

some women choose not seek justice in the 

court rooms … I understood full well that it 

was his job to defend his client in any way 

he could, but I also felt what he did to me 

was morally wrong. (150) 

 During the last hearing of the case, April 

gets justice and the rapist is found guilty but the 

real shock that has waited is revealed when 

Sylvia, a prostitute says it is Cheryl a prostitute 

who has been targeted to be revenged but April 

has been mistaken, as her appearance is similar 

to Cheryl except for her skin colour. April 

becomes angry and shows an aversion to see 

Cheryl. But Cheryl drinks too much and scolds 

April, considering her as the representative of 

the White community. 

Hate you? No, don’t hate you. I hate a lot of 

things about you. You’re a snob. You have 

double standards. You were so shocked 

when they said I was a hooker. Well look at 

you. How did you buy this house April? 

How did you buy that car out there? How, 

April? You prostituted yourself when you 

took Bob’s money, that’s how. You never 

loved that man. You loved his money. You 

figured you were going to be Miss. High 

Society… A nice big fat roll for a high- class 

call girl… And you won’t feel so 

goddamned superior once I tell you want I 

know. (179) 

 After such a heated speech Cheryl leaves 

the house and commits suicide by jumping from 

the Louisa Bridge like her mother has done. 

Through Nancy a friend of Cheryl, April learns 

about her nephew Henry Liberty. On seeing 

him she utters the hopeful words in the climax, 
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MY PEOPLE, OUR PEOPLE and meant 

them. The denial had been lifted from my 

spirit. It was tragic that it had taken 

Cheryl’s death to bring me to accept my 

identity. But no, Cheryl had once said, “All 

life dies to give new life.” Cheryl has died. 

But for Henry Lee and me, there would be a 

tomorrow. And it would be better. I would 

strive for it. For my sister and her son. For 

my parents. For my people. (207) 

 While reading the mind of April, it is clear 

that she views Canada as a Melting Pot. Melting 

pot is a metaphor for describing the assimilation 

of immigrants in American culture and ethnic 

groups fail to preserve their culture. This theory 

is applicable to the heterogeneous society as 

blending and melting of races take place. 

Similarly Apirl has assimilated to the American 

culture of attending parties and other things. 

She is applicable to the melting pot theory. But 

she does assimilate so that she could get 

deliverance from the sufferings of racism. She 

has longed for a comfortable life and it makes 

her to marry Bob. She thinks it would be a great 

escape from racism and its ill effects. The 

pathetic situation is that she fails to nurture her 

sister and doesn’t lead her in a right path which 

would have given her courage. 

 On the other hand Cheryl follows the Salad 

and Bowl Theory. The theory states that 

immigrants don’t lose the unique aspects of 

their culture like that of the melting pot model, 

instead they retain them. The unique 

characteristics of each race are still identifiable. 

In Canada this is known as “Cultural Mosaic”. 

Cheryl too lives in Canada and raises her voice 

for the subaltern people. She has never thought 

of assimilating with the whites. Even as a little 

girl she has a strong determination, for example 

when she is in her history class the teacher says 

that White people and missionaries are tortured 

by Indians, Cheryl shouts aloud, 

If this is history, how come so many Indian 

tribes were wiped out? How come they 

haven’t got their land anymore? How come 

their food supplies were wiped out? Lies! 

Lies! Lies! Your history books don’t say 

how the white people destroyed the Indian 

way of life. That’s all you white people can 

do is teach a bunch of lies to cover your 

own tracks! (54) 

 Cheryl has also written many essays about 

Louis Riel, the Metis martyr. In order to inhale 

the air of liberty Cheryl names her son, Henry 

Liberty. Cheryl’s hatred towards the white who 

has made the native Indian’s life miserable 

echoes as in the following lines, 

White Man, our wisdom is dying. As we 

are. But take heed, if Indian wisdom dies, 

you, white man, will not be far behind. 

“So weep not for us. 

Weep for yourselves. 

And for your children. 

Because you are taking everything today. 

And tomorrow, there will be nothing left for 

them.” (155) 

 Cheryl goes to the extent of losing her life in 

order to make April to realize her identity. And 

finally on reading the letter of Cheryl, April 

understands that she has given the life of her 

beloved, brave sister as the cost, to accept her 

identity. In her letter Cheryl says, 

April, there should be at least a little joy in 

living and when there is no joy, then we 

become the living death any longer. To 

drink myself to sleep day in and day out.  

April, you have strength. Dream my dreams 

for me. Make them come true for me. Be 

proud of what you are, of what you and 

Henry Lee are. I belong with our mother. 

(207) 

 The novel is not just a book with fantasies 

but the novel is the process of telling a truth. 

Though April is for Melting Pot and Cheryl is 

for Salad and Bowl, both have hoped for a 

future where they could stand in equal with the 

white race. Even in this 21st century, in the year 

2015, a statistics has revealed the Nation’s 

disgrace by letting out the truth that by almost 

every measurable indicator Canada’s aboriginal 
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people suffers a worst fate and more hardships 

than the African Americans populations in the 

United States. In all the evils such as 

unemployment, low income (exploitation), 

homicide, infant mortality rate, less life 

expectancy and dropout, aboriginals ranks first. 

Most of the People within the age of 20 to 24 are 

without schooling. The justice in 2016 gives a 

little hope for the betterment of the Metis. 

  Everyone should agree with Gayatri 

Chakravorty Spivak, a critic who says, 

“Subaltern can talk, but Subaltern can’t speak” 

(Spivak 292). As she says, in the talking process 

there is no need for listener but while speaking 

a listener is essential. Only when the authorities 

heed to the pleas of the subalterns, the new 

dawn of life may be enjoyed by the subalterns. 

This problem is also dealt in Culleton’s novel 

through April, especially when she is at school 

her teacher asks her to write a story for 

Chritmas Day Competition, she writes her 

longings, 

Finally, the idea came to me, and I worked 

on my story during lunch times. The title 

was “What I Want for Christmas,” and I 

ended the story with the sentence, “What I 

want for Christmas is for somebody to listen 

to me and to believe in me”. I handed it into 

Mrs. Gauthier. (76) 

 This helped her as the authorities have 

listened to her plea and she is rescued from the 

cruel foster home of De Rosiers by a social 

worker, Mr. Wendell. 

  Thus through Culleton’s two stunning 

characters, two different voices, the subtle voice 

of April and the vigorous voice of Cheryl are 

heard. Through Cheryl’s son Henry Liberty, a 

new Metis there is a hope for future 

emancipation. Metis girls crave for 

emancipation but it is in the hands of the 

authorities to listen and take steps. This suits 

not only to the Metis but for all the subalterns 

all over the world. Beatrice Culleton has given 

life to an effective subaltern voice by a 

successful surgery. 
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Abstract 
 The Greek word ‘Diaspora’ can be defined as the dispersion of people, language, or culture that was formerly 
concentrated in one place. ‘Diasporic’ stands for every immigrant who has migrated from one country to the other, 
seeking, better fortunes. Manju Kapur, an eminent Indian writer in English deals with a variety of themes in her novels. 
In her novel ‘The Immigrant’, the protagonists Ananda and his wife Nina happen to immigrate and lead a life in Canada. 
The contrast between their normal traditional lives in India and the immigrant life in Canada is vividly depicted by Manju 
Kapur. Ananda, a dentist was already living in Canada for seven years when he married Nina. He had gone to Canada 
with the help and guidance of his uncle and ultimately became a recognised dentist there. He almost felt that life in Canada 
was easier; much more comfortable than the life in India. Whereas, Nina became a victim to estrangement, loneliness and 
depression, which generally are faced by most of the women immigrants, as their stay there does not allow them to get 
employed legally. Nina’s plight mounted as the couple were unable to get a child. A baby would have reduced her stress 
due to loneliness. Eventually, Ananda’s concealed sex therapy shocked Nina, creating sympathy towards her. Her 
education and her high profile as a professor in India were useless in another country. Nina found resort in books which 
were her only companions. Ananda’s courtship with Mandy, heightens the silent war between the couple. The complexities 
of an arranged marriage and the life of NRIs are clearly brought out by Manju Kapur. 
Keywords: Immigrant, estrangement, loneliness, complexities 
 
Introduction 

 Manju Kapur is a prominent Indian writer 

in English, having written six novels till now. 

Her first novel ‘Difficult Daughters’ claimed her 

the Common Wealth Award. Her other novels 

include ‘A married woman’, ‘Home’, ‘The 

Custody’, ‘Brothers’ and ‘The Immigrant’. She 

lives in Delhi. She is one among the women 

writers who emerged during the last three 

decades of twentieth century. Most of her 

novels revolve around women characters of 

traditional Indian families. This paper focuses 

on the diasporic elements in her fourth novel 

‘The Immigrant’ (2008). The novel discusses a 

middle class Indian family but it clearly 

captures the diasporic existence through the life 

of the protagonists Ananda and Nina in 

Canada. 

 
Material & Methods 

 Diasporic writing has become trendy, as 

there is a constant movement of people from 

one region, country and continent to other 

region, country and continent for many reasons 

like: economic, political, social and cultural. 

Many writers have given sufficient spatial 

references to all these categories. Though many 

are ambiguous, diaspora literature has become 

indispensable since the end of World War II. It 

was during that period that thousands of people 

had to migrate to different places due to war. 

The immigrant life which they led in the host 

country leaving their homeland could not be 

ignored in the works produced at that time. 

Wherever they go, these immigrants carry with 

them a profound sense of attachment to their 

former place of residence.  

 Most of such diaspora writings have certain 

characteristics in common like the thoughts of 

return, nostalgia, relationship with other 

communities, striving to get accepted in the host 

land, connecting or comparing lives between 

homeland and migrated land. Major theme in 

diasporic literature is nostalgia, which is a 

recurrent feature in ‘The Immigrant’. Diaspora 
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intends to test the displacement as well as 

conflict between generations and cultural 

identity. Edward W Said in his ‘Reflections on 

Exile’ has correctly asserted that 

 “…in a secular and contingent world, 

homes are always provisional. Borders and 

barriers which enclose us within the safety of 

familiar territory can also become prisons and 

are often defended beyond reason or necessity.” 

 What we understand by this is what we call 

our home land could have been the migrated 

land to our ancestors. So, in the larger sense the 

term ‘diasporas’ may refer to a vast majority of 

humanity. The question is whether the 

ancestors were forced to move or did they 

volunteer. It was difficult to settle in an alien 

land leaving one’s homeland, the emotions 

connected with it and accept themselves as 

immigrants. Here arises a question of identity, 

to which country do they belong to? When the 

expression “I’m an Indian.” sounds with pride 

in India, could be looked down upon in other 

countries. The extent to which diaspora 

characters are influenced differs from person to 

person. 

 
Findings & Results 

 Nina, the protagonist of the novel ‘The 

Immigrant’ is a thirty-year-old spinster 

introduced by Manju Kapur as, 

“Nina was almost thirty. Friends and 

colleagues consoled her by remarking on 

her radiant complexion and jet-black hair 

but such comfort was cold.” (1) 

 Nina’s mother’s desire was to get her 

daughter married to an NRI so that she might 

have a luxurious life abroad. 

“…. If you married an NRI or someone in 

the foreign services you could live abroad 

nicely.” (11) 

 Though Nina being a Professor of English in 

a University had no such ambition at this age, 

she quite expected a good groom and a peaceful 

married life at least to fulfil her mother’s 

wishes. So she was indeed happy when her 

marriage was arranged with the NRI Ananda, 

the male protagonist of the novel. He was 

already in Canada for seven years when the 

marriage took place. 

 Ananda, born in an orthodox family was a 

dentist in India. After the fatal demise of both 

his father and mother in an accident, he was 

taken into the custody of his uncle in Canada 

who gave him the opportunity to become a 

recognized dentist there. We find Ananda more 

than willing to leave his home land and migrate 

to a different country.  

“… His situation had changed so much that 

he already had the mind set of an 

immigrant, departing with no desire to 

return.” (17,18) 

 He had to stay in his uncle’s home until his 

education was over and had to become 

financially stable with a regular income. It was 

during this time that Ananda became a victim of 

alienation in his uncle’s house. Though he 

adapted himself very quickly to the food and 

dress of the new country, the traces of his home 

land’s culture was there with him. His 

relationship with Sue was an example for this as 

he could not cross the limits with her. That was 

also one of the reasons that he wanted to marry 

only an Indian girl, a traditional girl. Thus came 

Nina in his life through his sister Alka, and he 

married her. 

 
Interpretation & Discussion 

 Life in foreign countries is full of problems 

and mayhem because of economic, social and 

racial discrimination. They take people for 

granted. Often immigrants feel this repression 

and bigotry when they start their life in foreign 

country. Unfortunately Nina faces this during 

her enquiry at the immigration clearance 

counter. 

 “A short note to her husband: 

 Dear Ananda 

 This is not your country……. The woman 

is looking for a reason to get rid of me. I am the 

wrong colour, I come from the wrong place. See 
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me in this airport, of all the passengers the only 

one not allowed to sail through immigration, 

made to feel like an illegal alien. See, see, see. 

Love Nina.” (107) 

 Nina’s education and her profile as a 

Professor did not have any value there. She 

found herself alienated, estranged and a feeling 

of loneliness engulfed her. She gradually tried 

to modify her appearance and her lifestyle. She 

found resort only in books which were her only 

companions. Ananda too tried to keep her 

engaged so that she would not miss her home 

land. Her interest in books led her, take a course 

in Library Science. 

 The diaspora sensibility is well tuned by 

Manju Kapur all along the plot of the fiction. 

One of the major themes in diaspora literature is 

nostalgia, which is a recurrent feature of ‘The 

Immigrant”. So many instances could be seen in 

the novel from the perspective of Nina who 

often broke down thinking of her mother and 

her inability to be with her. 

 “Nina cries, feels homesick, sometimes 

adventurous, often forlorn.” (122) 

  “Till Nina came to Canada she hadn’t 

known what lonely meant. At home one was 

never really alone…………. When she mourned 

her loneliness to Zenobia, it was a romantic 

companionate loneliness she was referring to, 

not the soul-destroying absence of human 

beings from her life.” (159) 

 All these made her join a group where the 

members mutually counselled each other 

during the time of personal crisis.. But nothing 

could improve Nina’s state of loneliness as the 

couple could not get a baby too. Her findings 

about Ananda’s concealed sex therapy 

heightened her misery. Her involvement with 

another man during her library course 

worsened the situation. Things got more 

complicated. 

“The loneliness, Ananda’s therapy, her 

sense of betrayal, her mother and Zenobia, 

the thought of her whole life ahead of her-

how, how could she bear it?” (226) 

 Nina had to entirely modify her cultural 

identity just as her husband, to get accustomed 

to be an immigrant. Hence the news of her 

mother’s death in India struck her with an 

ultimate shock. She returned to India to do the 

rituals as a daughter and finally resolved to 

lead, any kind of life in Canada boldly. Her 

husband’s betrayal to her had already ended up 

with a cold war between the couple. She 

deliberately pulled herself away from her 

husband and left him. 

 
Conclusion 

 The unstatic nature of diasporas life is 

captured well in the couple of passages at the 

end of the novel. 

“Perhaps that was the ultimate immigrant 

experience. Not that any one thing was 

steady enough to attach yourself to for the 

rest of your life, but that you found 

different ways to belong……. For an 

immigrant there was no going back.” (330) 

 The mental state of an immigrant constantly 

interacts with one’s traditional culture in one’s 

homeland. Yet the culture in the new land 

becomes predominant and brings about the 

modification in the diasporas. This cultural 

modification is dealt well in ‘The Immigrant’ by 

Manju Kapur. 
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Abstract 
 Though many immigrant writers have been very excellent in their writings, Lahiri touches the heart of the readers. 
She gives a more vividly picture of immigrants experience in the US and how they struggle to protect their identity. It tells 
about the Bengali boy with a Russian name and how psychologically he suffers. This paper tries to show the complex of 
using Russian name, for a second generation Bengali boy. This paper tells about Gogol’s dissatisfaction with his name. 
Lahiri focuses the trouble faced by the immigrants and describes about the gap between the first generation and second 
generation. Gogol and Sonia have not the knowledge about their relatives and the important things in India. Though their 
parents belong to India Sonia and Gogol were unaware of Tagore and the popular Bengali folk tales. During Ashoke’s 
sabbatical leave the children get these knowledge. The children cannot tolerate themselves in India, because both have 
adopted their foreign life. This paper focuses the hero of the novel Gogol who realizes the value of his Indian Identity. 
Keywords: Immigrant, struggle, identity, unaware, generation gap, memory 

 
 “I am forced to admit that I am to them, 

nothing but a series of Destinations with no 

meaningful expanse in between”. 

    -Monique Troung. 

 Diasporic literature is quite like immigrant 

literature. It mirrors a double vision, at once of 

yearning backward and looking forward. 

Diaspora is basically an experience of 

unsettledness. Indian Culture is plural and 

flexible. Several migrant communities like the 

Parsis and Bahai’s etc. have enriched Indian 

Culture at the same time they grasp into Indian 

Culture like sugar in the milk.  

 The immigrant novelist is a teacher who 

wishes to elevate his fellow native about the 

actual nature of Colonialism. Dr.M.F.Salat 

rightly says “The Diaspora as belonging to 

everywhere and nowhere at the same time, just 

like an unanchored soul” (Pal, 54).While they 

are moving to the US; it is an extension of being 

able to engage and succeed in a different world. 

A mixed cultural milieu opens up new vistas of 

communication and dialogue in this 

cosmopolitan world. The writers of Indian 

diaspora, as William Safran observes: “continue 

to relate personally or vicariously to the 

homeland in are way or another, and their 

ethnoommunal consciousness and solidarity are 

importantly defined by the existence of such a 

relationship”(Paranjape, 92). One of the major 

issues pertaining to the Indian Diaspora is how 

to deliver Indian Culture identity successfully. 

 Jhumpha Lahiri was born in 1967 in London 

and raised in Rhode Island. She also has two 

different name in her passport and birth 

certificate. She is a graduate at Bernard College, 

did her M.A at Boston University, and a Ph.D in 

renaissance. Her first novel The Namesake was 

published in the The New York magazine.  

 Jhumpha Lahiri largely examines the 

identity about the human condition of Indian 

Diaspora in the US. She talks about 

psychologically the difficult and complication of 

human relationships particularly who in the 

West but their parents belong to India. 

 In Lahiri’s novel The Namesake the role of 

memory is playing a vital role of change in 

Gogol’s life. For Ashima, to adopt foreign 

country as her home town is troublesome for 

her. She could not forget her relatives. “For 

being a foreigner; Ashima is beginning to 

realize, is a sort of lifelong pregnancy a 

perpetual wait, a constant burden, a continuous 

feeling our of sorts. It is an ongoing 

responsibilities, a parenthesis in what had once 

been ordinary life, only to discover the previous 

life has been vanished, replaced by something 

more complicated and demanding.”(NS 66). 

 In The Namesake Lahiri points out Ashima’s 

apartment like this, “In the kitchen there are 

matching yellow appliances, a Lazy Susan, 
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linoleum made to look like tiles. A watercolour 

by Ashima’s father of a caravan of a camel in 

desert in Rajasthan., is framed at the local print 

shop and hung on the living room wall” (NS 

52). We are shown a picture of Ashima’s 

kitchen- in which there is co-mingling of 

America and India. It is been first told that there 

are matching “Yellow appliances”. Such a 

matching has generally missed from the kitchen 

of the middle class Bengali (Indian) home. But 

in an American set up case, it is arranged 

aesthetically. The American kitchen model takes 

part in Ashima’s kitchen as well but there is a 

water colour painting made by Ashima’s father, 

in which a troop of camels seen in a desert of 

Rajasthan. This tells about Ashima’s attachment 

with her father. In the kitchen Ashima has tried 

to presence the memory of her father and her 

country. She spends her time to clean the home, 

and take care of her son Gogol and prepare 

food. This is portrayed in the following lines 

 She wanders around with Gogol, letting 

him run across the quadrangle, or sitting with 

him on rainy days to watch television in the 

student lounge. Once a week she makes thirty 

samosas to sell at the International coffeehouse, 

for twenty five cents, each next to the linzer 

squares bakes by Mr.Etzold and baklava by 

Mrs. Cassolis. On Fridays she takes Gogol to the 

public library for children’s story hour (NS 50).  

 The image of Indian culture is portrayed in 

Ashima’s behaviour . Ashima lives in New York 

and celebrates the Annaprasan ceremony for 

her children. Though Ashima lives in America, 

she does not pronounce her husband name as 

according to Hindu belief it may give lengthy 

life to husband. Placing kumkum on the 

forehead is the auspicious one for the married 

women. Ashima follows this and she removes 

the vermilion and bracelet after the death of her 

husband. Ashima mourns deeply for the loss of 

her husband but she acknowledges herself to 

live alone. This reveals that she follows the 

tradition of her home town. 

 Lahiri vividly portrays the identity of 

second generation is a big question. All first 

generation settlers want their children must be 

settled in good jobs. Ashima and Asoke try hard 

to hold on their Indianness, their culture despite 

surrounded by the American culture all around. 

They go to the Kathakali dance performance or 

a guitar recitation at memorial hall. 

 The title The Namesake reflects the struggle 

that Gogol faces in his life. He searches his 

identity with his unusual name. At first, it 

appears that The Namesake is a novel about the 

Bengali American experience. Gogol grows up 

with puzzle by his pet name. He has legally 

changed it to Nikhil, that his father tells him the 

story that lies behind it. Gogol tries an different 

identities at different stages of his life in 

College, with Ruth, after college with Maxine 

and in his marriage with Moushumi. After 

changing his name, Gogol feels only one 

complication: “He doesn’t feel like Nikhil. Not 

yet part of the problem is that the people now 

know him as Nikhil have no idea that he used 

to be Gogol” (NS109). 

 Gogol starts struggle to find his identity 

from his school days. His parents wish to go by 

“Nikil” at school and “Gogol” at home, but 

Gogol is confused and does not want a new 

name. Having pet name is usual in Bengali 

family.  

 In Bengali the word for pet name is 

daknam, meaning literally, the name by which 

one is called, by friends, family and other 

intimates, at home and in other private, 

unguarded moments. Pet names are a persistent 

remnant of childhood, a reminder that life is not 

always serious, so formal, so complicated. They 

are a reminder too, that are is not all things to 

all people. They all have pet names. Ashima’s 

pet name is Monu, Ashoke’s is Mithu and even 

as adults these are the names by thich they are 

known in their respective families (NS 32) 

  By his fourteenth birthday, Gogol starts to 

hate his name and resents being asked about it. 

The tension between Bengali culture and 

American culture is revealed in Ashoke’s words 

to Gogol when Gogol tells him that he wishes to 

change his name. His father simply nodded. In 
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the court the judge asks Gogol “what is the 

reason you wish to change your name, 

Mr.Ganguli ... I hate the name” (NS105). Later 

Ashoke counters that “Gogol” is for him a name 

of hope, of joy, of life. Ashoke finally tells Gogol 

about the train accident that induces him to 

decide the name for his son. After the Russian 

author whose book he was reading at the time. 

Once he visited his grandfather in Jamshedpur, 

Ashoke was interestingly reading Nikolai 

Gogol’s “Overcoat”, in the collection of The short 

stories of Nikolai Gogal. At that time Ashoke met 

train accident. He tried to wave the torn page of 

the book, it was noticed by other and that 

movement saved his life. Ashoke felt that the 

book had saved his life. Gogol satisfied his 

name atlast. 

  The difference between Bengali and 
American way of marriage is clear in Ashima’s 
evolution of Gogol’s divorce from Moushumi. 
The marital conflict arises because “In India a 
strict set of guidelines dictates how husbands 
and wives act both publicly and privately, in 
America such guidelines altogether’’ (Pradhan 
137).  
 Lahiri cleverly shows the second generation 

problems. The second generation immigration 

have not realized or understood that it is their 

duty to remain as couple till the end of their life, 

as the first generation Indian immigration alike 

Ashoke and Ashima follows. “The Immigrant 

experience is complicated as a sensitive 

immigrant finds himself or herself perpetually 

at a transitation fraught with memories of the 

original home which are struggling with the 

realities of the new world”(Dubbey 22). Gogol 

and Sonia remain unaware of Tagore or the 

popular Bengali folk tale and many other things 

that belong to India. They get the knowledge 

during Ashoke’s sabbatical leave. 

 Gogol realizes his identity after the death of 

his father in the novel. He is convinced that he 

cannot abandon or diminish the importance of 

both cultures. He realizes “identity” as a 

production, which is never complete, always in 

process and always constituted within, not 

outside representation”(Hall, 10). He has 

assimilated American culture and value without 

losing Indian identity altogether. He feels no 

shame for his name, and also, he feels proud to 

be called Nikhil Gogol Ganguli. Now at the age 

of thirty two, Gogol has started to read the book 

which was given by his father for his fourteenth 

birthday. “As the hours of the evening, pass he 

will grow distracted, anxious to return to his 

room, to be alone to read the book he had once 

forsaken, has abandoned until now. Until 

moment ago it was destined to disappear from 

his life altogether, but he has salvaged it by 

chance, as his father was pulled from a crushed 

train forty years ago”( NS 290). 

 Lahiri vividly portrays the first generation 

and second generation gap in this novel. In 

India the children are depending upon their 

parents. But Gogol and Sonia have adopted 

American culture and they forget annual 

celebration on which the children generally 

used to come and stay with parents. It creates 

shock to Ashok and Ashima. The novel is a 

portrayal of Gogol’s cultural education and the 

broadening of Gogol’s cultural horizon which 

makes him see his past with love and respect. 

Towards the end he realizes the value of his 

Indian identity.  
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Abstract 
 Sudha Murthy is an Indian Philanthropist and prominent women writer in Kannada and English. She is a social 
worker and her contributions to literature in English and Kannada are very much noticeable. All her works express her 
philosophical views on charity, hospitality and self-realization of the female protagonists. 
 Mahashwetha is a famous novel by Sudha Murthy which is based on a female protagonist Anupama who deals with 
the issue of leukoderma. This paper concentrates on portraying how a woman suffers and completely devastated because of 
disease and later explains how she overcomes all the difficulties and finally finds her real self-identity.Story shows how 
Anupama becomes matured with circumstances and realizes her dreams without losing patience or confidence.  
 In this book the writer has given out the complete life sketch of an Indian woman. Anupama is very beautiful, 
intelligent and talented. She gets married to a handsome and wealthy man Dr.Anand. Like the story of Cindrella she gets 
her life dream come true. But soon after, her happiness withered when she finds that she has been affected by leukoderma. 
She even decides to commit suicide but she gathers courage and decides to live life for herself. She lives independently and 
doesn’t want to be that perfect person for someone. This paper proves that a woman can fight against her hardships and 
can get the real self-identity of her own.  
Keywords: self-identity, survival, trauma, deploration, hardships, independent, human behaviour, society. 

 
Introduction 

 The women writers in Indian English 

literature have enormously contributed so many 

works in almost all the genres of literature. 

Women novelists have focused on different 

facets of life and through their literary works 

they have dealt with so many issues. There are 

so many women writers in India, who have 

produced remarkable works. Some of the 

prominent women writers are Kamala 

Markandeya, Bharati Mukherjee, Nayantara 

Saghal, Prawar Jhabwala, Shashi Deshpande, 

Anita Desai and so many others. Each and every 

women writer has their own peculiarity and 

speciality in handling women issues with great 

concern and care for modern society. These 

writers put forth the reality of the society and 

each one handles the different topics like rights, 

existence, self-identity, and women 

empowerment. Their works are thought 

provoking and emphasize the significance of 

women in society. 

Sudha murthy is a well-known Indian 

writer, philanthropist and social worker. She 

writes about the people of her surrounding and 

attempts to make them into fictional stories. 

Through her female protagonist she 

demonstrates the various states of women and 

their problems. She deals with the character’s 

inner self and outer conflicts. She brings out the 

social mistakes done by the society people and 

their impure thoughts and considerations 

especially towards women. Her language and 

her exquisiteness in crafting her novel 

isappreciatable. One of the best works by Sudha 

Murthy is Mahaswetha. This novel presents 

about an Indian woman, who is suppressed by 

the society and the injustices she faces because 

of leukoderma. The writer ends the novel with 

the positive note, that Anupama succeeds in life 

and establishes a great identity in the society. 

 
Interpretation and Discussion 

 Sudha Murthy’s Mahashweta deals with the 

woman who is being affected by leukoderma, 

explores her quest for self-realization. 

Mahashweta is about the girl Anupama, the 

daughter of a village school master, Shamanna. 

She has a step mother and two step sisters. 

Anupama is very beautiful, talented and 

intelligent. She is well versed in acting dramas 

and very much interested in literature also. Dr. 
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Anand who is rich and handsome is attracted 

by Anupama’s good look. Whoever watches her 

play will become spellbound and i Anand is no 

more an exception. He is very much interested 

on Anupama, and wanted to marry her 

regardless of her cast, and family background. 

Anupama is an excellent student in her college. 

She excels in studies and also in other curricular 

activities. In college she seems to be a bold and 

innocent, though her step mother is showing 

hatred towards her, she does not mind and love 

her family. Loving and respecting everyone is 

Anupama’s innate quality.  

 This novel has got very much Indianness in 

it, especially regarding marriage. When 

marriage vows are broken, it is believed that 

there are major contentions which could not be 

resolved. In spite of being united in a lifelong 

bond, the partners separate. But it is very hard 

to imagine that a small white patch leads to the 

dissolution of marriage, and that is what 

happens to the Anupama. As every typical 

Indian woman, she starts her marriage life with 

full of dreams and imaginations. But her 

happiness lasts for only few months. The 

superiority and courage once she had is 

subsided when she marries Dr.Anand. She 

starts living her life for her husband without 

considering anything about her career and the 

passion she has on stage acting. She leaves 

everything for the sake of her husband. An 

educated girl like her who wants to go to job in 

order to support her family, and even interested 

to help the poor and needy, becomes the 

humble daughter-in- law. Her only job after 

marriage is to impress her in laws in the family. 

 In this novel the mother-in-law of Anupama 

stands as the typical example of Indian 

traditional sensibility. When she comes to know 

that Anupama has leukoderma, she shows 

extreme hatred towards her, and behaves 

inhumane. She even wants Anupama to go back 

to her father’s home. All of a sudden 

Anupama’s life becomes utter dark. She has not 

even received any kind words from her 

husband too. He refuses to write a reply letter to 

his wife. There is no such welcome in her 

father’s family also. She now becomes the 

biggest burden to her step mother as well as to 

her two step sisters, and most importantly she 

becomes the huge problem to her step sisters to 

get marry since leukoderma is considered as the 

heredity problem. There is no one to help and 

support Anupama except her father, but he is 

also in his old age and suffers of poverty. In this 

situation she is at the verge of despair. She has 

the confidence that her husband’s love towards 

her is true and he will give his support so she 

has been waiting for the letter from her husband 

for months together, but the sadness is that 

there is no sign of reply from him. He could 

help her economically for her treatment but he 

does not. This is quiet devastating for her. In 

this situation only she realizes that her husband 

married her because of her bodily beauty and 

not for her inner character. He is not bold 

enough to accept the truth and he is not ready 

to face the society. He fails to realize the fact 

that marriage is a lifelong commitment. Even 

Anupama realizes that Anand has weakness for 

beauty and out of imagination only he has 

married. 

 At one point of time in her life she even 

decides to commit suicide. But she gathers 

courage and decides to leave her village. With 

the help of her friend she moves to Bombay and 

starts living her life with confidence and 

determination. In the initial stage she struggles 

a lot to get a permanent job, she even gets 

troubles from the other man in the society but 

she tackles all her problems. She starts working 

as a lecturer in a college and she feels solace and 

peace of mind from her students. 

 Sudha Murthy has portrayed two different 

society in this novel. At first she portrays the 

society where Anupama is totally unwanted, 

because of the lack of awareness in our people 

and society. But later she manages to establish 

herself as a dignified and self-esteemed woman. 

She gets help, support, love and care from her 
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surrounding and from her friends and that 

gives her progress in life. Even she receives a 

marriage proposal from a person who wants to 

marry her irrespective of her disease, whois 

attracted by her character and not by her 

beauty, but she rejects. There is a huge 

transformation in Anupama’s character. When 

she lives in Mumbai she becomes an 

independent woman and moreover she emerges 

into a different woman who does not care about 

what people talk about her. She becomes more 

matured and even stronger. 

 
Conclusion 

 This novel has an effective impact on 

readers because the issues which are discussed 

by the writer remain very much Indian. The 

writer has portrayed the typical Indian family. 

Though rich or poor, educated or illiterate the 

mindset of the people remain same. It seems 

that in Indian culture the bride has so many 

restrictions though the girl is very much 

talented, once she get married, eventually she 

sacrifices her ambition and aspirations, and 

starts living her life for others. The protagonist 

of this novel has been experiencing so much of 

emotional trauma in her life which in turn 

prepares her to have refinement in life and 

projects herself as an individual without losing 

identity. When she leads her life independently, 

she gets her real identity. She makes herself 

emotionally so strong and starts living each and 

every moment of her life. She has decided that 

she is not going to be that perfect person for 

someone; instead she takes the moment and 

makes it perfect for herself.  

 Leukoderma is neither contagious nor 

hereditary, but people are not completely aware 

of it so they are not ready to accept the truth so 

that they refuse to treat the affected people in 

good manner. In this novel, though Anupama’s 

husband is a doctor by profession, he is not 

ready to accept her wife with her disease, and 

terrified to introduce her in front of others. That 

small white patch in her body ruins her 

marriage life. The novel and its theme are very 

much relevant even in today’s lifestyle. Even the 

present postmodern world has prejudice and 

some false belief. In Anupama’s life she has 

faced so many difficulties and hurdles; almost 

she lost everything in her life. In spite of all her 

problems, she is able to achieve in life as well as 

retrieve her self-identity. The writer ends the 

novel with a positive message. The character of 

the female protagonist inspires people and it 

can encourage womanfolk to lead their life 

confidently. 

 The study of the novel Mahaswetha depicts 

the need to have self-exploration. One must 

experience the severe suffering. Here the female 

protagonist experiences so much of emotional 

trauma to become an independent woman. The 

writer mainly discusses about the issues like 

love and marriage, social taboos, life after 

marriage, Indian tradition, and society’s 

indifference towards the victims of disease like 

leukoderma. This paper mainly covers about the 

identity crisis, rehabilitation of the female 

protagonist after abandoned by the family. With 

the advancement of science and technology, the 

ethical value of human society has not increased 

rather decreased. And that’s the reason 

Anupama is abandoned by the society. 

Anupama is shown as a typical example of all 

the victims of leukoderma. But she fights 

against the ruthless society, and finally 

conquers it with full of courage and confidence, 

and finally achieves her real self.  
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Abstract 
 This paper attempts to study the emergence of Arabic literature and its influences in the Globalized world. The 
literature in Arabic has been frequently preserving literature from ancient civilization to be rediscovered in renaissance 
Europe as a conduit for transmitting literature from distant region. It is rarely read but simply re-translated into other 
standard languages. It also tries to trace how with western influence, Arabic litterateurs were constantly striving and 
drawing influence from their own literary heritage and indigenous sources. 
Keywords: Arabic literature – Classic and Modern, renaissance. 

 
Introduction 

 In Arabic the term for “literature” in the 

narrow English sense is Adab, best translated by 

the French term belles-lettres (“beautiful letters”), 

which conveys the combination of the aesthetic 

and didactic elements found in Adab more 

effectively than does the English term literature. 

However, the Arabic word used for literature 

"Adab" is derived from a meaning of etiquette 

and implies politeness, culture and enrichment. 

 Arabic literature emerged in the sixth 

century with only fragments of the written 

language appearing before then. It was the 

Qur'an in the seventh century which would 

have the greatest lasting effect on Arabic culture 

and its literature. Although it contains elements 

of both prose and poetry, and therefore is 

closest to Saj or rhymed prose, the Qur'an is 

regarded as entirely apart from these 

classifications. The text is believed to be divine 

revelation and is seen by Muslims as being 

eternal or 'uncreated'. This leads to the doctrine 

of i’jaz or inimitability of the Qur'an which 

implies that nobody can copy the work's style. 

 This doctrine of i’jaz possibly had a slight 

limiting effect on Arabic literature; proscribing 

exactly what could be written. Whilst Islam 

allows Muslims to write, read and recite poetry, 

the Qur'an states that poetry which is 

blasphemous, obscene, praiseworthy of sinful 

acts or attempts to challenge the Qu'ran's 

content and form is forbidden for Muslims.This 

may have exerted dominance over the pre-

Islamic poets of the 6th century whose 

popularity may have vied with the Qur'an 

amongst the people. The Qur’an is thus the 

primary and central authority for the 

community of Muslim believers throughout the 

world. Within the realm of Arabic literature, the 

Qur’an has played a foundational role and 

continues to serve much as the Bible does in the 

history of western literatures, as the major 

stylistic yardstick for literary expression in the 

Arabic language and as a major source of 

intertextual reference. Today, the availability of 

modern media has expanded still further the 

reach of the Qur’anic message, with the 

muezzin’s calls to prayer amplified across 

Islamic cities and television and radio devoting 

significant portions of their broadcast to 

recitations of the sacred text and commentaries 

on them. 

 Institutions were set up to investigate 

morefully the Islamic religion which were 

invaluable in studying many other subjects. 

Caliph HishamibnAbd al-Malik was 

instrumental in enriching the literature by 

instructing scholars to translate works into 

Arabid. The first was probably Aristotle’s 

Correspondence with Alexander, the Great, 

translated by Salim Abu Al-‘Ala’. From the east, 

and in a very different literary genre, the scholar 

Abdullah Ibn al-Muqaffa translated the animal 

fables of the Panchatantra. These translations 

would keep alive scholarship and learning, 

particularly that of ancient Greece, during the 
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Dark Ages in Europe and the works would 

often be first re-introduced to Europe from the 

Arabic versions. 

 
Classical Arabic Literature 

 Poetry:“The register of the Arabs” (dīwān al-

ʿArab) is the age-old phrase whereby Arabs 

have acknowledged the status and value that 

poetry has always retained within their cultural 

heritage. From the very earliest stages in the 

Arabic literary tradition, poetry has reflected the 

deepest sense of Arab self-identity, of 

communal history, and of aspirations for the 

future. Within this tradition the role of the poet 

has been of major significance. A large 

proportion of Arabic literature before the 20th 

century is in the form of poetry, and even prose 

from this period is either filled with snippets of 

poetry or is in the form of Saja or rhymed prose. 

The themes of the poetry range from high-flown 

hymns of praise to bitter personal attacks and 

from religious and mystical ideas to poems on 

women and wine. An important feature of the 

poetry which would be applied to all of the 

literature was the idea that it must be pleasing 

to the ear. The poetry and much of the prose 

was written with the design that it would be 

spoken aloud and great care was taken to make 

all writing as mellifluous as possible. 

 Fiction:In the Arab world, there was a great 

distinction between al-fus'ha (quality language) 

and al-ammiyyah (language of the common 

people). Not many writers would write works 

in this al-ammiyyah or common language and it 

was felt that literature had to be improving, 

educational and with purpose rather than just 

entertainment. This did not stop the common 

role of the hakawati or story-teller who would 

retell the entertaining parts of more educational 

works or one of the many Arabic fables or folk-

tales, which were often not written down in 

many cases. Nevertheless, some of the earliest 

novels, including the first philosophical novels, 

were written by Arabic authors. 

 Epic literature:The most famous example of 

Arabic fiction is the One Thousand and One 

Nights (Arabian Nights). It is easily the best 

known of all Arabic literature, and still affects 

many of the ideas non-Arabs have about Arabic 

culture. A good example of the lack of popular 

Arabic prose fiction is that the stories of 

Aladdin and Ali Baba, usually regarded as part 

of the Tales from One Thousand and One Nights, 

were not actually part of the Tales. They were 

first included in French translation of the Tales 

by Antoine Galland who heard them being told 

by a traditional storyteller and only existed in 

incomplete Arabic manuscripts before that. The 

other great character from Arabic literature 

Sinbad is from the Tales. 

 Maqama:Maqama not only straddles the 

divide between prose and poetry, being instead 

a form of rhymed prose, it is also part way 

between fiction and non-fiction. Over a series of 

short narratives, which are fictionalised versions 

of real life situations, different ideas are 

contemplated. A good example of this is a 

maqama on musk, which purports to compare 

the feature of different perfumes but is in fact a 

work of political satire comparing several 

competing rulers. Maqama also makes use of 

the doctrine of badi or deliberately adding 

complexity to display the writer's dexterity with 

language. Al-Hamadhani is regarded as the 

originator of the maqama and his work was 

taken up by Abu Muhammad al-Qasim al-

Hariri, his great successor who developed this 

into a vehicle for tremendous feats of stylish 

virtuositywith one of al-Hariri's maqama, a 

study of al-Hamadhani own work. Maqama 

was an incredibly popular form of Arabic 

literature, a genre which was much-favoured 

mode of prose expression for the intellectual 

elite of the Arabic-speaking world until the 

latter half of the 20th century, and which 

continued to be written during the decline of 

Arabic in the 17th and 18th centuries. 

 Romantic Literature: A famous example of 

romantic Arabic poetry is Layla and Majnun, 
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dating back to the Umayyad era in the 7th 

century. It is a tragic story of undying love 

much like the later Romeo and Juliet, which was 

itself said to have been inspired by a Latin 

version of Layla and Majnun to an extent. 

 There were several elements of courtly love 

which were developed in Arabic literature, 

namely the notions of "love for love's sake" and 

"exaltation of the beloved lady," which have 

been traced back to Arabic literature of the ninth 

and tenth centuries. The notion of the 

"ennobling power" of love was developed in the 

early eleventh century by the Persian 

psychologist and philosopher, IbnSina (known 

as "Avicenna" in Europe), in his Arabic treatise 

Risalafi'l-Ishq(Treatise on Love). The final element 

of courtly love, the concept of "love as desire 

never to be fulfilled," was also at times implicit 

in Arabic poetry. 

 Plays: While puppet theatre and passion 

plays were popular in the medieval Islamic 

world, live theatre and drama has only been a 

visible part of Arabic literature in the modern 

era. There may have been a much longer 

theatrical tradition but it was probably not 

regarded as legitimate literature and mostly 

went unrecorded. There is an ancient tradition 

of public performance amongst Shi'i Muslims of 

a play depicting the life and death of al-Husayn 

at the battle of Karbala in 680 CE. There are also 

several plays composed by Shams al-din 

Muhammad ibn Daniyal in the 13th century 

when he mentions that older plays are getting 

stale and offers his new works as fresh material. 

 The most popular forms of theater in the 

medieval Islamic world were puppet theatre 

(which included hand puppets, shadow plays 

and marionette productions) and live passion 

plays known as ta’ziya, where actors re-enact 

episodes from Muslim history. 

 The Moors had a noticeable influence on the 

works of George Peele and William 

Shakespeare. Some of their works featured 

Moorish characters, such as Peele's The Battle of 

Alcazar and Shakespeare's The Merchant of 

Venice, Titus Andronicus and Othello, which 

featured a Moorish Othello as its title character. 

These works are said to have been inspired by 

several Moorish delegations from Morocco to 

Elizabethan England at the beginning of the 

17th century, ignoring the fact that The Merchant 

of Venice and Titus Andronicus were both penned 

in the 16th century. 

 
Modern Arabic Literature 

 A revival took place in Arabic literature 

during the nineteenth century along with much 

of Arabic culture and it is referred to in Arabic 

as al-Nahda, or Renaissance. This resurgence of 

writing in Arabic was confined mainly to Egypt 

until the twentieth century when it spread to 

other countries in the region. This Renaissance 

was not only felt within the Arab world but also 

beyond with a great interest in the translating of 

Arabic works into European languages. 

Although the use of the Arabic language was 

revived, many of the tropes of the previous 

literature which served to make it so ornate and 

complicated were dropped. Also the western 

forms of the short story and the novel were 

preferred over the traditional Arabic forms. 

 Just as in the eighth century when a 

movement to translate ancient Greek and other 

literature helped vitalize Arabic literature, 

another translation movement would offer new 

ideas and material for Arabic. An early popular 

success was The Count of Monte Cristo which 

spurred a host of historical novels on Arabic 

subjects. Two important translators were Rifa'ah 

al -Tahtawi and Jabra Ibrahim Jabra. 

 Major political change in the region during 

the mid-twentieth century caused problems for 

writers. Many suffered censorship and some, 

such as Sun'allah Ibrahim and Abdul 

RahmanMunif, were imprisoned. At the same 

time, others who had written works supporting 

or praiseworthy of governments were promoted 

to positions of authority within cultural bodies. 

Non-fiction writers and academics have also 

produced political polemics and criticisms 
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aiming to re-shape Arabic politics. Some of the 

best known are Taha Hussein's The Future of 

Culture in Egypt which was an important work 

of Egyptian nationalism and the works of 

Nawal el-Saadawi who campaigns for women's 

rights. 

 Modern Arabic Poetry: In the beginning of 

19th and early 20th centuries, as part of what is 

now called "the Arabic renaissance" or "al-

Nahda", poets like Francis Marrash, Ahmad 

Shawqi and Hafiz Ibrahim began to explore the 

possibility of developing the classical poetic 

forms. Some of these neoclassical poets were 

acquainted with Western literature but mostly 

continued to write in classical forms, while 

others, denouncing blind imitation of classical 

poetry and its recurring themes, sought 

inspiration from French or English romanticism. 

 The next generation of poets, the so-called 

romantic poets, had begun to a far greater 

extent to absorb the impact of developments in 

Western poetry, and felt constrained by neo-

classical traditions which the previous 

generation had tried to uphold. The Mahjari 

poets were emigrants who mostly wrote in the 

Americas, but were similarly beginning to 

experiment further with the possibilities of 

Arabic poetry. This experimentation continued 

in the Middle East throughout the first half of 

the 20th century. 

 After World War II, there was a largely 

unsuccessful movement by several poets to 

write poems in free verse (shi'rhurr). Iraqi poets 

BadrShakir al-Sayyab and Nazik Al-Malaika 

(1923-2007), are considered to be the originators 

of free verse in Arabic poetry. Most of these 

experiments were abandoned in favour of prose 

poetry, of which the first examples in modern 

Arabic literature are to be found in the writings 

of Francis Marrash, and of which two of the 

most influential proponents were Nazik al-

Malaika and ImanMersal. The development of 

modernist poetry also influenced poetry in 

Arabic. More recently, poets such as Adunis 

have pushed the boundaries of stylistic 

experimentation even further. 

 Poetry retains a very important status in the 

Arab world. Mahmoud Darwish was regarded 

as the Palestinian national poet, and his funeral 

was attended by thousands of mourners. Syrian 

poet NizarQabbani addressed less political 

themes, but was regarded as a cultural icon, and 

his poems provide the lyrics for many popular 

songs. 

 Modern Arabic Novels: Characteristic of 

the nahda period of revival were two distinct 

trends. The Neo-Classical movement sought to 

rediscover the literary traditions of the past, and 

was influenced by traditional literary genres 

such as the maqama and the One Thousand and 

One Nights. In contrast, the Modernist 

movement began by translating Western works, 

primarily novels, into Arabic. 

 Individual authors in Syria, Lebanon, and 

Egypt created original works by imitating the 

classical maqama. The most prominent of these 

was al-Muwaylihi, whose book, The Hadithof 

Issaibn Hisham, critiqued Egyptian society in the 

period of Ismail. This work constitutes the first 

stage in the development of the modern Arabic 

novel. This trend was furthered by 

GeorgyZeidan, a Lebanese Christian writer who 

immigrated with his family to Egypt following 

the Damascus riots of 1860. In the early 

twentieth century, Zeidan serialized his 

historical novels in the Egyptian newspaper al-

Hilal. These novels were extremely popular 

because of their clarity of language, simple 

structure, and the author's vivid imagination. 

Two other important writers from this period 

were Khalil Gibran and Mikha'ilNa'ima, both of 

whom incorporated philosophical musings into 

their works. 

 Nevertheless, literary critics do not consider 

the works of these four authors to be true 

novels, but rather indications of the form that 

the modern novel would assume. Many of these 

critics point to Zaynab, a novel by Muhammad 

HusaynHaykal as the first true Arabic-language 
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novel, while others point to AdraaDenshawi by 

Muhammad TahirHaqqi. 

 A common theme in the modern Arabic 

novel is the study of family life with obvious 

resonances with the wider family of the Arabic 

world. Many of the novels have been unable to 

avoid the politics and conflicts of the region 

with war often acting as background to small 

scale family dramas. 

 Naquib Mahfouz, who in 1988 became the 

first Arab writer to win the Nobel Prize for 

Literature, is acknowledged as the writer who 

brought the Arabic novel to a stage of complete 

maturity and acceptance within the Arabic-

speaking world. Over his lengthy career he 

experimented with technique in a variety of 

ways. He started with the social realism of his 

“quarters” novels, each one set in a different 

section (quarter) of the old city of Cairo, which 

culminated in the justly famous Cairo Trilogy 

(1956–57). He then turned to a more symbolic 

mode in his novels of the 1960s (with examples 

such as Al-Liṣ ṣ wa al-kilāb [1961; The Thief and 

The Dogs] and Thartharahfawq al-Nīl[1966; 

“Chatter on the Nile”]). Thereafter he participated 

with the members of a younger novelistic 

generation in a variety of explorations of newer 

modes and styles while still casting a critical eye 

on developments in his own homeland and 

reflecting on the major issues confronting the 

citizens of the Third World. 

 Modern Plays: Modern Arabic drama 

began to be written in the nineteenth century 

chiefly in Egypt and mainly influenced and in 

imitation of French works. It was not until the 

twentieth century that it began to develop a 

distinctly Arab flavor and be seen elsewhere. 

The most important Arab playwright was 

Tawfiq al-Hakim whose first play was a re-

telling of the Qur'anic story of the Seven 

sleepers and the second an epilogue for the 

Thousand and One Nights. Other important 

dramatists of the region include Yusuf al'Ani of 

Iraq and Saadallah Wannous of Syria. 

 Arabic drama seemed likely to remain a 

problematic genre in the 21st century, but one 

fulfilling an important cultural function. By 

daring to raise issues of political and social 

importance in a public forum and by testing the 

limits of the local and the pan-Arabic worlds 

through experiments with language, it showed 

signs of illustrating many of the larger areas of 

concern within the Arabic-speaking countries. 

While the status of drama and its practitioners 

varied widely across the region, it remained an 

invaluable outlet for popular sentiment and 

creative energy. 

 
Influence of Arabic Literature in the 

Globalized World 

 Views about Arabic literature in the 

globalized world: Literature in Arabic has been 

influential outside the Islamic world. One of the 

first important translations of Arabic literature 

was Robert of Ketton's translation of the Qur'an 

in the twelfth century but it would not be until 

the early eighteenth century that much of 

Arabic's diverse literature would be recognised, 

largely due to Arabists such as Forster 

Fitzgerald Arbuthnot and his books such as 

Arabic Authors: A Manual of Arabian History 

and Literature. 

 Antoine Galland's translation of the 

Thousand and One Nights was the first major 

work in Arabic which found great success 

outside the Muslim world. Other significant 

translators were Friedrich Rückert and Richard 

Burton, along with many working at Fort 

William, India. The Arabic works and many 

more in other eastern languages fuelled a 

fascination in Orientalism within Europe. 

Works of dubious 'foreign' morals were 

particularly popular but even these were 

censored for content, such as homosexual 

references, which were not permitted in 

Victorian society. Most of the works chosen for 

translation helped confirm the stereotypes of 

the audiences with many more still 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/The-Cairo-Trilogy
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Third-World
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untranslated. Few modern Arabic works have 

been translated into other languages. 

 However, towards the end of the twentieth 

century, there was an increase of translations of 

Arabic books into other languages, and Arabic 

authors began to receive acclaim. Egyptian 

writer Naguib Mahfouz has most if not all of his 

works translated after he won the 1988 Nobel 

Prize for Literature. Several other writers, 

including Abdul Rahman Munif and TayebSalih 

have been taken quite seriously by Western 

scholars, and both Alaa Al Aswany's The 

Yacoubian Building and Rajaa al-Sanea'sGirls of 

Riyadh attracted significant Western media 

attention in the first decade of the twenty-first 

century. 
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Abstract 
 Woman in Hindi Novels appeared during 30s and 40s defying the social and moral code and quite a few writers of the 
80s and 90s have cast her and seen her in the traditional mould. Mahadevi Verma finds the limits of dignities imposed by 
as woman’s own soul much more definitive than any social parameters of her virtue. Nasira Sharma’s Shalamli (1987) and 
Mahrukh seek equality in marriage and other relationships. They don’t want to become manlike. They want to remain 
womanly and retain their felinity – yet theirs is the search for dignity and for equality. The Women writers of present 
time, like Basant Kumari, Binapani Mohanty, Pratibha Roy, Yashodhara Mishra deal at large with the socio – 
psychological problems of woman, with a deep sense of involvement in the present male dominated society and its 
callousness towards human values. Mahasweta Devi, Winner of the Padamshree and the Sahitya Academy award is not 
professedly a feminist. Madavi kutti or Kamala Das as she is known, is the great feminist writer of the modern age. She 
even seems to go to the extent of justifying free sex for her women. Thus these pictures of Indian Women presented by 
Indian authors in different Indian languages, prove that, for India, feminism is a reality. 
 
Introduction 
 Indian Literatures is not limited to 
literatures written in English by Indians. The 
emerging New Woman and her image in 
literatures, especially fiction, is a product of the 
inevitable transformation taking place in our 
society; as the country marches ached to cater 
with the rest of the world. This study presents a 
wide spectrum of images of woman in fiction of 
various Indian languages. Taken together, they 
present unity in diversity and unfold the story 
of Indian Woman hood. 
 
Women Writers in India 

 Woman in Hindi Novels appeared during 

30s and 40s defying the social and moral code 

and quite a few writers of the 80s and 90s have 

cast her and seen her in the traditional mould. 

The problem of representation of women in 

Hindi fiction has three dimensions: (a) larger 

assumptions and attitudes, (b) roles and 

relationships and (c) social conditions 

governing women. In Shivani’s Do Sakhiyan, 

old mothers are dumped in the old people’s 

house by their pragmatic children. The two 

mothers some how manage to overcome their 

sentimental attachment to their children and 

become self – sufficient and retain their dignity. 

In Kusum Anal’s Rekhakriti (1989), Vinny the 

widowed mother of grown up Malavika, 

marries Pierre for purely sensual pleasure. She 

is a social climber. The irony is that Malavika 

seeks her uncle’s permission for her mother’s 

marriage to Pierre. 

 Bhagavati Charan Verma offers a new 

interpretation of virtue and sin in Chitralekha 

(1934). We indulge neither in sin nor in piety, 

we only do what we have to do. In Atee ke chal 

– Chitra ‘ (1948), Mahadevi Verma finds the 

limits of dignities imposed by as woman’s own 

soul much more definitive than any social 

parameters of her virtue. The female psyche is 

changed aas it is no longer imperative to marry 

the man you love or to love the man your 

marry. Pre – marital and extra – marital 

relations are still a cause for anxiety but not for 

supreme or outright condemnation. And then 

there is this a new image of our librated women. 

 The ‘New Woman’ cannot remain confined 

to her role as a housewife. Vismita of Manjul 

Bhagat’s Tirchhi Bauchbba (1984) bored with 

the monotony of household routine, symbolises 

a woman’s need to establish her identity and 

her individuality. Nasira Sharma’s Shalamli 

(1987) and Mahrukh seek equality in marriage 

and other relationships. They don’t want to 

become manlike. They want to remain womanly 

and retain their felinity – yet theirs is the search 

for dignity and for equality. They jobs, they are 

educated women wishing to make their 
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marriages work. They may have limitations but 

they try to tell the right from and strive for 

fullness of perception and being. 

 Woman in Oriya and Assamese Fiction hold 

a significant place. The noble women from the 

pages of history (Meera, Laxmibai, Jaimati, 

Padmini) were influential in forming a certain 

image of woman in the minds of male writers 

and their women characters reflected those 

virtues.  

 The Women writers of present time, like 

Basant Kumari, Binapani Mohanty, Pratibha 

Roy, Yashodhara Mishra deal at large with the 

socio – psychological problems of woman, with 

a deep sense of involvement in the present male 

dominated society and its callousness towards 

human values. Heroines of some of these 

women writes boldly protest and assert their 

right in the society with grace and dignity. The 

women Characters struggle for a viable human 

identity in the context of rapid social change. 

 A revolutionary image of queen 

Phuleshwari is presented in the novel Kono 

Khed Nai (1967) by Padma Barkotoky. Queen 

Phulewari of Assam rose from the status of a 

temple dancer to become the powerful queen of 

Ahom dynasty. 

 Woman in Bengali Fiction exerts a regal 

dignity and a maternal compassion, which 

makes her the motivating force within a society 

or household. It is only rarely that a women has 

felt the need for a feminists’ struggle in Bengali 

literature. 

 The Writers world of Ashapurna Devi is not 

her own personal world. Rather, it is an 

extensions of home worlds of all of us. Touched 

by her per, all roles, all characters, come alive in 

front of us. Something as a new bride; 

sometimes as a Woman, as a loving woman in 

whose womb a new world is beginning, 

sometimes as an old helpless woman watching 

the changes in the society, from a prison cell. 

She is known for her strong female characters. 

she was also called ‘Kitchen writer’. 

 Mahasweta Devi, Winner of the 

Padamshree and the Sahitya Academy award is 

not professedly a feminist. In the Neanderthal 

darkness of the tribal forests where her novels 

are rooted, it is a struggle against the extinction 

of an entire species of the petty peasant: 

“Feminism is too un bane a world. Nor is there 

any fortress of male chauvinism to conquer. 

Men and women fight shoulder to shoulder, 

against a common foe: The Establishment.” 

Mahasweta Devi’s women are black, barbaric 

and beautiful – Monolithic with the primeval 

purity of the blackstone and red soil, they 

spring from. Mahasweta Devi’s women emerge 

as sources of simple strenghjt and indomitable 

rural courage to their men. Her novels abound 

in examples of simple ‘ The Pure Women; 

(Hardy). Pure in the true undiluted black blood 

of the racial society. Her heroin’s do not 

discriminate between class – consciousness and 

gender - consciousness. They are feminist only 

insofar as the immediacy and elemental appeal 

of her female rebels far surpass those of her 

men. 

 The image of woman in Indian regional 

fiction differs not only in her realization of her 

individual dignity and sense of equality with 

man but also in her individual recognition of 

her physical as well as psychological needs. 

 An interesting work in this connection is a 

modern interpretation of the character of 

Mahadevi by a largely feminist writer, 

Anupama Niranjan. Her Novel Mahadevi 

delineats the circumstances in which princess 

mahdevi, daughter of king Yayati, is offered for 

a short period to a Brahmin disciple of sage 

Vishwamitra to enable him to pay his 

Gurudakshina. She has then to suffer as being 

made over in succession to three separate kings 

to each of whom she bears a child, she is 

restored to her father who arranges for her 

Swayamwara in due course for giving her 

properly in marriage. Anupama’s Mahadevi 

Protests against such exploitation of women and 

rejects the Swayamwara.  
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 The pioneering novelist of Malayalam, 

Madavi kutti or Kamala Das as she is known, is 

the great feminist writer of the modern age. She 

even seems to go to the extent of justifying free 

sex for her women. According to her, it is not 

Prostitution is when one is forced to go to bed 

with a man one does not like, even if he is her 

own husband. Rajalakshmi explored the female 

psyche in her two novels A Way and Some 

Shadows and Ego. 

 
Conclusion 

 Thus these pictures of Indian Women 

presented by Indian authors in different Indian 

languages, prove that, for India, feminism is a 

reality. It exists everywhere ; though in a 

different form and level. Indian Womanhood is 

on the crossroads. More and more women 

writers are becoming iconoclasts. They are not 

satisfied with just ‘Roti, Kapda and Makaan;. 

they want something more. the need of the hour 

is to explore the feminine psyche. To 

understand the female folk, their innermost 

desires, thought process and their individuality 

must be considered in the right spirit. 

 The need is to remove the gender bias and 

to give equal opportunities and equal rights to 

survive.  
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Abstract 
 At the heart of the problem lies the question of how to interpret the reasons for Okonkwo’s downfall or fate. The 
paper suggests that a number of different sources of explanation appear to be plausible at various levels, but it goes on to 
demonstrate that at least some of these putative explanations are incompatible if not mutually exclusive. The more 
general difficulty arising from this is that several of these explanations are underpinned by worldviews which differ from 
and even conflict with each other. The article intends, therefore, through an exploration of the possible reasons for 
Okonkwo’s demise, to consider what outlook the novel finally supports and, indeed, whether the novel’s outlook is 
coherent at all. The chief conclusion is that although the overall perspective of the novel is highly complex, it does not 
necessarily follow that the actual meaning of the novel itself is illogical or self- contradictory. 
Keywords: downfall, self-contradictory, outcasts. 

 

 Things Fall Apart tends to ignore or gloss 

over the apparent inconsistencies in the novel’s 

out- look. What is at stake here is not merely 

an issue of textual ambiguity or interpretative 

complexity. It has, after all, long been an 

accepted tenet of liberal aesthetics as well as 

postcolonial criticism that literary texts are 

susceptible of multiple readings. Nor is it 

simply a matter of different characters in the 

novel holding divergent beliefs about the 

world. The question, rather, is one of possible 

illogicality and incoherence in terms of the 

perspective on life which the novel as a whole 

advances. It does not seem possible, for 

instance, for existence to be both random and 

not random at the same time; nor does it seem 

logical simultaneously to assert and to deny 

the reality of divine justice as a controlling 

principle in the universe. Yet this seems, on the 

face of it, to be precisely what Things Fall Apart 

does in supporting at least two, if not more, 

mutually contradictory worldviews. 

 From the outset it is important to 

acknowledge that the primary motive cause 

for Okonkwo’s destruction must be located in 

the fact of British colonisation of Igboland. 

However, if the British had not come to 

Umuofia, the clan would not have fallen apart 

and Okonkwo would not have been led to 

commit suicide. Of course it is true that there 

are flaws and contradictions in Umuofian clan 

tradition which give rise to internal tensions 

and which alienate certain members of the 

society. These include such specific instances 

as the throwing away of twins, the irrational 

taboo of the osu or outcasts, as well as, at times, 

the apparently senseless decrees of the gods 

and oracle, which produce fear and 

uncertainty rather than stability in the society. 

More generally, there is the societal privileging 

of masculine, warrior-like qualities which 

leads to the marginalization of the gentle and 

the weak, such as Unoka and Nwoye; of the 

unsuccessful, who are labelled efulefu, or 

worthless men; and, most notably, of women, 

who are everywhere rendered subordinate to 

patriarchal domination. There is also the 

instance of Okonkwo’s seven-year banishment 

from the clan, which seems an overly harsh 

penalty for an inadvertent crime, and which 

causes Obierika, at least, to question the fitness 

of the punishment. 

 Nevertheless, Achebe is at pains in the 

lengthy first part of the novel to establish that 

Umuofian society is generally stable and 

coherent, and that such flaws as do exist are 

insufficient in and of themselves to cause the 

implosion of the clan. So much is clear from 

the sheer fact of the clan’s persistence through 
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time, as well as from the degree of flexibility 

and ethical discrimination which it 

demonstrates itself capable of on occasions. 

For instance, Ogbuefi Ezeudu reveals that 

Umuofia at some time in the past repealed the 

death penalty for breaking the Peace of Ani 

“because it spoilt the peace which it was meant 

to preserve” (23), and further that it has 

rejected as “a bad custom” (23) the practice of 

neighbouring clans such as Obodoani of 

regarding a man dying during the Week of 

Peace as an abomination. Thus it seems likely 

that had the British not come to Umuofia, the 

clan would simply have continued much as it 

had done in the past, and that Okonkwo 

would have returned from exile to a largely 

unchanged situation in which he would have 

been able to strive once more for a place of 

eminence in the clan. 

 As it turns out, however, Okonkwo 

returns to a society which is not merely 

somewhat different from the one he knew, but 

which is, rather, radically and 

comprehensively transmuted in the deepest 

possible sense. As he soon discovers on his 

homecoming, “the clan had under- gone such 

profound change during his exile that it was 

barely recog- nizable”, and hence he mourns 

“for the clan, which he saw breaking up and 

falling apart” (129). 

 The degree of this social change may be 

measured by contrasting the two “great 

assemblies” which take place in the novel. The 

first, described in chapter two, occurs prior to 

colonisation, and highlights the orderly and 

cohesive nature of Umuofia as a typically 

acephelous, pantisocratic Igbo clan. The 

assembly has been called to determine what to 

do about the murder of an Umuofian woman 

by a man from the neighboring clan of 

Mbaino. The whole clan gathers at the market-

place and after everyone has been given an 

opportunity to speak, the clan collectively 

decides “to follow the normal course of action” 

(8) by dispatching an ultimatum of war 

through its emissary, Okonkwo. This decision, 

however, is condition- al upon the sanction of 

its Oracle, for the clan would never embark on 

“a fight of blame” (9). When Okonkwo returns 

with a virgin and a youth as Mbaino’s 

payment of compensation, he reports to the 

elders, or ndichie, who decide “as everybody 

knew they would” (9) that the girl should go to 

the widower (though the lad’s fate remains 

undetermined at this point). Elsewhere in Part 

One of the novel, justice is seen being 

dispensed in the clan by the priests of the 

gods, and by the egwugwu, or masked 

manifestations of the clan’s ancestral spirits. 

As such, the impression created is of a society 

with multiple centers of power – great 

assembly, elders, ancestors, oracle, gods – in 

which the material and spiritual domains co-

operate in an integrated and harmonious way 

to ensure the efficient functioning and survival 

of the clan. 

 However, by the time of the second great 

assembly, depicted in chapter twenty-four, 

everything has changed. The assembly, which 

is called to debate what to do about the 

missionaries and their converts, seems 

doomed to futility from the outset as the social 

conditions which gave such assemblies 

meaning have been irrevocably undermined. 

For example, on this occasion not all the clan is 

present at the meeting as many former 

members “have broken from the clan and gone 

their several ways” (143). Instead of clan 

unanimity, there are deeply conflicting 

opinions. Instead of following customary 

procedures of interclan warfare, the clan is 

faced with the unthinkable and unprecedented 

prospect of civil war and of having to 

shed clansmen’s blood. Instead of relying 

on oracular guidance, the power of the Oracle 

seems to have utterly dissipated – indeed, the 

last reference to the Oracle occurs some time 

earlier when the priestess, Chielo, 

sociologically excoriates the Christians, 

though, tellingly, only in her personal, secular 
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capacity (101). Finally, instead of the clan 

collectively deciding on a course of action, 

Okonkwo, confronted by the District 

Commissioner’s kotma, acts im- pulsively and 

alone in cutting him down. In response, the 

great assem- bly, far from supporting 

Okonkwo, breaks up into tumult and fright. 

 It is vital to see; therefore, that Umuofia as 

a clan qua clan does not survive. Individual 

members of the clan may adapt to and even 

prosper under the new Anglo-Christian 

dispensation, but the overarching tradi- tions 

of the clan as a socio-religious entity are 

effectively obliterated. And it is equally vital to 

recognize that for Okonkwo the destruction of 

the clan is personally catastrophic. All the 

ambitions and efforts of his life have been 

indissolubly bound up with the traditional 

values and institutions of Umuofian culture: 

his prestige and wealth as a successful farmer; 

his prowess at wrestling; his renown as a 

warrior and the emissary of war; his position 

as one of the nine egwugwu; his endeavors to 

take further titles; his seemingly inevitable 

elevation to the status of elder. All of this is 

summed up in his express career ambition to 

become “one of the lords of the clan” (19). But 

the missionary dispensation clearly espouses a 

very different system of values: universal 

brotherhood and equality, acceptance of the 

weak, and pacifism. Nor is this evangelical 

mission politically or economically neutral, but 

is closely connected, as Obierika realises (124), 

with British political and trade interests. And 

indeed, such interests are to be imposed as 

part of a ruthless imperialistic project 

(personified in the novel by the District 

Commissioner) which regards the 

authochthonous cultures as “primitive” (148) 

and whose intention is to subjugate the 

indigenous peoples to British colonial rule. It is 

clear, therefore, why Okonkwo is so grimly 

determined to extirpate the foreigners and to 

restore the old traditional order, for it is only 

under the old order that he can succeed, and 

his whole life has been driven by his obsessive 

need for personal success and his fear of 

failure. When the second great assembly 

breaks up, he realises that the clan itself has 

disintegrated and his whole life’s endeavour 

has been reduced to no- thing. He commits 

suicide, not out of fear of the inevitable judicial 

retri- bution of the new administration, but 

rather out of the knowledge that the very 

meaning of his life has been destroyed. 

 To this it must be added, as numerous 

commentators have noted, that Okonkwo is in 

any event temperamentally unsuited to 

change. Partly as a result of his own peculiar 

psychological disposition, and partly as a 

result of the social and familial 

circumstances which have helped for his 

personality, he cannot bend or adapt. A 

violent, misoneistic, autho- ritarian character 

who is fiercely self-dependent, he believes he 

can survive anything because of his “inflexible 

will” (18). When, however, he and his clan are 

confronted by a militarily superior alien force 

which cannot be defeated by weight of arms, it 

is Okonkwo’s wilful inflexibility itself which 

renders him incapable of adaptation and 

which makes his destruction ineluctable. 

 While Achebe does write with sensitivity 

and empathy for the Ibo, he does not hide the 

fact that many of their rituals and traditions 

rest on questionable foundations. Ibo society 

encourages or even demands certain practices 

which are harmful to its Constituents. A prime 

example is the story of the boy Ikemefuna. 

Though he is innocent the crime in question 

regarding the murder of an Umofian girl in 

Mbaino – tradition Nonetheless dictates that 

he must leave his family and his home to serve 

as a reparation for the offense. His first days in 

Umofia are full of suffering: “At first 

Ikemefuna was afraid. Once or twice he tried 

to run away, but he did not know where to 

begin. He thought of his mother and his three-

year old sister and wept bitterly. When 

Okonkwo heard that he would not eat any 
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food he came into the hut with a big stick in 

his hand and stood over him while he 

swallowed his yams, trembling. A few 

moments later he went behind the hut and 

began to vomit painfully” (27-8). It seems 

ridiculous that all this pain should be inflicted 

upon an innocent child as a means of 

reprimand for a murder he did not commit.  

 Yet things get even worse for Ikemefuna 

when the oracle arbitrarily and suddenly 

decides he should be killed. Nwoye’s reaction 

to the murder of Ikemefuna is particularly 

interesting. Although he is unable to put his 

feelings into exact words, he is able to isolate 

them and describe them: “As soon as his father 

walked in, that night, Nwoye knew that 

Ikemefuna had been killed, and something 

seemed to give way inside him, like the 

snapping of a tightened bow. He did not cry. 

He just hung limp” (61). Nwoye also 

remembers feeling this way when he heard the 

cry of abandoned twins (61). His young 

conscience instinctively knows something is 

amiss in both of these situations, and they 

leave him feeling worried and empty. Nwoye 

is one of those rare people who actually 

question the customs of Ibo society rather than 

submissively following. His ability to step 

back and question the practices of his own 

society probably stems from his dissatisfaction 

with its beliefs; he has been repulsed the 

excessive brutality of his father: “Nwoye knew 

that it was right to be masculine and to be 

violent, but somehow he still preferred the 

stories that his mother used to tell, and which 

she no doubt still told to her younger children 

– stories of the tortoise and his wily ways, and 

of the bird eneke-nti-oba who challenged the 

whole world to a wrestling contest and was 

finally thrown by the cat” (53).  

 Before the Christians ever arrive, Nwoye is 

deeply uncomfortable about the deadly 

customs surrounding him. But as long as 

believers in those customs surround him, his 

feeling can never become more than a vague 

uneasiness. The only other significant 

character to doubt his own Ibo customs is 

Obierika. After Okonkwo is exiled for seven 

years because of an accidental killing, Obierika 

ponders, “Why should a man suffer so 

grievously for an offense he had committed 

inadvertently? But although he thought for a 

long time he found no answer. He was merely 

led into greater complexities. He remembered 

his wife’s twin children, whom he had thrown 

away. What crime had they committed?” (125). 

And, of course, he can find no answers 

because there is no rational basis for the 

infanticide or the harshness of Okonkwo’s 

punishment. He knows only that the earthly 

goddess decrees these things. This quells his 

uneasy questioning for the time being, but 

does not truly resolve any of his questions. 

Like Nwoye, he is too much a product of his 

Ibo culture to truly challenge any aspect of it 

independently. Moreover, he remains loyal to 

his Ibo values until the end, whereas Nwoye’s 

discontent eventually leads him to convert to 

Christianity. These characters are instances of 

a rift growing in the society of the Ibo.  

 Okonkwo yearns for the old days, “when 

men were men” (200). He is at first disgusted 

with Nwoye’s gentleness and laziness, and later 

outraged when his compatriots fail to take up 

arms against the Christians. His attitude toward 

those around him is more than simply an 

outgrowth of his brutal machismo; it is a 

staunch defense of Ibo values and 5religion. 

One of the elders of Mbanta recognizes 

Okonkwo as guardian of the old ways, and 

praises him for strengthening the bonds of the 

village with a great feast. However, his words to 

the younger generation are less optimistic: “But 

I fear for you young people because you do not 

understand how strong is the bond of kinship. 

You do not know what it is to speak with one 

voice. And what is the result? An abominable 

religion has settled among you. A man can now 

leave his father and his brothers” (167). The 

village elder and Okonkwo both realize the 
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importance of “the bond of kinship” and the 

tremendous danger of its absence. Neither 

would dream of questioning the sacred decrees 

of the Earth goddess as Nwoye and Obierika do. 

Thus Ibo society stands divided and disunited, 

a ripe opportunity for the Christian 

missionaries.  

 On one side are the defenders of traditional 

Ibo values – Okonkwo and the other important 

men of the clan; on the other side are social 

misfits who feel vaguely dissatisfied with Ibo 

society – Nwoye and others, such as the 

outcasts, or osu. Thus the Ibo prepare the 

opportunity for the Christian missionaries 

themselves. The downfall of Ibo society is a 

product of both the white man’s external 

influence and increasing internal disunity. The 

situa tion is similar to that of a tragic hero 

whose tragic fall is necessitated only by the 

combination of a tragic flaw in his character and 

the uncontrollable forces working against him. 

Obviously Ibo society would have continued to 

prosper had the white men not arrived and 

attempted to control it; however, the coming of 

the Europeans alone was not enough to destroy 

the Ibo. Had they stood their ground and 

defended their traditions as urged by Okonkwo, 

they could have protected their way of life. But 

perhaps such a defense would merely be 

delaying the inevitable; there was probably little 

the Ibo could do if the missionaries brought 

military reinforcements. In any case, if Ibo 

society can be compared to a tragic hero, it’s 

irrational beliefs would be its tragic flaw. It was 

these beliefs which directly alienated members 

of society, such as Nwoye, Nneka, and the osu, 

and created a rift within the Ibo. While such 

beliefs and customs are certainly evidence of the 

depth of Ibo culture, their irrational basis could 

not withstand the white man’s defiance of them, 

as shown by the church’s survival in the Evil 

Forest. Ironically, it is these beliefs – the 

presence of a social structure, the development 

of a religion – which not only show the richness 

of Ibo culture, but also lead to its downfall.  
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Abstract 
 The Hungry Tide (2005) is a novel by Indian author Amitav Ghosh. Taking place in the aftermath of the devastating 
2004 Tsunami in the Indian Ocean that devastated the entire area, The Hungry Tide takes place primarily in the 
Sundarbans, a massive mangrove forest that is split between West Bengal in India and Bangladesh. Containing tigers, 
crocodiles, and various other predators, it serves as a dramatic backdrop for Ghosh’s story of the environment, faith, class 
structure, and the complex history of India in terms of colonialism and sectarian conflict. 
Like all of Ghosh’s novels, The Hungry Tide contains a wide array of characters and settings that intersect throughout the 
novel. The historical characters portrayed in the novels of Amitav Ghosh are the true representatives of the socio-cultural 
and political set up of the region, culture or nation concerned; whereas the fictional characters seem to have their prototype 
in the society but is subjected to transformation to suit the texture of the work. 

 
Introduction 

 Postcolonial discourses in general, stem 

from The historical experience of colonialism. 

The postcolonial writers all over the world 

assert that their countries possessed a 

prestigious history, culture and heritage; and 

they also valorize the past from which they 

have drawn the raw material for their works. 

Postcolonial discourses cease to be mere 

adaptations of the West. A radical dismantling 

of the European codes and a postcolonial 

subversion and appropriation of dominant 

European discourses become visible in the 

process of cultural decolonization. The 

traditional view that all ethnic and cultural 

groups as having unique characteristics and that 

they are bound with their own territorial entity 

and cultural roots has been interrogated in 

postcolonial discourses. The study intends to 

utilize the primary works of Amitav Ghosh and 

the secondary sources of information to explore 

the confluence of history and human insights. 

All the fictional and non-fictional works 

including travelogues, prose pieces and articles 

of Amitav Gosh are reviewed. However, the 

thesis will be confined to the following five 

novels: The Circle of Reason (1986) The shadow 

Lines (1988) The Calcutta Chromosome (1996) 

The Glass Palace (2000) and The Hungry Tied 

(2004) The major non-fictional works of Amitav 

Ghosh such as In an Antique Land (1992) and 

Dancing in Cambodia, At Large in Burma (1998) 

and the collection of prose pieces titled The 

Imam and the Indian (2002) have also been 

analyzed to support the ideas expressed in his 

novels. 

 When the ecological and environmental 

problems pose a great threat to the existence of 

living beings on earth, it is mandatory on the 

part of the contemporary writers to raise the 

consciousness of the people across the globe 

and find solutions for the problems. Ghosh in 

his latest novel The Hungry Tied (2004) warns 

humanity of an impending ecological disaster. 

Unless people are ready to discard some of the 

crazy ideas of development, designated as 

‘maldevelopment’ by Vandana Siva (Merchant, 

1996:276), global warming and other similar 

disasters will devour us altogether. Cyclones 

and earthquakes will become common 

phenomena, taking a heavy toll of lives. 

Ghosh’s The Hungry Tied is a reminder to the 

human community that unless it exercises’ 

caution and restraint in the exploitation of 

nature, it may have to encounter terrible 

consequences. His prophetic vision came true 

with the outbreak of tsunami which hit the 

coastal areas of the Bay of Bengal and 

obliterated fauna and flora. The catastrophe 

devastated the whole area rendering many 
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human beings homeless and producing an 

equal number of orphans without any means of 

subsistence. Even as India was recovering from 

the terrible destruction unleashed by the hungry 

tidal waves, different areas across the globe like 

New Orleans in America, Mexico’s Yucatan 

Peninsula, Western Cuba, Southern half of 

Florida and the Caribbean’s had witnessed 

untold disaster, when extremely dangerous 

category five storm known under different 

names like Katrina, Wilma, Beta and Rita raged 

all over these areas during the record breaking 

2005 hurricane season between June and 

November. In this context study of the novels of 

Amitav Ghosh written with such foresight and 

intuitive wisdom will be highly rewarding. 

 
Emergence of Postcolonialism 

 In between the sea and pains of Bengal, on 

the easternmost coast of India, lies an immense 

archipelago of islands. Some of these islands are 

vast and some no larger than sandbars; some 

have lasted through recorded history while 

others have just washed into being; these are the 

Sundarbans – the beautiful lands. Here there are 

no borders to divide fresh water from salt, river 

from sea, even land from water. The tides reach 

more than two hundred forests inland, and 

every day thousands of acres of mangrove 

forest disappear only to re-emerge hours later. 

For hundreds of years, only the truly 

dispossessed and the hopeless dreamers of the 

world have braved the man eater’s ad the 

crocodiles who rule there, to take a precarious 

existence from the unyielding mud. 

 The Hungry Tied is a whirlwind work of 

the imagination, every bit as epic in scope and 

ambition s his beloved and bestselling work, 

The Glass Palace, internationally best-selling 

author Amitav Ghosh, winner of the pushcarts 

Prize and numerous other prestigious 

accolades, pens a sweeping novel full of 

romantic adventure. Favorably compared to the 

masterworks of Joseph of Conrad and V.S. 

Naipaul, The Hungry Tide is an atmospheric 

tale set in a wondrous sights…. and terrible 

danger. 

 Off the eastern coast of India lies an 

extraordinary cluster of islands known as the 

Sundarbans. It is a raw beautiful area, a place of 

man-eating tigers, river dolphins, huge 

crocodiles, and devastating tides that sweep 

across the terrain without remorse. In this exotic 

land, marine biologist Pica, fisherman Fokir, 

and translator Kanai meet. As they travel deep 

into the remote archipelago, the experience a 

territory at risk not only from natural disaster, 

but also from human foolishness and volatile 

politics.  

 “The Hungry Tied,” is an interesting book 

set in the swampy regions of Sundarbans, near 

the India-Bangladesh border. The book makes 

for an interesting reading, and in the process 

you also learn the rich marine life in this part of 

the world, where once river dolphins thrived in 

large numbers. But, over the years these marine 

mammals have rapidly dwindled, and become a 

rare species. 

 Gosh has a keen eye for details, and when 

this is combined with his love for history and 

research, the final product can make for an 

absorbing read. 

 Ghosh weaves a fascinating story involving 

the three primary characters in the book: Piyali 

Roy, Kanai Dutt and Fokir. 

 Piyali is a cataloguist, who is on a quest to 

study the habit of the rare river dolphins in the 

Sundarbans region. Of Indian heritage, Piyali 

grew up in the US, and as part of her graduate 

studies has made an ardous trip to this remote 

region of India. 

 Fokir is the illiterate fisherman who knows 

this part of the river like the back of his hands, 

and assist Piyali in her quest to discover and 

study the animals. He knows exactly where you 

can find rare river dolphins. 

  
Mutability of the Hungry Tide 

 Amitav Ghosh’s new novel, The Hungry 

Tide, is rich in worldly lore. The book is set in 
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the Sundarbans, “an immense archipelago of 

islands… interposed between the sea and the 

plains of Bengal”. The setting suggested vivid 

possibilities. Floods continually submerge the 

scattered bodies of land. Whole forests life their 

heads above the tides and then disappear. Fresh 

and salty channels cut into each other, creating a 

diverse natural habit. The only permanent thing 

is the water. Whatever is human has to pick its 

spots among the inconstant islands. 

 Ghosh’s novel alternates between the points 

of view of Piya, an Indian-American cytologist 

from Seattle on a research trip, and Kanai, the 

prosperous owner of a translation business in 

New Delhi, who is traveling to visit his 

widowed aunt. Piya and Kanai meet on the 

train. Kanai has his eye on the pretty, young 

American and tells her to look him up in 

Lusibari. His aunt, Mashima, runs a women’s 

hospital, which supports the rights of the poor 

who make their uncertain homes on the flood 

terrain. Kanai’s uncle (known with 

mispronounced respect as Saar and dead before 

the story begins) ran the local school house. 

Mashima discovers a manuscript he left behind 

that is addressed to their nephew, and invites 

Kanai to look it over.  

 Both stories eventually tangle their feet in 

the history of one of the local peasant families. 

Kusum was Kanai’s childhood sweetheart; later, 

Saar fell in love with her, too. Saar died trying 

to lend a hand (and his almost dried-up ideals) 

to the people’s co-operative set up on the island 

of Morichjhapi, where Kusum settled. 

Eventually, the police evacuated the 

“squatters”- but Kusum’s son, Fokir, survived. 

It is he who later rescues Piya when corrupt and 

officious forest guides knock her into the 

waters. His knowledge of the river proves 

invaluable to the cytologist, and together Piya 

and Fokir discover important facts about 

Irrawaddy dolphins and fall in love. 

 In fact, everybody falls in love, everybody 

discovers important fact. Kanai- smug, 

intelligent and a snop- learn to appreciate the 

deeper, unspoken sex appeal of a man like 

Fokir. Piya stumbles upon her life’s work and 

acquires a taste both for high ambition and for 

the company for the unambitious- for men like 

Fokir. She is torn between the poetry of his 

unspoilt life and the attraction of Kanai’s 

prosaic routines. The novel quotes liberally 

from Rilke. Local legends fare frequently retold. 

The water wins out in the end. 

 The Hungry Tide belongs to a category of 

books particularly difficult to review: the quite 

good ones. The prose is clean, often insightful; 

the passage of the storm that resolves these 

entangled relations at the end is admirably told. 

Most of the characters do believable things most 

of the time. The various love stories pass the 

hours. 

 A couple of cavils: the quantity of Rice, the 

rapidness of the native myths. But the 

knowledge imparted is worth learning; the 

politics and geology a little more worthwhile 

than the cytology and local fables. 

 And the landscape itself seems truly 

wonderful- much of that wonder is captured in 

the story. 

 Still, the prose, and the story, lack true 

strangeness- the vivid realization of other lives. 

The characters seem a little childish, easily 

rendered. The arguments between virtues and 

idealism, or between the poetry and prose of 

life, add little to an interesting debate. This is 

hardly a condemnation: something like it is true 

of everything but the rarest writing. And, at 

least, Ghosh takes seriously the writer’s task to 

tell the reader something he doesn’t know. 

Geographically, The Hungry Tide is set in 

familiar territory for Ghosh-the archipelago of 

the Sundarbans, in the Bay of Bengal. These 

mangrove swamps are infested with crocodiles, 

snakes and tigers which are a constant threat to 

the human population. 

 Ghosh takes up into this mesh of vegetation, 

animal life and the every- present river with 

Kanai, who has taken leave from a translating 

job in New Delhi. Here, he meets Piya, an 
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expatriate Indian scientist from the U.S. who 

believes there is an unusual species of dolphin 

in the murky waters of the Sundarbans. Ghosh 

places these two characters along with Fokir, a 

native fisherman, at the centre of his narrative. 

 Against this backdrop, he weaves the stories 

of Lord Hamilton, an eccentric peer of the Raj 

who founded a utopian community of 

fishermen in the 19th century, as well as Nirmal, 

a once-radical communist who flees Calcutta in 

the 1970s to continue Hamilton’s experiment. It 

is Nirmal’s journal that has drawn Kanai here, 

and through which the past is entwined with 

the present. 

 These stands come together in an ill-fated 

expedition down the river that exposes all the 

characters to the brutality of the elements and 

leaves them inescapably changed. Ghosh’s 

passion shows through his finely drawn 

characters and his gift for evoking strange 

places is undiminished. The Hungry Tied reads 

as a metaphor for the lost ideals that each 

character in this complex novel reaches for but 

cannot achieve. 

 
Cultural and social Identity 

 The Hungry Tide Ghosh problematizes the 

tensions between and within human 

communities, their respective relations with the 

natural world, and the extra-discursive reality 

of nature that changes and is simultaneously 

changed by humanity. Ghosh sets his novel in 

edd and flow of water. But Ghosh presses this 

point further: He uses water as the agent that 

rewrites the social matrix of the Sundarbans in 

the novel. Water is both motif and agent, 

shaping not only the story but also the 

geography and history of the land. The unusual 

agency of water is highlighted here- its potential 

to act, as well as to move from object/other 

position to that of the subject and, in doing so, 

reverse the object/subject status of the 

characters. It is also significant that Ghosh uses 

water as the agent to resolve the chief conflict 

fictionalized in the novel. First, water, as the 

agent of change, provides Ghosh a way to steer 

clear of taking a moral or ideological stand 

while addressing the complex struggle between 

humans and animals for survival. Second, the 

motif of water makes it possible to objectively 

and dispassionately highlight the plight of both 

the dispossessed people and the threatened 

wildlife. Third, by using water as an element to 

undermine the hegemonic social order, Ghosh is 

able to keep the focus on the conflict, rather 

than on the resolution, making the novel itself 

and indeed its primary trope, water, the agents 

of political and social change. In this context, 

my paper explores the ways in which water 

moves beyond being a recurring literary motif 

to become an active participant that 

dynamically engages and exerts an impact on 

the human drama. Water, as both a symbolic 

and a literal phenomenon in the novel addresses 

as it dramatizes the competing claims of human 

and non-human species for existence. 

 
The Voices and the Presences 

 The Hungry Tide unfolds through the eyes 

of two upwardly mobile, educated individuals 

who undertake a journey to the tide country. 

Kanai Dutt, the Bengali-born, Delhi-settled 

businessman, arrives in Lusibari to visit his 

Aunt Nilima and claim the package left for him 

by his late uncle, Nirmal. The package, he 

discovers, is an account of his uncle’s last days, 

which revolved around kusum and her son 

Fokir, who are portrayed as the victim of 

eviction from the island of Morichjhapi. The 

second voice of the novel is that of Piyali Roy, 

an American-born cetologist of Indian 

background who chooses to journey into the 

Sundarbans to study the threatened Gangetic 

River dolphins. Ghosh weaves together two 

temporal narratives: one unfolding through 

Nirmal’s journals recounting the Morichjhapi 

episode that happened twenty-eight years 

earlier, and the second through Piya’s 

expedition, revealing the contemporary 

situation of the people and the flora and fauna 
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of the Sundarbans. The juxtaposition of these 

two narratives highlights the chief conflict in the 

novel – the problems and issues of wilderness 

conservation and its related social costs in areas 

populated by the socially and economically 

disprivileged both in the past and the present. 

 The sub-narrative fore grounded in the 

character of Fokir represents the third voice of 

this ecological drama. William W. Hunter 

mentions forest guides called “fakirs” who 

accompanied woodcutters and hunters on their 

expeditions to the forest. Hunter points out that 

these woodcutters were so superstitious that 

they would not venture into the forest 

unaccompanied by a fakir, “who is supposed to 

receive power from the presiding deity – whom 

he propitiates with offerings – over the tigers 

and other animals. Occasionally a large number 

of boats proceed together in p party, taking a 

fakir with them”. Fakir is the anglicized form of 

Fokir also worships Bon Bibi, the forest 

goddess, and loses his life in the process of 

steering the outsiders safely through the forests. 

He fits the archetype of the hapless and illiterate 

native, exposed to the man- eating tigers, 

sharks, crocodiles, and snakes inhabiting the 

tide country and also vulnerable to his survival. 

But Ghosh empowers him on another level, in 

his familiarity with the tide country and its 

creatures, and the legacy of centuries-old oral 

tradition he inherits, qualities that distinguish 

him from Piya and Kanai. Despite their high-

tech GPS equipment and educational 

background, the outsiders are dependent on 

Fokir to navigate the waters. Ghosh’s portrayal 

of Fokir thus resists the stereotypical 

patronization of him as the noble savage or the 

innocent villager or even the epitome of an 

ecological pioneer. 

 
Conclusion 

 Using water as a heuristic category to 

analyze the novel serves to highlight significant 

ecological questions pertaining to the Third 

World. The traditional conceptualizations of 

water and the River Ganges, the materiality of 

the presence of water and its significance as an 

agency dealt with in the novel, especially 

against the backdrop of the Morichjhapi and 

Sahara takeover; illustrate the violence inscribed 

within western conservation discourses when 

arbitrarily implemented in the Third World. 

Conservation in the popular imaginary is often 

regarded as a beneficent phenomenon that 

institutes safeguards for a “mute” nature that is 

violated by unabated human encroachment. 

Conservation in the Sundrbans, directed mainly 

toward the preservation of the tiger, reveals the 

privileging of an animal because it meets a 

higher aesthetic standard of beauty and 

prowess, along with the influence of electoral 

politics. 

 Amitav Ghosh may have become the first 

writer to strongly engage with ecological issues 

in Indian English fiction with the publication of 

his novel The Hungry Tide in 2004. This might 

come as no surprise, since Ghosh worked as a 

journalist and has written extensively on 

various topical issues including terrorism, 

religious fundamentalism, displacement, and 

the many postcolonial realities of the Third 

world. His fictional oeuvre- The Circle of 

Reason, Shadow lines, In an Antique Land, The 

Calcutta Chromosome, The Glass Palace, and 

The Hungry Tide – is permeated by an 

underlying consciousness of the subaltern and a 

narrativization of the subaltern experience. The 

Hungry Tide takes a step further to voice the 

subaltern experience, in that the novel’s 

publication had the force of a political pamphlet 

which made the world take stock of efforts to 

corporatize parts of the sundarbans National 

Park. The novel raises national and global 

awareness about the history of violence 

inscribed on the Sundarbans, throwing into 

relief the continuing exploitation of the place. 

 In my view, Ghosh appeals to creative 

multicultural impulses whereby we can engage 

the Other in the mutual transformation of 

dialogue without giving up the distinctiveness 
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of our traditions. He makes a plea for cross- 

border ties and inter civilisational alliance 

which amounts to making an attempt at 

matching, to quote Edward said, “the new 

economic and socio-political dislocations and 

configurations of our time with the startling 

realities of human interdependence on a word 

scale”. Such re-appropriations of history or 

“desirable constructions of the past” also do 

away with the partitioning of the past to open 

out common doors from the corridors between 

cultures through “creative improvisations”. 

Ghosh’s narrative perspective, evident from the 

polytonal narrative positions in the moving 

spiral of the narration, does not envisage 

“amalgamating difference to a totalizing, 

homogeneous whole.” By using temporal and 

geographical syllepsis he scans time and space 

to attempt a positive appropriation of the 

remembered past. The focaliser’s quest for 

meaning through time and memory even 

amidst “an intractable political problem” 

acquires a meta textual relevance.  
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